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Air crash 
outlined 
TERRACE - An i l lus ion  
disoriented the pilot of Skylink 
flight 070 prompting him to angle 
the nose down and crash the plane 
seconds later, according to Trans- 
port Canada's chief crash in- 
vestigator. 
The Fairchild aircraft crashed 
Sept. 26, 1989 killing all seven 
aboard. The plane missed its ini- 
tial approach due. to fog and 
smoke shrouding therunway, and 
was circling to attempt: another 
approach. 
Roger Ayotte told a coroner's 
inquest here Monday the plane 
accelemte, d after the crow-decided 
to abort tl~':landing. The accelem. 
. ; ~  . 
Uon coupled wi,t h poor visibility 
caused,the pi lot to'think d~e nose 
was pointed up. 
To avoid stalling the craft, the 
pilot applied trim 0ontrols to keep 
• the'-p~fie's' 'fiose" downF'Ayotte 
said, resulting.in the.plane dropp-, and monitoring procedures, and.ft. 
ingintoasharpdive. ..... . . - company.had setout a system of 
"There's a difference between Standardopemtingprocedurcs. 
what the pilot perceived, and what He  added pilot fatique may 
the actual pitch of the aircraft have also contributed to the con- 
was," he testified, fusion inside the cabin. 
Ayotte said the pilot tried to  The inquest continues today, 
pull out of' the dive, but treetops with. the jury expected to deliver 
sheared off most of the right wing, 
! i  ~ /~ 
and the plane crashed seconds 
later. 
"The plane was flown into the 
ground in a manner consistent 
with the crew being disoriented," 
he said• "You can't stop this illu- 
sion from affecting you, and that's 
why pilots are taught in situations 
like this to rely on their instru- 
ments." 
Anyotte also called the crew's 
actions and training "deficient in 
a number of areas." In particular, 
he said, they had no plan 'about 
what to do in the event they 
couldn't see the runway and had 
to execute amissed approach. 
"The crew Was qualified and  
trained to required standards, yet 
their performance was d@ficient," 
Ayotte told the inquesL " 
He said most of  the errors Could 
have been eliminated if Skylink 
Afi-lin~ "~id~ better '~ng 
its findings inter this week. 
No Shames word 
TERRACE -- The Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district is still 
waiting for the municipal af- 
fairs ministry to say if it can ac- 
cept a shares-for-debt swap 
wanted by the Shames Moun- 
tain Ski Corporation. 
In February of this year the 
corporation asked directors to 
accept a 28.5 per cent holding in 
the company and a seat on its 
board as payment of  $313,000 it 
owes for the purchase of equip- 
ment from the former Kit- 
sumkalum ski hill. Shames also 
asked the district to forgive 
$98,000 in interest it also owed 
at that time• 
A change of  that kind re- 
quires the approval  of  the 
ministry. 
Chairman Jack Taistra said 
the district had contacted the 
ministry, impressed upon of- 
ficials the matter was urgent 
and had been told it would have 
an answer in time for its May 26 
meeting, 
A response~,asn't  received in 
t ime for that nieeting and it now 
looks like therewon' t  be one in 
t ime for this Saturday's regional 
district session/said Talstra. 
down in Victoria," he said. 
At  the same time, Talstra said 
the regional district wants more 
financial information f rom the 
ski corporation before it makes 
a decision. 
"We've asked them for some 
financial information which has 
not yet arrived," he said. 
That information consists o f  
latest construction cost figures 
and how the project will be 
financed. 
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Library ou 
to gather 
public support 
TERRACE - -  The library is 
starting a campaign to gather 
support for expansion plans, 
says one of its board members. 
George Clark said the library 
will do that by  increasing 
awareness of its services. 
" I f  there is to be an (expan- 
sion) referendum this year or 
next year, we want to build up a 
'yes' vote," he said. 
The library wants an addition 
estimated at $1 million to pro- 
vide more space for books, 
more space for storage, better 
meeting rooms and improved 
washrooms. 
Its financingplans include 
applying for a provincial lottery 
grant for one-third of the cost 
from front 
with the remainder to con 
from donations and taxes. T! 
latter requires a referendum. 
Clark s/rid the campaign will 
include slogans, bookmarks and 
flyers. 
"We want to simply raise the 
profile of the library in the com- 
munity with the services we do 
have," said Clark. 
"People aren't aware of some 
our services. We have audio 
books, videos, compact discs, 
books in foreign languages, 
books in French, government 
documents." 
" I f  you wantto read a copy 
of the Meech Lake Accord, for 
instance, we have one," Clark 
added. 
Alderman 
Stressing the :entire project 
was at a "very prefiminary" 
stage, Talstra said the city 
would first have to assess the 
level of public support and what 
f inancial assistance was 
available before it began work- 
ing out detailed financial 
figures. 
"Right now we don't know 
what it will be, if in fact it's go- 
ing to be very large," he added. 
it or not ,"  said Taistra, adding 
no decision on that had been 
made yet. 
As well, Taistra said the 
possibility of the centre 
operating as a deficit is not 
unusual. 
Other city facilities such as 
the arena and pool complex run 
up operational deficits each 
• year and the experience is the 
same elsewhere in the province, 
he Said. 
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P A K - M E A T $  
*With this coupon you will receive $2.00 off family pak meats. 
*Limit one item per coupon per visit. 
Meat Dept. 
BONE-IN 
BLADE 
STEAK 
4.39 kg. 
,Clarification I Meat Dept BONE-IN 
.--CE--Aned,t,n. er- .ai. Canadians ' - - . - -  
ror in a June 13 article con- and Alaskans agreed there flit; cerning a trip to Alaska by wou ld  be more business local residents resulted in opportunities and increas- 
a garbled paragraph, ed tourism through that S T i  
It should have read: road connection between 
In a report  published the Panhandle and the 
this week, The Wrangell northwest. 
imn lmi l i l l lmnm8"77 kg. 
Dell Dept. FRESH 
B AC Low-cost life insurance 
Protect your long-term 
financial re'sponsibillties 
- -  permanently and 
economically. Call: 
Cap/Rodin 
306-4546 Park Ave. 
Terrace 
i 635-6146 
IHAM 
Produce Dept. 
FRESH 
COR 
LB. 
Produce Dept. 
0NG 
NGLi, 
UKES 
EA. 20 kg. Bag, 
Meat Dept. 
REGULAR 
GROU 
BEEF 
8 to 1 O lb. Pkg. 
i Meat Dept. 
T-BON 
T 
2.1o kg. 
Dell Dept FLE~ 
ELI 
lIT/ 
Produce Dept. 
FRESH 
CHER. 
RIES 
Bulk Foods 
BULK 
TREBI 
CAND 
~e~;: CASHIM 
BATH- 
ROOM 
TISSUE 
4. Roll Pkg. 
Bulk Foods 
"1 lost 43 Ibs. and 7 inches from my 
waistline, through the Nut#System 
Program. A worthwhile exercise in self 
control." 
• The Nutri/System ° Weight Loss Program includes avadety of 
delicious meals and snacks, nutritional nd behavioral counseling, 
light activity, and weight maintenance. 
PURINA 
FIELD & 
0G 
00D 
DAIRYLAND 
ICE 
CR! 
EA. 
Bakery Dept. 
VALU PRICED 
BREA 
White or Brown. 
567 g. Loaf; 2 L Carton, 
Asst, Varieties. 
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¢ 
SOLO AT I ,H  
LUT: TW0 
ADOITIONAL 
~0LD AT. 
Call Today And Begin To Lose! 
638-1800 
4644 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE 
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School board rejects" condom machines 
tions of  making.them available 
in high. schools, 
They added that if the 
avai lab i l i ty  of condom 
machines in high schools is an 
important health issue, it is one 
the board should only consider 
if the request comes from pro- 
vincial health authorities. 
Those opposed also pointed 
to last month's public forum, 
where most parents argued 
chastity outside marriage and 
fidelity within - -  not condoms 
- -  are the best ways to keep 
tqenagers from contracting the 
AIDS virus. 
The five trustees opposing 
condom -machine installation 
did so on a motion moved by 
Terrace trustee Wayne Braid 
and seconded by Kitwanga 
~rustee Delbe'rt Morgan. They 
were joined byTerrace trustees 
Lavern Hislop, Eva Daniels, 
and John Pousette. 
The four trustees to vote 
against he motion were board 
chai rman Edna Cooper ,  
Stewart rustee Kris Chapman, 
and Hazelton trustees Dr. Dun- 
can Etches and Val Napoleon. 
Although in favour, Cooper 
and Chapman added that would 
only approve the installation if
health ministry officials took 
responsibility for the initiative. 
The final vote settling the 
condom question came after an 
earlier motion was passed 
unan imous ly  endors ing 
abstinence and expansion of the 
district's family life curriculum. 
something they don't have to be 
involved in." 
" I  simply do not believe it is 
the mandate of the school board 
to make that decision," added 
Daniels. "I  believe it is the man. 
Bubbling away 
TE~CE - -  Terrace school 
trustees ended more than six 
m0nths of debate last week by 
vg~!ng~iS-4 against installing 
r : c~dom machines in high 
• " 'scS~olwashrooms. - 
• ::./.ii~h~':,rejection f llows a re- 
qii'~ff aiade last-December by 
' • the  Skeena health unit board 
, :-.Which. said placing condom 
• "~mfichines in high schools is one 
. ~ Way o f  preventing the spread of 
AIDS • and.  other sexually 
transmitted iseases. . 
• ~. ~Thpse trustees opposing the 
request registered their objec- 
tion 'in several areas -- par- 
ticularly the effectiveness of 
condoms and the moral implica- 
i PERFECT BUBBLE blowing form is demonstrated by assistant district scouting commissioner 
., Cory Fleming. The occasion was the.yeai-end, barbecue, fo[scouting move~bnt,ieadleis and siJp~,,.. 
~::i: porte~'.~-AII had~chan(:e.to 13rod~cebubbles ina vai:iety of categories. T~el~arbec:'ue was'~eicl'at ~" 
the Fleming. house. . " • 
As it became clear the majori- 
ty of trustees would vote against 
condoms, Etches and Chapman 
made failed attempts to amend 
the motion or put off the 
debate. 
Pousette said to vote in 
favour of condom machines 
would be teaching students the 
wrong message. "We need to 
teach respon'sibility and we have 
to ensure thatwe don't give a 
wrong message," he said. 
"We would be givingthem 
totally the wrong message," 
Hislop added. 
Noting the failure rate of con- 
doms, Braid warned of  the con- 
sequences i f  a student caught 
AIDS because a condom pro- 
vided by the school failed~ En- 
couraging abstinence, he said, is 
the best solution. 
"We have programs in the 
schools to help our children say 
no to drugs and alcohol," Braid 
spid. " I  think we should help 
them say no to sex. We should 
help them understand this is 
date of the health ministry. I
simply don't believe that con- 
'doms are either safe enough or 
worthwhile nough to put in our 
schools." 
• Cooper, speaking in favour 
~of condom machines, cited 
statistics presented by Skeena 
health unit medical health of- 
ricer David Bowering indicating 
there are twice the number of 
teen mothers here as in the rest 
of the province. 
"Although it is not a perfect 
solution, it is one way of help- 
ing," she said. "I  don't believe 
children who are taught morally 
how to look after themselves 
will be affected by condoms in 
washrooms. If our children are 
to make responsible choices, we 
have to educate them at all 
levels." 
But Cooper pointed to the in- 
creased burden of providing 
health-related services which 
has been placed on the school 
board. She said she would sup- 
port the installation of the 
Edna Cooper 
machines only if the health 
ministry wanted them put in 
and was willing to pay for them, 
Chapman took a similar posi- 
tion. "What is the job of a 
public school system?" she ask- 
ed. "!  would question whether 
that is part of the mandate of 
the school system. We are the 
educators not the prescribers." 
Etches, a medical doctor at 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital in 
Hazeltou,. maintained, his posi- 
tion in favour of the machines. 
" In  my experience dealing 
with high school students, it 
might be a small step in reduc- 
ing the numbers of unwanted 
pregnancies and sexually 
transmitted diseases." 
Recycli  class gathers  
paper f3r trip zo south 
TERRACE - -  A recycling pro- 
gram that started in a local 
science classroom and has 
spread across the city will send 
its first shipment of white paper 
to Vancouver on Monday. 
Students are conducting their 
final collection push this week 
before the boxes they've filled 
are loaded on a truck, Skeena 
Jr. Secondary teacher Dan 
Houpt said last week. 
Safeway manager Eric 
3ohansen offered to let the 
students use free of charge an 
empty Safeway truck, on which 
they hope to pile nearly a metric 
to nne of collected white paper. 
a:.~:; oupt s class ~as been accep- 
~,']~/. : : "  ~"t*"  ,~':,'. :": t ' t "  : - .  ~ng,paner f om • m61~e than 10 
local businesses, government 
agencies, and other schools. 
The project also prompted the 
Terrace District Teachers' 
Association to set up a joint 
committee with the school 
board to coordinate further 
recycling programs next year. 
"It's really incredible how 
this has grown," said Houpt, 
who is leaving Terrace to return 
to university. "People say if the 
schools can do it, so can we." 
An expanded version of the 
project next year could lead the 
way toward city-wide recycling, 
he added. 
The high costs of transpor- 
ting recyclable material to Van- 
couver has stymied most efforts 
to recycle ihTe~a~]ihe~s'~d. 
But with grocery storeS'bffering 
the use of trucks which would 
return empty anyway, he said 
recycling has been given an 
enormous boost. 
"There is no reason we can't 
do this city-wide if there's o- 
meone to organize it," he said. 
"We've collected about a tonne 
of paper - -  but it could be tens 
of tonnes if it we did it district 
wide." 
He attributed the project's 
success to the enthusiasm of 
students at Skeena. 
"The kids here have been just 
great," Houpt said. " I f  a stu- 
dent throws a piece of paper in 
the garbage, they get a lot of 
flak from the others. It's amaz- 
ing the kind of peer pressure 
that's built ~ over this. ~e~ 
seen people.d~g a crum~l ,  
piece of paper our of the g at, 
bage, straighten it out, and put 
it in the recycling box." 
California Grown. 
Excellent FOr 
The B.B.O. or 
BOiling. 1.73 kg. 
NEW CROP NDINC SATURDAY, JUNE 23rd POTATOES Tamitik Arena, Kitimat RIB ROAST 
.33,.. 
B.B.O CHICKEN 
4.99 Average Weight EA.  Before Cookng. 
Show Time: Ticket Prices: 
4:00 p.m. Adults - -  $6.00 
& 7:30 p.m. Children (under 12) - -  $3,00 
These prices are available (while tickets last) 
AT SAFEWAY TERRACE ONLY! 
MUFFIN 
MANIA 
Blueberry, 
.o,,,,,,0e. oa,e 601  NUt, Banana Nut, F 
Prune, Carrot or  
ChOCOlate Chip. D 
Cut From Canada 
Grade A Beef. 
7.91 kg. 3.59 . 
w, . .  " 
4.99,. 
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. cake 
MIXES 
Dunca n Hines. Assorted 
500 g. BOx. 
1.18.  
~J 
•"MIRACLE" 
WHIP 
Kraft. Regular or gght. 
1 L. Jar. I.Imlt I With Family 
Purchase. Over Limit ~ ce $3.68 each. .98. 
STORE HOURS:- 
: 
Sunday , 10 a,m. - 5 p.m. 
Men.- Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
:,Thurs, & Fd. 9 l ,m. -  9 p.m. 
:Saturday 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
~il' Sale price effective wed,, June 20 
:•  tO sat,, June 23 r " " 
. ! 
#P- • 
ABC 
"L DETERGENT 
• Powdered For l,aun~w. 
' 10 L. BOX. 
5.98 .  
i 
i i i i i . • 
Bathroom 
TISSUE 
Purex. Pkg. of e, 2 Ply. 
Roils. Limit I WlUI Family 
Purchase. Over Limit 
Price $3.48 each. 
,2 ,98.  j 
Chunk Light 
TUNA 
Starklst. In water. 
184 g. Tin. 
.99,. 
• i p~ 
PEPSI o r  
7.UP 
Regular or Diet. 2 L. 
BOttle. Plus Deposit. 
1,98,,. 
• DON'T 
C/tl l:Itll " ' : '  
 ,JPl L,,I lU t  e~ Is Just starNng, 
, So, i~k~, d~'t 
I I I I  P .~ fllQ l IWly .  
We  'ng it all t, gether C¢ 
i We honour all compefltor's coupons, 
t 
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,I Im~.~'~i~ , ~ ..... Edouard Credgeur/ ;- ,- I ,~ mi,~/I~ ~a~i ~ In i~  .~t~ut ~,l~ ~ i~. ,  is sl~,:i~ ~,~ri~, ILtGmNA 
The big question associated with city 
i,:il I .DITORIAI , , I 
Some ,q Uhee pro o  !t<rO ln'S'i by 
!llciai. illankl 't!~'~l!l ,.,
sin contdbUloni nd 
co~spondents~fo~i I ~:.:,
• v " 
, !"1 
iit 
council's proposed convention/com- 
munity centre is - -  can the taxpayers af- 
ford it. At an estimated cost of between 
$4 and $4.5 million, the centre will 
stretch the ability of local taxpayers to 
finance it. 
Of course, local taxpayers won't be 
asked to pay the entire cost. City council 
hopes to tap other sources and there's 
that elusive suggestion from council that 
perhaps (depending upon how close the 
provincial election is) it can wrangle up 
to 50 per cent from the folks in Victoria. 
All this is kind of tentative and that 
makes council's job of selling the pro- 
posal to city residents a bit more dif- 
ficult. It is kind of  strange that unlike the 
waymost  of the rest of us do business, 
council hasn't first nailed down exact 
costs before buying the wrapping paper 
and ribbon for its present to the city. 
There are some things council must 
consider before it continues further. One 
of  the most obvious is the participation, 
if any, with the regional district. Since 
residents and organizations of surroun- 
ding areas, council must approach the 
regional district with a cost sharing pro- 
posai. That will follow the city and 
regional district's long-standing .policy 
of cost sharing with other facilities. 
And there's the question of  direct 
beneficiaries of the center. It's said it will 
stimulate the local service industry by at- 
tracting visitors from out of town. IfL 
that's the case, perhaps an increase in the 
business tax rate is in order. 
As well, residents will do well to ask 
for a break down of expected operating 
costs before things go too far. Will the 
center make a profit7 If not, who will 
subsidize its operation~ and how much 
might that be? 
All in all, balancing costs of construc- 
tion and operating against tangible and 
intangible benefits is a difficult proposi- 
tion. But it's one that is vitally important 
given the kind of commitment city coun- 
cil wants to undertake on behalf of  city 
residents. 
Thank you 
. . . .  f 
On a sunny Saturday afternoon last 
September while most people were either 
en~yingtheweather or doing the shopp-, 
mg,,two unconnected events took place; 
One was a toy run organized by the local 
accepted the toys on behalf of the 
children while the other was on hand 
Up, up and away 
not the way to go 
Roadrunners Motorcycle Club in aid of 
needy children. The other was a house 
fire on a residential street. 
At both were the local representatives 
of  the Salvation Army - -  Captain John 
Harker with the motorcyclists and Cap- 
tain Gail Harker at the house fire. One 
VICTORIA - -  Just when you 
thought you had heard it all, 
Carol Grin hits you with a 
new one. Under fire for im- 
proper use of government air, 
craft, Grin said she wouldn't 
release details of the flight logs 
because it might embarrass the 
government. 
From the 
Oapltal 
by Hubert Beyer 
The opposition, the minister least four times a week, bet- 
should-help be needed. ,, " . ,:.~:!::::' .was sfire, Would use the infer-, i :ween Vancouver and Ab'-: : 
+ ~i ~ mation to rake muck and the It's that kind' e l l  dev0tion~ :o dfit i'" . . . .  . m! ! . '~"'~'bbtsford and back." ~'"~ ...... 
' media would probably write which has marked the stay hel'e of the She would take the regular 
unflattering things about it. run on the government aircraft 
Harkers. In addition to their regular 
duties, the pair were also ready and  
available to perform the extras. 
They are now off  to Kamloops for fur- 
ther work with the Salvation Army. 
They leave behind a community which i~ 
richer because of them. 
Highway haven 
without heir suspecting. 
The proposed mining road 
will give moose, deer, andbears 
an impediment-free racetrack 
where they'll be able to attain 
maximum accelleration as they 
elude hel icopter-borne 
poachers. Fleeing animals won't 
have to divert their trajectory 
dodging stumps or windfalls. 
This will go a long why to 
thwart the criminal intent of  
trophy hunters. 
But, if the odd animal does 
fall prey to a poacher's bullet, 
best of all we'll have standardiz- 
ed highway signs and mileage 
markers to help us pinpoint he 
site for investigating conserva- 
tion officers, 
We can't expect a single 
highway to end poaching, but it 
will go along way toward that 
end. 
Well now, how about keep 
government spending a secret? 
God knows, neither the op- 
position nor the media are very 
supportive of excessive spen- 
~ding and ruses such as the B.S. 
Fund. 
I can understand why Grin 
balked the NDP demand that 
she release details of the 
government fleet logs. As it 
turns out, she is guilty of abus- 
ing the system. 
Government aircraft may be 
used by the lieutenant- 
governor and staff, the 
premier, cabinet ministers and 
deputy ministers, but only on 
official business. 
When the premier went to 
Washingto, state to meet with 
the governor, he travelled on a 
government plane, much to the 
surprise of Washington state 
officials who had great dif- 
ficulty trying to comprehend 
the idea of a state-owned fleet 
of aircraft. 
Grin should have been 
aware of the rules. As minister 
of government services, she's 
in charge of the fleet of five 
aircraft.' The rules governing 
their use are clear. 
Government aircraft are to 
be used if "no regular service 
is available or the time of any 
scheduled air service is 
unreasonable." Another 
regulation stipulates that the 
cost of using a government 
plane must be "economical 
when compared with commer- 
cial tariffs." 
Alas, Grin's knowledge or 
interpretation f those rules 
left a little to be desired. She 
used government planes to 
commute almost every day, at 
to Vancouver, which is fine, 
but then she'd order the pilot 
to take a side trip to Ab- 
botsford where the car was 
parked. 
Grin says she prefers the 
government planes because 
she's a "white-knuckle flyer." 
She says she's afraid of using 
commercial irlines. 
Hell, so am I, but can I use 
a government jet to go to 
Disneyland in August? No sir. 
I've got to fly the Friendly 
Skies, and frankly, so should 
cabinet ministers whenever 
possible/particularly in view 
of their party's philosophical 
commitment toprivate nter- 
prise. 
According to one estimate, 
which may be somewhat exag- 
gerated, each side trip to Ab- 
botsford cost $1,000. At the 
rate of two trips a day, four 
times a week, that's $32,000 
plus a month worth of 
unauthorized flying by Grin. 
Compared with other 
government scandals during 
the last couple-of years, this 
one may lack punch, but I 
doubt that Premier Vander 
Zaim will find much solace in 
the fact that it could be worse. 
What is it about political 
power, real or imagined, that 
changes people who have 
formerly been quite normal in 
every way? Flying Phil Gaglar- 
di was probably an exception. 
Nobody before or after him 
abused his or her position 
quite so flagrantly. 
But what made Peter Hynd- 
man, a very able and in- 
telligent politician, take leave 
of his senses and charge his ex- 
pensive taste in wines to the 
P .  ar. 0.,in, forad.-,, 0" ..,, 
tionai conservation officers to rOLl 
deter poachers from stealing I~  [ ~~'~' l  / 
our wildlife resource. More like- B I fo~ 
ly, hiring extra law enforcers hv  ~lt~t~dt~tt~.qt'sndmekl I ~  / /  
will only enhance the thrill of 
lawbreaking. 
There's omething to be said 
for these private enterprisers and binoculars. If we feel 
who - -  without government vulnerable without these ad- 
funding, economic development juncts, we should restrict heir 
advice, or taxpayers' hares-  use to recording mountain 
have built a booming trade in scenery, birds, and wild 
animal parts with Pacific Rim flowers. Never focus on jacket 
countries, insignias, boat registration 
We seldom stop to consider, numbers, or licence plates. 
with every animal poached, the We must curb our jealousy if 
remaining beasts, become more we view a master of the 
rare, more valuable. In add,- muzzle loader 's  antlered 
tion, culling wild game creates showpiece over the den 
living space for other wildlife, fireplace, or grinning grizzly 
.thus enriching the varieties of skin anchored by a coffee table. 
species living in any single Nor should we be envious of the 
habitat; "guide" who buzzes the upper 
To stretch the enforcement Stikine, sighting from a float 
range of our few conservation plane. 
officers, we must relieve them If we concentrate onreducing 
of tedious tasks such as filling the number of poachings we 
out forms in quadruplicate, and report, not only will we 
waiting around court houses to dramatically whittle officers' 
• be called as a witness, workload to manageable pro- 
This can be partially achieved portions, considering the vast 
taxpayers? 
.And what did Grail think 
she"wa's doing using a govern: : .
ment aircraft o con~mute? A 
few years back; she probably 
didn't Wen know that the • 
government owned a fleet~of 
aircraft. Now she tells the pilot 
to take her to her back door, 
and never mind the cost.- 
The most comical aspect of  
the issue, however, were her 
reasons for not releasing the 
flight logs~ It was so obvious' 
that she simply repeated 
fragments of the discussion: 
that must have taken placein 
cabinet. 
For goodness sakes, Carol, 
you can't release that informa- 
tion so close to an election. It
would embarrass the go~'ern- 
fluent. The NDP would useit 
for muck-raking and you know 
what the media would do with 
it. :: 
Sentiments o that effect 
must have been expressed by 
her colleagues. When she. 
repeated them in public( - 
thereby really .embarrassing the 
government, i  didn't take the 
premier very long to exercise~ 
some damage control. He pro- 
mised that the flight logs . 
would be released, although ,I
should add that it may take. 
some time before we get the.. 
details, :<.. 
Perhaps the government. ~:.. 
should consider making more 
use of private carriers. I'm.not 
saying the fleetsh0uld be <... 
privatized, because transpor-, 
ting ministers is only one of: its 
functions. .~ 
According to regulations, -i 
"the air ambulance service/~ , 
shall have priority for all ,. :~ 
government aircraft." I.:- +.- 
wouldn't want to ~ee that'::::. 
changed, but the politicians 
can use private carriers more- 
often. :~, :i..,;~ < 
i f  we quit snitching on area each officer is expected to :. l~: 
lawbreakers. Bear in mind, patrol. Spino!f dollar savings FH;l~£.lyoo,aE go~l"l~16-.~-'] S~sss'r~c~_ WA'r~£Fo~t-.~"-[ ~U~Lt lCE . lg lP_ ' . "  ,, .~-,. 
-whenevera conservation fficer will show up immediately. : L ~ ~ ~' 'u~'g 'S - I ' L t~~ [ 14om'1~16- I~AS ~, : .¢g~£'~ ~ I I |.-' ~ ' I It.~.COd.tT't og.~ ,., d 
is notified of a hunting infrac- Printing costs for .re[~ort ~ l l~ J~ ~ ~otaa eeleKl~r°L~P ifl ¢oul~T,oF~cE~.a,[' : l°~J'-J II Iif//.~../~~'':~ . LC~MN~RClM..~SgI~f~VI~ -,  r J " : ' l  
::tion~ he must squander Precious forms will drop. Fewer/ifile ~[~; |  I" ( , r - ' - ~ .  ~/  . ~ I V~., ' 
ann°tatingevldence'andfinally Neither extra filing cabinets'n°r [~"~~ -.  . l , , ~ l ~  ~ ~  ~ .  ,,,,'.= ""-- 
submitting detailed findings, in storage space for,them will be ~D~'~[  I ". 
writing, to his superiors for pro- required. These office savings ~ ~ |  ~ . "- • 
secution - -  so long as the canbe converted into sal~ries ~ ~ [  ~ ~ . . .  r • • ; " 
suspi~t isn't anative. (Thls may for additional officer.~. ". ' , [:~]i1[~l ........ ' ] ~ ' i ~  ~ ' - - -  
revert when land clatms are set- Fortunately, we're beginning ~ ~ ! ~  ~ ~  {~ ~.~"~ ' ~ l  
'tledJ " to tackle conservation creative- 
:Oobg for a drive? Leave ~ :ly~ Building the lskutroadil aqr ~ '~ '~ ' /  i--= / _ .  ~ I I'~'1 
'behind paper~ pencill ~eta~ i~novatlve way to fol l~aChe~  I I ~  [,~ 7".~,~..,_. 
'finish/ 
urged ' 
- .  Land claims 
must be settled to return justice; ' : 
to native people and to Nve.  : 
security for,, economic develop-, ; 
merit, speakers at a conference .... ~, 
on the topic said here last week. 
Yet some Of the speakers at: 
the city-organized conference 
June 16 gave different opinions 
on how the matter should be 
resolved. 
~i Glen Williams, chief Of the 
Kitwancool band north o f  Kit- 
wanga, said native /: groups 
should simply claim their ter- 
ritory by what he termed 
"direct action" in order to 
force governments to negotiate. 
"What  compels them 
(governments) to sit and begin 
negotiations? There's nothing 
out there," he said. 
That's why, Williams con- 
tinued, the Gitksan and the 
Wet'suwet'en of the Hazelton 
area are suing the federal and 
provincial governments for 
aboriginal title. 
"(It's) so we could have a 
leverage. Until that happens, we 
will continue to do direct ac- 
tion. We reg.ard that land as our 
bank, our fu ture , "  said 
Williams. 
He added that he has been in- 
volved in six incidents.which 
resulted in court action of one 
kind or another over the past 
five years regarding native title 
and rights. 
" I 'm telling you they don't 
work but I have yet to see an in- 
junction enforced on us. People 
are scared," said Williams. 
Frank Calder, speaking on 
behalf of the Nisga'a Tdbal 
Council, said it was important 
for all people to urge govern- 
ments to negotiate. 
"As far as I'm concerned 
there will be no settlement 
unless.Dave (Skeena MLA Dave 
Parker) and his government, or
any future government, come 
on to the table and settle that 
question," said Calder. 
He compared the claims issue 
to the tribe of Israel and its 
wanderings around the Middle 
East in search of a place to live. 
"God forgot to tell them 
there were other people living 
there," said Calder in recoun- 
ring several places where the 
tribe of Israel tried to settle. 
"They had to fight their way in 
there. By jeepers, they're still 
fighting" their way in." 
More than 40 local and 
regional representatives from 
industry and other group s at- 
tended the one-day conference. 
Mayor• Jack Talstra said he 
hoped, similar sessions will be 
organized. 
. . . .  
'¢ 
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Mr. Homburg 
Hel pi ng out 
FIRST HAND EXPERIENCE. How good a job do the community's stores and businesses do in 
providing access for wheelchairs? A group of locals answered that question for themselves last 
Thursday as part of an awareness campaign. Local paraplegic association office manager Marie 
Hildebrandt guided them on a two-how" wheelchair tour of the downtown area.Above, Northwest 
Community College's Elizabeth Snyder finds out what it is like to descend the'stairs at city hall -- 
the starting point for the tour - -  by using a tracked device bought last year by the city. That's city 
treasurer Keith Norman helping out, 
!l 
• I you are wronrl g i:l ¸ I¸ ¸ ¸• l 
Dear Sir: ~ t '~a~wher  t ": 
I a rea  Gr. 10 student at . - .  . :  ~. i
Thornhill Junior Secondary ~i 
School and am writing in i!ii| i [ 
answer to a letter written to life-time Car'eer, be it plastic i ~ I ~] 
the editor on June 13, 1990 Surgeon or gnrbage collector I i / ~] 
byMr. Bill Homburg. or parent, a flair po~on:of ~ I i 1 
It angers me to see such ourmoney~!  s'tilll~espent I" ! :i~2 
stereotypical opinions about trying tO improve ourTeduca ~- | ~ 
today's high school students, tions, i / • I i I ! Ii 
Mr. Homburg wrote of our I understand that some • | i I :i~ 
schools often turning out studentsd0t~n0utc6ntrary | "~ 
.nothing but hoodlums who . . . . . . . .  for 'I i! to what allparents hope , I '. '~ 
are hooked on drugs, sex, but we all have the right toa  I i i'~ 
vandalism, and welfare, I decent education whether we I ' ; i i  
wonder what right anyone take advantage of it or not, I I: :!i 
has to say that when our high don't you agree? ' I lii.~ 
schools include some0f the And if we do not end up I , i ~,. 
top academic math students with a so.called '.decent' job, i!: 
(and I say this safely because 
of a recent math contest 
among Canadian students in 
which my school's grade tens 
placed us second in our zone) 
in our region, many of whom 
are currently striving for 
their goals, and who will suc- 
ceed in life. 
In regards to Mr. Hom- 
burg's letter, I cannot 
understand ~what the 
academic standing and 
ultimate goals of high school 
is this the fault of the 
teachers who do their best to 
provide the best learning en- 
vironments hat they can? I 
can only see it as a result of 
improper discipline at home, 
from the day we are born to 
the day we leave home. 
I may hav~ strayed from 
the views shared by Mr. 
Homburg, but I am sure that 
I have made my point clear. 
Jody McMurray 
Terrace, B.C. 
An unpleasant 
couple of days 
Dear Sir: 
My husband and I recently 
went on a four-day camping 
trip to Furlong Bay with high 
hopes of relaxation and en- 
joyment (so we thought) but 
read on. 
It started with the firstday 
of our trip. A very rude 
fellow having a picnic in the 
parking lot of Furlong Bay, 
approached me, informing 
me to have my dog on a 
leach, while I was on my way 
to use the telephone. 
I realize I was wrong to not 
have my dog on a leach, but I 
also realize, being in the 
mental health field, how im- 
portant your approach is, as 
well as your tone of voice. 
His was far from appropriate 
and was downright ignorant. 
Now, day two. As I was 
about to prepare supper, I
discovered that my steaks I
had stored in a cooler had 
been stolen. 
Now for day three. Satur- 
day night at 11 p.m. my hus- 
band parked our 1981 
Toyota Corolla outside the 
gate, as he had to work at 
5:45 a.m., and the gates 
don't open till 7 a.m., only to 
discover the rear driver's tire 
Our friends who had 
brought out their boat and 
camped out Saturday night, 
discovered their keys had 
been stolen .from the boat, 
which was, parked, right in 
front of our campsite. 
I would like to advise the 
ignorant and .inconsidera~ , 
individu~s that on Tuesda3~ 
morning, my husband and 
friends, made one last ditch 
attempt o search for our 
belongings. And they 
discovered the keys for the 
boat on the campsite sign, 
thanks to the park ranger, 
our tire, jack and wrench ap- 
proximately 12 metres from 
where our car was parked. 
So people please be more 
considerate o innocent peo- 
ple as, there were un- 
necessary calls to ICBC and 
RCMP who we all know 
have a hectic schedule and no 
time for such childish 
behavior. 
I guess there is a silver lin- 
ing to every cloud, now 
that's a positive attitude. 
And what if I were not a 
local resident but a tourist? 
What impression would this 
person have had of Terrace? 
r 
A chronology of two plans 
TERRACE --  Which comes 
first, the community/conven- 
tion centre or the library expan- 
sion? 
To help readers keep track, 
here's a rundown of what has 
happened over the last two 
years. 
* May, 1988 - -  A newly.formed 
community centre group 
releases details of a survey in 
which 389 of 450 respondents 
indicated they favoured con- 
strnction of such a facility in 
Terrace. 
• August 1988-  Confirming 
local architects Soutar and 
Associates are in process of car- 
tying out a city-financed study 
of facility, library board chair- 
man Willy Schneider says ex- 
- pansion is need~.~l, because lack 
of space prevents it introducing 
new services. 
• Oct. 29, 1988 - -  Council holds 
its "Terrace to 2,000" think 
• Nov. 28, 1988-  Architect 
Soutar presents plans for 
estimated $870,000 expansion 
project to library board. The 
plan calls for the library area to 
be .increased to 10,000 sq.ft. 
from the current 7,500 sq.ft. 
• Aug. 15, 1989 -- The city pur- 
chases 5 acres of land beside the 
courthouse at cost of $140,000 
from the provincial govern- 
ment. 
' A development s rategy in- 
terim report released that same 
month identifies this land as 
possible site for a convention 
centre. 
• Oct. 30, 1989 --  Council 
meets with library board 
members to discuss its expan- 
sion plans. The board puts for- 
.ward schedude ~which includes 
going to referendum in 
Novembei 1990,: 
Council members tell the 
library board no decision can be 
development strategy is released 
which says there may be market 
• for a mid-sized convention cen- 
tre in the north. The centre is 
ranked seventh on a list of 10 
priority projects. 
• Jan. 18, 1990 -- The parks 
and recreation advisory com- 
mission recommends the city 
conduct a public meeting "to 
determine the feasibility of a 
community centre." 
• Feb. 12, 1990-  Council 
receives a copy of a letter from 
Soutar to the library board in 
which he points out work must 
begin soon on detailed design 
drawings/costings if the pro-" 
posed expansion project is to go 
to referendum this year. The let. 
ter is referred to the committee 
of the whole;.~, 
• Feb. 14, 1990 -- City brings 
down its budget which includes 
$10,000 for;pre!iminary work 
o a a c0nvention/community made until the city finallzes a , centre . . . . .  
tank session. A summary is.Cued "f ive-year icomprehensive ~Feb.  i990 ~ The city hires a 
by city includes library expan- development • plan./' Council 
gloria:convention faci!ities and suggests a further meeting in Person'und~rlaipr °vincial pro- 
co , ra t ty  centresas tong term early 1990. ~, ' • : : ,~ ~ gram/,to ~too~ at  specmnc 
goals.' - * December i989 ~iP.:evis~ :~°nn~m~iec~d~i~social develop- 
Nb~ember 1988 - An interim figures putcostl of:library ex- P J tS~i: : 
r,-nn~t an "TerrAce tO 2.000" vansion at$1 n~iili0n,/Library Doug S~thi{develops four 
list'~'tdl-d~lngac'o-nventiot~ cen-.board applies fore lottery gra,t ~.~ items; o~te!~bg:~,hich is a c0m- 
tre~m a possible tourism in- to cover one-third~i~:0st,~Ai~ -~ munlty!cot~ention ce tre. 
iti~ye. ~Library expansion ~ and 'p]ication is acc6ra~ed.by a ' *,A ri] ,pr i~,!990_ Mayor Jack j  ?~ 
comPliCity centre not men.on- letter of suplport f~m, the ~ty .  T~a:~tysthere.willprobably 
ed i~"thts document. * January l~  -~ umal tlraft o r  ~'1~ iio'!'~ferendumon library ex- 
pansion this year. Council is 
now focusing its attention on a 
community/convention centre 
and would be difficult to do 
both projects simultaneously, 
he adds. 
• May 4, 1990 - -  Library board 
receives letter from city saying 
that while it recongizes the 
board is "anxious" to go to 
referendum this year, council 
wants to first "take sufficient 
time to thoroughly review 
financing and cost sharing ar- 
rangements with the (Kitimat- 
Stikine) regional district. It had 
therefore decided expansion 
project would be "considered" 
for referendum in November, 
1991. 
• May 30, 1990 - -  A lottery of. 
ficial tells the library board its 
grant application has been put 
on hold pending the results of a 
November 1991 referendum. 
• June 1, 1990-  Council an- 
nounces plat)s: for 28.000 sq.ft. 
community/conference centre 
at estimated cost of up to $4.5 
million. Talstra says~ project 
would not go ahead without at 
least 50 pet eem financing from 
provincial government. 
If money was forthcoming 
and there~w~sufficient public 
support: f0rifi!e project; Taistra 
said council would then decide 
whether toltake it to referendum 
this November. 
had been rentoved, as well as 
our jack and butterfly 
wrench from my trunk. 
Luckily enough we had 
another tire jack and wrench. 
Don't forget we're supposed 
to promote tourism not 
demote it. 
Leisha Mason 
Terrace, B.C: 
Social word 
Dear Sir: 
I peered into the dictionary 
to find the meaning of social, 
socialist, sociable, etc. What 
a nice. friendly, genial family 
word and what a nice, friend- 
ly compliment he govern- 
ment affords to its opposi- 
tion. 
I'm sure it was not intend- 
ed' that way but supporters 
have jumped on the band 
wagon and are throwing the 
word socialist around with 
complete abandom How nice 
of them. The opposition 
must be lapping it up. 
Now we have a problem --  
the word socialist appears in 
this government's party title. 
This should be removed. 
Suffice it to say that we re- 
sent the bout of name calling 
instead of debating the issues 
"and platformsput forward. 
After all, we are grown 
ups. 
Harold Ealden 
Nanoose Bay, B.C .  
About letters 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad-  
dress and,local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but "they are 
necessary forY confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
published. Requests for 
names to be withheld may be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks' section o f  the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are run on 
a space available basis, with 
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. 
4 
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Forest serviCe"ta,kes aim :. 
at preserving scenery "L 
TERRACE-  The forest ser- acknowledged that attitudes other timber suppUes /as a 
vice wants to reduce or toward logging and its affects replacement. 
eliminate the visual effects of have changed over the past The: study of scenic values 
Brian Downie 
logging along well-travelled 
port ions Of northwest 
highways, says its local district 
manager. 
"We'll be looking at cutting 
plans in particular areas. Some 
will be more detailed than 
others and that means more 
design work (on how logging 
should take place)," said Brian 
Downie. 
"Maybe.in iome areas of blue 
chip vistas, if you like, the 
prescription might beto  stay 
away from them," Downie 
said. 
He added that some past log- 
ging practices along Hwyl6 
have not been very scenic and 
several years, will also lead to a regional 
The first step toward protec- policy:that's needed to be con- 
ting scenery ~s a study of what sistent in the forest service's ap- 
can be seen from Hwyl6 bet- preach, said Downie, 
ween Houston and Prince ~'Wdve been looking at land- 
Rupert, up Hwy37 north from;:,, scape logging on a cutblock by 
Kitwanga and between Terrace ~ cutblock basis and we've either 
and Kitimat along Hwy37.. been accused o f  being too sen- 
Downie compared the ap- 
proach to protecting 'scenic 
values as much the same as how 
the forest service xamines how 
proposed logging would affect 
fish and wildlife resources. ~ • 
He doubted if the quantityof 
timber involved in any one par- 
ticular area might lead to the 
Deed for compensation or for 
the forest service to provide 
Lake residentsfight 
income tax assessment 
determined the residents did not 
qualify. 
Sandhals said he expects 
several other residents --  some 
of whom are being told to repay 
more than $2,000 --  to also ap- 
peal *the Revenue Canada deci- 
s ion .  
TERRACE - -  Angry Lakelse 
Lake taxpayers oppose Revenue 
Canada's decision to reverse the 
northern tax benefit status of 
the lakeside community. 
Lake residents who claimed 
for the benefit the past two 
yea/s were issued notices earlier 
race and Kitimat - -  not the lake 
community. 
Lakeise Community Associa- 
tion president Sandy Sandhals 
said last week he is filing a com- 
plaint over the issue to the Tax' 
Court of Canada in a bid to 
overturn the ruling. 
~itive or not being sensitive 
enough," he said. 
The concept of landscape log- 
ging involves l~educing the visual 
impact Of traditional ~clearcut 
blocks by following contours of 
land. 
:'This places a special em- 
phasis," said Downie of the 
regional policy. "It's something 
that was needed." 
., : The study of scenic values 
along the highways involves giv- 
ing scenery a high, medium or 
.low :visual quality rating, said 
regional landscape forester 
Lloyd Davies of Smithers. 
~Those will then be compared 
with 'whatever cutting plans that 
exist that might affect the 
scenery and steps taken ~o 
reduce or eliminate the ]~rnpact, 
he said. 
Setting those quality ratings 
involves a number of factors 
ranging from geography, 
visibility, type of vegetation, 
• , ....... ,, Terrace Centennial Lions 
FRESH CRAB SALE 
Cooked or Alive: ... 
0ueen Charl0tte:Crabs 
Saturday, June 23 
10:00 a.m. 
at Petro Canada, Terrace 
p 
:'act' ' , 
~..~....~ ~ ~ . • With a " 
• . ~ " " .  , . ' ' 
/~ , |  J' ~ ~ ,,~@.~ I~ Grocery and . ..'':r" • 
)~g -~ -~ ,~ '~ . at Competitive Prices, 
I ~ SPECIAL ..... ,., ..... ~e~0. .U~=f . )  
- other instore specials - - , 
i . • . We'als£) carry a great selection , Of fresh and salt water ~ L~ f i sh ing  tack le  at the  '~ .~-? : ,~  .., 
REGULAR OlSCOUN'I:.~~ 
• PRICES//~+. )I '~  
U ' i f ' " . . . .  : - " -  =""  . ~  K'4_--- :¢ ~ [ '  
• So. . .  why  not  - - - '~-=:- : ' ;~: : I~ ~" 
take  ak id  f i sh ing? ' , : .~~~i ; !~: ;~ 
AGAR RED & WHI'rE 
this year that they are ineligible "As far as we're concerned "It's their mistake and I number and type of viewers, 5008 Aoar 
and must pay p~eviously Lakelse is a prescribed area in don't see why we should have tO Davies continued. , ,~ , ,~A. ,  , ,~ , ,  , ?  )s west I 
granted refunds back with in the guide," Sandhals said pay the penalty," he added He hopes to have the study l )~=' l  ~ I~ ~i - 
" . " ' - -  • , - -  Keth  ~1 • 
terest. - Based on that we all went He said residents are par- started this summer, fimsnm un.._~. _. ,. " 
Benefits initially granted to ahead and claimed." ticularly angry that they are be- later in the year and trec°mmen'ward a M0n.-Fd. ...... 6.3:'0 a.m. - Midnl0ht ~0ar ~ f f i  pohla ] 
Lakelse Lake residents were Confusion over the benefit ing forced to pay interest for the dations leading 0 sat,- $u'n. 7:30 a.m.- Midnight Ao.r ~W I 
later rejected by taxation of- came when the tax department government's mistake, regional policy ready next year. ' ' ' " 
fioials, on the basis the initially allowed the benefit 
"Lakelse" referred to in the tax claim of lake residents who r "  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  --='--' . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  . . . .  "I  
~vPh~3t~Sestt3;~e;wee3 u ;r' ' '-- '---- '--- '---" ~lstehe~'::d~ic~at~sPl~at:Sr ! ' ~ I / - -:!~: [ 
l' I ER  I' " ' . . . . . . . .  +'++"+-'° " i  ', ' " I ' _~knnna Ma l l  ... " " ' : : " :  '" " : ; " "  . . . . .  " " " ' ~ ' ' " l 
I ) I'] ....... ........ ................. l=  
" I I 
[ Jos le  Hummel  i, I I 
I ! . I 
Josle invites her many clients and friends to drop in and see l a l I  I her at Sharp Cuts Barber Shop for all their barber needs. / ; l I 
| Located across from the Inn of the West | i I i 
4611 B Lakelse Ave., Terrace / I I 
/ No Appolntment Necessary 635=2441 [i I[ 
SAM ORBISON PRESENTSI ~ i 
I~ . , I  
I • I I L&IU I  l , ' ;  D~'~la i~- . - . . .  --' [ .
~: Friday, June 29 
'~ Cabaret 8how No one under 10 yrs. admitted : 
i ~, : DOOR8 OPEN 8:00 P.M. SHOW START8 9:30 P.M. 
EVERYTHING 
MUST 
GO Z 
I 
-.~uli=~, ROMPERS 
REG. $19.99 
LADIES,  MATERNITY TOP s 
REG. $17.99 & $19.99 
LADIES' FLEECE TOPS 
• REG. TO $24.99 . 
MEN'S:FLEECE TOPS . 
REQ.'ro $24:99 
.EAROUT 
ICE 
~:~- ~,~i ' /T ICKETS $30.00 PERPERSON ., ~ I 
!!: !:~ ~ Available t.81ght &~Id  (1"chaco) emd 81ght & 8ound 'l~tfmat: . ::i II 
~'~ll~I' .... '(I ...... ! )ri [I irl ! : , . : ) : :  • 
' \ 
• . : ) 
<~:/:~!ii:: I 
•l 
i '  I 
I I 
I 
I 
EACH :: 
. . . - - - - - - - - - - !  
' I 
+. ,+ , ,  ~ . ~ ~ • . . . . .  ~. "-4- ~ ~+ ,~,~- ,~,~,~' : .  ~ :  ','+ = . . . . . .  " - :~  , 
RUSINESS:. REVIEW 1 '
, , , ! -~,~ , , ,  ' ~ "., . , ,  .~ i:, ." i f ' ;  ~' . . . . . .  
| ' • ' I 
Look way down 
A FEAR Of heights is one thing these two painters dor}'t have as they work from a platform attach- 
ed to the roof of the Terrace Inn. The outside painting continues extensive renovations that have 
taken place at the establishment. 
C h a m b e r  c h o o s e s  
TERRACE - -  Doug Smith was of All Seasons Sporting Goods. 
named new president of the Ter- Other executive members are 
race District Chamber of Corn- Gregg Townsend of Northwest 
merce June 14. Consolidated Supply as second 
Doug Smith 
Smith, now working on social 
and economic development pro- 
jects for the city through a pro- 
vincial program, is a former 
Skeena Broadcasters employee. 
He has also started Smith 
Communication.~, a public rela- 
tions and marketing firm. Smith 
has also been a chamber direc- 
tor and has sat on city council. 
Sharon Taylor of Skeena 
Broadcasters i  first vice presi- 
dent. Past president is Bob Park 
vice president, while Cary 
Rodin of Sunlife Assurance of 
Canada is secretary and Federal 
Business Development Bank of- 
ficial Wes Beeston is treasurer. 
Five new directors were also 
elected out of a field of six can- 
didates. 
They are John Evans, Doug 
McLeod, Sharalyn Palagian, 
Debbie Speam and Greg Hazel. 
Bruce Graydon was unsuc- 
cessful. 
TERRACE - -  Pat Sheichuk 
was returned to the Terrace Co- 
op board and as president of 
that body at the Co-op's annual 
general meeting June 6. 
Also returned to the board 
were Paul Axelson, he becomes 
secretary again, and John 
Wright. 
Sandy Sandhals is once again 
the first vice president while 
Audin Birkedal is second vice 
president. 
* ,k  "k,k * 'k  
The Kentucky Fried Chicken 
outlet is moving •just down 
Lakelse to a place to be built in 
the vacant lot between the. 
Mohawk station and 
McDonald's, 
~ | U T  A N D  A B O U T  
It'll have a restaurant and a 
take out section and there will 
be a drive through service. As 
well, the building will have 
retail outlets. 
,k,k "k "k ,k * 
This Saturday at 8 p.m. at the 
Inn of the West is the chamber 
of commerce's installation of 
officers and business executive 
of the year roast. 
Local school trustee and 
former regional district ad- 
ministrator. John Pousette is 
one of 22 new appointments to
the 21-member provincial en- 
vironmental ppeal hoard, 
It hears appeals of such issues 
as herbicide and pesticide spray 
applications. 
Pousette most recently com- 
pleted a year's-contract with the 
city to work on its development 
plan. 
While on •appeal board 
business, Pousette will receive 
$200 a day. 
sCyh qm ,e = wou,  ',ke | 
• i to  announce that | 
wanted  , o ,  they are now °pen 0' =,1 :ii i Sundays 12:00 p.m.- 5 :0  p.m. 
- -  The chambe 
commerce wants its members to 
bad cheques by introducing a J Sunday ne 24 
new prograi~. . , 
-Called a fan-out system, it 
works by one merchant calling ' ,  . 
Several others who then each 
Call several others. Eventually, 
all th0se~o, the phone list are 
¢0ntacted as the number of calls 
grows. 
!.~RCMP Constable ~ Ken 
~arkness called It an effective ~ ~  /I 
~vay foimer~h~mts to keep track 
pf bad cheques, . / ,  ' ' ~ 
t "Th is  way m~rchants can 
~ielp revent losses. It's more of 
~prevention to01'than one for 
i f/F~ifOrcement'~'~he said. ~.' I 404'3 =~a. ~.'~ ~,:, e~s. reeo  ] :,~: HarktteSs,added,lthat such a ~'azl-out systen~ carl also be used 
other" fraud ~elatin, : to ::leVI_' ~ Ave. "~ ":  ~:~ 
bfislnesse's~; is 'suspected Or 
. J  
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FABRIC SALE 
oF 
KNIT FABRICS 
CLEAR ~. ~ ,~, Your c,0~o. 
50 % 9. 
OFF 
COTTON PRINTS 
Your choice. 
per metre 
values to 11.95 
FASHION FABRICS GUTERMANN THREAD 
OFF OFF All purpose threads and 100% cotton 
thread. Size 100 m, 250 m, 500 m, 
H 1000 m, 
Excluding: linings, broadcloth, pellons and l 
Interfacinos. ' l 
/¢O.OP\ Terrace Co,op 
Department Store 
4617 Greig Avenue, ' ~!• Monday to ThuPsday - -  9 a~m. "6  g lm.  
Terrace, B C. V8G 1 N2 Friday -- 9 a.rn.- 9 p.m'. 
~_~ ~J) I~  ' ~ ~'~ A "7 : Saturday - -  9 a.m. - 6 p,m,, 
QQO"D~q' I' CLOSED SUNDAYS! 
7~ 
%,; 
::: ,i 
i i  ~ . 
I 
: J  
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:  Northerners gi 
:on the iskut road tO gel( 
rERRACE --  Residents of 
~omn~unities along Hwy37 
north Of here say the province 
should fix that road up before it 
helps build a new one into the 
gold-rich Iskut Valley. 
In; a phbne~survey, the 
residents aid Hwy37 needs im- 
provements first to handle in- 
creasing tourist and commercial 
traffic. - " " 
T~e comments follow the 
province's announcement it wil! 
help finance a $20 million road 
from Bob Quinn Lake on 
Hwy37 into the Iskut Valley to 
stimulate mineral development. 
"What does Mr. What- 
siiisname need our money for 
wfien he has mopey of his 
Own?" said Brigitte Mroch, 
owner of the Tanzilla Pub in 
Dease Lake, of Murray Pezim's 
Prinie Resources. It's one of 
three companies to share in the 
Iskut road financing. 
Although stretches of Hwy37 
leading into and from com- 
munities are in good shape, the 
10nggravel portions in between 
aren't, she said. 
"We've been promised and 
promised and promised, yet 
nothing seriously has been 
done. The potholes are bad," 
said Mroch. 
"Each year the tourist raffic 
increases because Hwy37 is a 
shortcut rather than taking the 
Alaska Highway and that 
should be recongized," Mroch 
said'. 
Clare Jack, a customer at the 
Boulder Ave. Care in Dease 
Lake, said Hwy37 needs im- 
proving because of the tourism 
industry. 
"'Mining (in the Iskut Valley) 
won't be a big thing here. But 
tourists are and they bring in- 
- come to the community for peo- 
ple living here. If, the road 
(Hwy37) is fixed, tourists will 
use it more often rather than the 
Alaskan route," she said. 
Tourists welcome 
ALL THE way from Aberdeen, Scotland came Bunty and Patrick Wright to le.nd a hand at the 
chamber of commerce;s HOWDOYOUDO DAY which marked the official opening of the tourist 
season. It's the first visit of the Wright's to B.C. and they're here visiting Bunty's sister, Kathleen 
Steuart. With them are Miss Terrace Lisa Legace and second princess Suzanne Banville. 
doesn't mind the Iskut road go- 
ing in as long as contracts are 
given to private companies. 
He said he's not happy with 
the prospect of some construc- 
tion work going to the Tahltan 
Tribal Council's development 
arm. 
"The government should give 
money but it should not go to a 
non-tax organization," said 
Brown. 
He added that the Iskut road 
will help northern business and 
get away from a dependence 
Robert Quock, manager of 
the lskut Co-op food store, said 
he's more concerned about im- 
provements to Hwy37 than 
about the Iskut road. 
"This road (Hwy37) should 
have been paved a long time 
ago, that's my opinion," he 
said. 
"Seal coating does help but 
pavement would help get rid of 
potholes caused by the big rigs, 
logging trucks and others, using. 
the road," said Quock. 
He felt mining companies 
Another Boulder Avenue upon Wrangell, Alaska as a should build the road into the 
Richard ~ ~ _  P l~Y~-~='~. ,~~!)~.d  ~then look after it. customer, ~''..,~:,:'r~.,... .:" ~. #,~. " . . . . . .  ~ ., . ~.~:~ . . . . ~.~;~, . 
, , , ; . . , . : , , . -  '~ , ~. ., ~ . . , . .  "~ . ~ 
Winners APPOINTMENT 
TERRACE - -  Darcy 
Zloklikovits, Terry Wentzell, 
Hrinder Takhar and Greg 
Doeleman placed first in the 
most original category in the 
grad poster painting contest. ~m,  
The most colourful category 
was taken by Sheila Pratt and a,,s_¢~ 
Lori Kasperski while Tim l~ l .~  
Hilcove and Conor Sheridan 
had the best message. STEVE McLAREN 
Susanne Banville, Michale.  Terrace Motors Is proud to announce Steve McLarenas the newest member of, 
Bracken, Steve Levesque and I~  " ' ' : 
most humourous message while tory trained w dg. p • 
themost artful poster was done In his spare time Steve njoys restoflsg od cars and building race cars. Steve | 
Janel le Iver-  looks forward.to serving the motoring public, ' i by Nicole Jones, 
son, Lara Bachynsky and Tracy 3002 Kalum 635-4837,1 
Story. 
"]', Cazador Explorations Limited 
Trad ing  on  the  Vancouver  S tock  Exchange 
!:,:: i (Symbo l :  CAZ)  
.{"i Mining Professionals inaction 
iExploring for copper and precious metals at its 12,000 hectare 
,~:i Hanson Lake project, near Endako; British Columbia. . 
Significant copper, •gold and silver discoveries made in 1989• .-:
. J 
For  addit ional in format ion contact: 
:Tel~ (604) 682-4700 
Fax :  (604) 682-0606 
BEAUTY Wl I H. MAI HIA 
G ve her the g [1 of beauty with.a ceFi- 
ficate to our salon, and treat her zoa new perm, coor, cut andstyle oil :.i 
take-home hair ca~'e . . . . . .  ,- • 
You can be sure she'll be pleased, because we use the Matrix system .of:..... 
products to bring out the best i~ herhair and keep it looking reat betwei~n i.- 
visits. 
Matrix. It's the perfect way to treat your mother. Stop in soon for a gift 
~nrfifir.at~. nr r.RII today for an aooointmenL 
s June Totem Furniture' V.I.P 
: AA;;: i°gn cC:°oCukt, e  pecials 
• 2.8" and 2.6" Standard elements -, 
• Beaullfully browned baking _ . 
• S=flokeless broiler pan 
• Oven window 
, Oven lamp - - 
• Optional rotisserie 
• Storage drawer ~, . 
.e Colours: White or Almond 
• Dimensions: Height 48-112"~ (123 cm), 
Width 30" (76 cm), Depth 28.518" (73 cm). 
Broker ContacU (in Vancouver): 
Ron Nethe~y, P.Eng. (604) 643-! 100 
~ ~: ~i ? i, ~'~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l 
MoCLARY REFRIGERATOR , ~ ~ -~ 
Model YRF1719 
• • 16.9 ca. ft. total capaclly (470.6 l i l r e s ) •  2OptionalDairyfreeZercompartmentdOoriCemakershelves . ~ . ~ ~  ~. : : :  
• 2 crispers =.~ 
• 2 full width adjustable shelves 
• 3 fixed door shelves 
• EnergyShver switch 
• Rollers / ' 
• Colour: White 
• Dimensions: Height 60-114" (153 cm), '.. 
• Width 30-710" (78.4 cm), 
Depth 2T-314" (7().5 cm). 
89'{) "'"'" 1 4 "89 ° s oo s639oo, o 
Colours: White & Almond 
~*~ ~"~'° "~, :~ ~: P iece  Bedroom 
=599oo 
4 I ) rawer  Dresser  ....... :s79"" 
5 Drawer  Dresser  ...... . .  =8900 
902-626 West Pender Street ' :> ill . !  t 
Vancouver, B.C..V6B 1V9 < ~"i i '~ _ ' 
. . . .  " ' FURNITURE &APPL IANCE LTD, 
" :  ' " ' ;J': l" " S ince  1963 
:Reg Advocaai (604) 669-2174. PHONE Bee-me 4501 LAKELSE AVFm Tlil~lr~lA(~ In.C, 
, _ IT  I 
I 
Heywood Securities Inc. Pacific International Securities Inc. , 
BEER and WINE STORE 
NOW that the war r la . re,  |,ock up our  trehWllhi..= IXh_.o_a. _l i l t  I IN I t l l  
Sat.rday sunday  " -0p .^, - ,  • ¢ ' . LUSO0 
lOa,rn, to l l  p.m,- 9 a.m, to11 p,m,. .11.am to11,p~m,i- (except Chflstmas) / i : ;~>~J. , '-: '> : r~ 
i:•:TERRACE - -  . Darryl 
Bj0rgaard was sentenced to six 
,~onthsi',in j,.all Friday for' 
~Hminal neghgence causing 
~ ~ieathin~connection witha fatal 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, June 20, 1990 - Page A9 
n "jailed six mo ' 
river rafting death ..c,.o..,s..,...o TERRACE SPEEDWAY 
" ~ I Open Wheel invitational 
negligence, he added, but there dead." 
!i;~98s,:river'rafting accident on 
'iheiKitsurakalum River. 
~,~,!:The23-year-old Terrace man 
!~ii~dhls,lfriend Dwayne Turner 
~'::led~tW0 ~lS~-year-oid g rls down 
~the river on Aug. 16, 1988, 
{..,Turner and Shelley Anne Dilley 
: <lrowned when the inner tube 
: i: the four ~vere riding flipped in a 
: ~y6n on the river. Bjorgaard 
and:the other girl -- Jasmin 
Reed "made it to shore. 
• County court Judge William 
B. Scarth Called Bjorgaard's 
failure :tO provide life jackets 
and safety equipment, or scout 
the river 'before leading the 
8roupdownstream "a senseless 
act.of sheer, stupidity ."
• "He 'took this young girl 
dowri th~ river on a glorified toy 
,:with"noregard for her safety," 
Scarth-,noted. Bjorgaard's 
(:arelessness demonstrated 
Assault 
draws 
• prison 
was no criminal intent on his 
part to cause the deaths. 
"Neither vengeance nor 
retribution, therefore, 'should 
be a factor on sentencing," he 
said. " I  accept hat•he is truly 
sorry for what hedid. •And I am, 
further 'satisfied that this will 
never happen again." 
In pas's!ng sentence, Scarth 
accepted Crown counsel Laurie 
Langford's submission that a 
jail term was necessaryto send a 
message to others. 
" I f  people are prepared to 
embark on these sorts of river 
expediti6ns," Langford said, 
"a strong message should be 
sent that protective devices are 
required to protect he lives of 
theparticipants." 
She pointed to negligence 
caseSr in which passengers are 
killed by impaired rivers. "The 
accused is usually just out to 
have a good time," she Said. 
"But the tragic results remain. 
In this case a 15-year-old girl is 
She noted Bjorgaard didn't 
help with the search after escap- 
ing fromthe river and later tried 
to blame ~urner.~,lt was the 
total" 'thoughtlessness. and 
willfull blindness of his acts on 
the 16thof~August,:1988 that 
make his actions criminal." 
~The Crown had called for a 
jail term of 15 to 18 months. 
Defence ~ lawyer. ~Douglas 
Halfyard noted the court case 
has been hanging over 
Bjorgaard's head for 22 months 
.now: 
He Said the case is an example 
of the fine line between an acci- 
dent and Criminal negligence. 
Halfyard maintained that a jail 
term wasn't necessary as a 
deterrence • in this case and call- 
ed for a suspended sentence. 
Speaking before his sentence 
Was read, Bjorgaard said he is 
deeply sorry about he incident. 
" I f  there was anything I
could do to bring her. back I 
would," he said. "I haven't 
Time Cleaners Ltd. 635"2838 
4404 Legion Ave., By the Curling Rink. 
THANK-YOU , 
V 
Fourteen students from Caledonia Senlor Secondary School 
are the first group of grade 12 students who will graduate 
with a two year course study In a specialty field (Business 
Education-- Accounting or Secretarlal/Clerlcal; Industrial 
Education --  Mechanics or Carpantry/Jolnery). They are: 
LIz Botelho Nelson DaPonte 
Elvlra Scares Kyle Marshall 
Gary Venture Dallsr Prevost 
Jaclnto Lima Fritz Wyesen 
Deanna Bryant GurteJ Dhsllwal 
Lorl Prothero • Kelsey Marshall 
Leslie Gordon- , Roger Bal 
Taught by: Mr. Cameron, Ms. Black and Mr. Brewer. 
All the students and teachers would like to thank the following 
businesses for their support in making the Career Preperatlon 
Program such a success. 
Wightman & Smith 
Insurance 
Pacific Northern Gas 
Crown Counsel {Terrace) 
West End Chevron 
McEwan GM 
Totem Ford 
Terrace Chrysler 
NutrllSystem 
Emerson Medical 
Clinic 
1! School District No. 88 
Nomog 
Petro Canada 
Finning 
Wildwood Construction 
period 
TERRACE - -  An Aiyansh man 
who assaulted his wife and held 
,;her~ at [unpoint has been 
,sentenced to four years in 
prison. 
Arthur Edwin Guno pleaded 
guilty June 4 to charges of 
assault, assault causing bodily 
harm, possession of a weapon 
dangerous to the public peace. 
The attacks took place when 
Guno returned to the family's 
,home in Aiyansh late at n~ght 
"May 21 following a drinking 
spree, Court was told. He 
assaulted his wife and repeated- 
ly pointed a rifle at her and 
~ threatened toshoot her. 
Circumstances ~T~l~ted ' at  
Guno's sentencing indicate the 
couple's two young children 
were present hroughout the in- 
cident. The court was told Guno 
:at one point aimed the gun at 
his wife and encouraged his 
four-year-old son to pull the 
trigger and kill his mother. 
He then assaulted his son and 
held him by his heels over the 
basement s airwell. Guno's wife 
eventually escaped and sought 
poljc.e,, the Crown prosecutor 
said.: • - 
:Gun0 was taken into custody 
"and pleaded guilty to the acts. 
Judge ,E. Lloyd Iverson also 
"prohibited Guno from possess- 
ing firearms when he is released 
from prison: 
/ ' , : . ,  . . 
Ray Hall 
New job 
He knew that the 
Inn of the West 
Hotel had been 
the right 
decision. The 
conference :~! 
facilities sulted 
his dynamic , .~ . 
style. And the .' • .!! 
white'glove " :! 
treatment had ' ! ! 
put evewihing in ; i  
the best frame of ' i! 
mind. 
Hismeeting this. } 
morning was an 
relaxing drink in 
Fanny's Lounge, 
and elegant 
dinner in 
Hector's Dining 
Room. 
'Now he was the 
~ corporate,star. 
! Here, clearly 
wasa downtown 
hotel with a 
difference. Must 
remember to 
thank his 
! meeting planner. 
unqualified ' :l Might not have 
success):Later,i ' i : ',thought to book 
they d enjoy the~, i  , : ~ the Inn of the 
hotel'si0ther !::,::,: ~. 'West Hotel In 
faClli!ieg" ~a '  :-i ~ :~ i{ iTerrace. 
@ ~  Call our'cate~g dirtier Shel~ B~c. =d ask her 
I R I .  [] B [] I 4m ~=,,~!i~,,,;;wr,=.,e.c. 
I W E S T  I Triple ~Iat~)Ild.'.iCAA:',~;,AAA Approved, 
" ~!, '~ i  ~ F • " , ! ' : ' "  " 
been able to apologize to the 
Dilley family because I don't 
know what to say. Many times 
I've tried to pickup thephone 
and call them, bdtl don't know 
what to say.". 
Regular Races 2:'00 p.m. 
SEE YOU AT THE RACES 
: . t , , ,  
1 " 
OI 
MEM  ERS 
, ' rFAIRACE - -  Terrace's enior 
iprosecutor has been promoted 
.to serve as regional Crown 
:counsel for northern B.C. 
i Ray: Hall goes to Prince 
George to take over theregional 
!office there and oversee all pro- 
,isecutions across the. northern 
ihal f  of the prownce, He  
~replaces Peter Ewert, who ,~i1¢!~ 
:the working on nati~)e jus' 
:~i~p~oposal~ and environmental 
• ~,,i.iilaw inVictoda. _ ,, . 
, i ~ :~:,. ,Hall ha~ served in Terrace for 
~th~ t~year s deputy regional 
, : ~~Cro~vn.,c6unkel for the .nor- 
' : ~ ~th~t  region.< Before Umt:ne 
i ~ i~!~as~an ~dmlnistratlve : Crown. :
; i:~c~uhsel in Fort St. Joh n ~e~t 
i i /  : ::: iiipdlice George. The vacancy let 
i~; i :~i~ I i~in t~e-Terr~¢'elofflceby~his pro- 
, ,~;,. 
y 
SATURDAY, 
JUNE 23 
Starts at 1 0 :00 ,  a. m. 
LEAVE YOUR UMBRELLA AT HOME!!! 
Garage Sale will be in a COVERED AREA 
FOR YOUR COMFORT 
CO.OP, SERVING OUR COMMUNITY 
All Proceeds°From Table Rentals 
To Go To Local Charity 
. . . .   "Terr=ceCo-op 
'Department Stor( 
[ ] '  ~Terrace, B C V8G 1N2 :?~.[ Friday-- 9 a.m.. 9 p.m. |: i 
i;d: l N 
) J J  , 
fJ, r I 
ri: ,.! 
V:  
L~ 
7 
'1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
: | 
:1 
1:4 
i,i 
L, . r ;; 
ii, 
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-. Method urged 
.... i ty  old t rees around,c  
BEGINNING OF THE END. Preparing a mature maple tree on 
TERRACE- -  Mature trees 
lend character to the downtown 
core and,the city should have a 
policy to protect those that are 
left, says a local alderman. 
David Hull made the suggestion 
following last week's ~elling of a 
large maple on Lazelle Avenue; 
The tree was located just out- 
side the Federal Business 
Development Bank on Lazelle 
and, said engineering director 
Stew Christensen, in the way a 
new curb the city wants to build 
down the street as part of a pay: 
ing project now underway. 
Christensen said leaving the 
tree would have meant building 
the curb around'it or having a 
break in the curb line. 
Either one, he told Council's 
public works committee, would 
impede drainage or cause a traf- 
fic hazard. 
Christensen added that ex- 
cavation would destroy all roots 
. ! .,; ,~: 
into nearby sanitary;sewers and 
although there was a'suggestion 
to move it to EoWer Little Park. 
it had-signs ofrot, 'he said. ', '.. 
"HuH said he prefers to have 
trees that can be saved moved to 
another site. 
That, however, would require 
some planning because it would 
be inadvisable to try moving a 
tree in mid-summer when it was 
in full foilage, he added. 
Without such a policy, 
.Streets with a bunch of six 
foot saplings is all we're going 
to have,"• Hull said. 
The Lazelle incident has alsb 
'prompted the local beautifica- 
tion society to call for action to 
preserve the city's greenery. 
Past president George Clark 
said members will press 
aldermen to adopt a policy 
under which no mature trees 
would hi= felled unless there was 
Lazelle Ave. for eventual removal, a B.C. Hydro crew removed 
most of its branches. Hydro spokesman Brian Clark said the work 
was done at the city's request to create clearance from power lines 
required by Workers' Compensation Board regulations. The tree's 
demise had prompted calls for a city policy that will save others in 
future. 
Manure proposal 
awaits approval 
TERRACE - -  Local chicken the tests prove the clay soil is 
farmer Stan Kinkead says he 
needs only the environment 
ministry's approval to begin 
composting chicken manure. 
Kinkead - -  who owns Sam- 
son's Poultry Farm --  wants to 
sell the compost as high-grade 
potting soil. The plan, which 
Kinkead and waste management 
branch officials agreed to 
earlier this year, could solve 
Kinkead's long running dispute 
with government officials and 
neighbours over disposal of 
manure on the farm. 
The farmer was prosecuted 
last year for failing to remove a
large manure lagoon on the pro- 
petty. 
Soil tests were completed two 
weeks ago, and as a result 
Kinkead expects environment 
ministry officers to approve the 
composting plan. 
"The engineer told me the 
clay was so impervious that the 
manure would leak maybe 15 
feet after 2,000 years," Kinkead 
said. 
The waste management 
branch originally wanted 
Kinkead to rebuild his main 
barn - -  a proposal he called 
"unreasonable" - - to prevent 
manure from leaking out. But if 
impervious, that won't be 
necessary. 
But he said the environment 
ministry's delay in giving him 
the go-ahead to conduct the. 
tests has already set his plans 
back. 
"We should" have had this 
engineer's study done three 
months ago," he said. "There is 
still a great deal of work to be 
done. And we need to be corn- 
posting this winter for the spr- 
ing market' --  but I don't 
know."  
Kinkead said he has begun 
construction Of a composting 
building and has poured some 
of the concrete for containment 
pits. 
To continue, he said he needs 
final environment ministry ap- 
proval, and he's also looking 
for a major broker to handle the 
final product once production 
begins. He said he needs the ap- 
proval in order to qualify for a 
government loan for farmers 
converting to environmentally 
sound 15ractices. 
Kinkead hopes to eliminate 
the manure problem, make 
money, and hire four to five 
more workers to bandle the new 
branch of the operation. 
Keeping trees 
trimmed keeps 
the power on 
Trees add veauty, shade and privacy to our 
homes. But when tall-growing trees are allowed 
to grow near power lines, trouble begins. 
During storms, most power outages are 
caused by laces and tree limbs falling on power 
and service lines. 
~,. To reduce outages we have a Hydro 
,~ pmgrsm tg~prune trees along power lines on 
public rildit-of-ways. 
. However, homeowners are responsible for 
keeping their service lines (the wires that run from 
power lines to the house)-clear of trees. 
As well, where trees are located a distance 
on the north side of the tree no alternative. And if there is 
making it "vulnerable to over- n,o alternative but to remove 
i , ,  ' turn ng. them, the society wants younger 
The tree roots had also grown ones planted in their place. 
I FREE BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE I 
I , ~  | 
A nondenominational, 8 lesson course designed to give a general 
knowledge of the Bible. Sabiects Include: Old Testament, New Testament 
and Christianity. 
• This course Is absolutely FREE o4 charge. 
• Based entirely on the Bible. (no present day revelations) 
• Condu©tod entirely by mall. 
(ell postage paid by the Terrace Church of Chdat) 
To receive this FREE Bible Coma|pendents Course ssna your name and 
address to: 
Terrace Church of Christ, 4603 Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
rag 1(;15 (Please Frlnt) or call 635-9605 
LINK WINDOW LINK WINDOW LINK WINDOW LINK _~ 
Make a Fashion Statement With 
25% 
OFF 
ABBEY 
HORIZONTAL 
& VERTICAL 
BLINDS 
Ask for details about 
our other specials 
Your Windows! 
I nc ludes  Instal lat ion 
For a FREE consultation call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 636-4444 
I )  A lilfflltP'lTJ A 
ar l~uBIBmal . I  I f  I PKU ~;"g~ ~ ~  ~. " . . - .  ,-.,,,,, . . . . .  SINCE 1955 
TRA NSPORTA T/ON 
-~S YS TEMS L TD.~ 
" HI BOY 
* VAN 
• FLAT DECK • 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
• DALLY FREIGHT~TO KITIMAT 
• SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE 
" LOCAL & LONG'DISTANCE 
CHARTERS 
" SCHEDULED SERVICE ON 
HIGHWAY 37 N. 
from Hydro nght-of, ways we rel on the • DAI . " - y ' . LY SCHEDULEDGENERAL 
coo.potation of property owners to ensure that FI:II::I~I.IT ~l::c)viPc coni~a 
t l~  ~ do not damage power lines ...... t;.~,;,r~k, , t ,~  SVeUL H ,Vm . 
Y0tl i :an help by topping or  rcmo~g trees , V/'~Pl ~UUVl ' r l  
o,.your pro.~V. But beware: Don't take risks • DALLY FREIGHT SERVICE TO 
with~tr~'~n$ c, all a professional:forhelp, or  STEWART : ' ' 
ff you ::are in'any •doubt about wires: eohtaet Hydro. ~r  ~ . . . .  
• :,'I' ~. Together, we, can enjoy the natural beauty of uu~=vuum . ' "  ' 
t/cos while keeping the power on.  ,.,If_L/NI1~ 
For more general information call as and ask KITIM a'r l r~r~n~ TERRACE 
for the publication "Living with Tree, s." :i "". ~.,u. . . . .  , , , . . .  
: _ _ .  2544 635,2728,  
• , Kitimat , { I 
Look 
What 's  
:' ~ ] i ~ l P  Due to popular demand, we L 
~ ' . j '  " ~  extend the whole' fresh 
==,~=a . , , j~ . .  • lobster special  for. the ~ 
month of June. 
Whole fresh east coast LOBSTER 
flown In weekly for your pleasure. 
SPECIALS  .- 
WHOLE FRESH LOBSTER ....... $19.95 
ROASTED WILD SOAR..; ........ S19,96 
STUFFED LEG OF 
LAMB FLORENTINE ............... 514,50 
LOBSTER CREPES NEWBURG.$14,95 
For more Information and reservations carl: 
BIIB: Men. • Sun. LUNCH: Men..r-d, 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5p.m, to.11 p,m. 11:30a.m. to2p.m, TerraceB.C, 638-9161 
I 
i 
Gr ta :tzonGi  
ERWI>a'S 
P'~ 9 .ill" 
SINCE 1910 k 
Skema kbll, Terra©e63§.5111 
246 gilt/Centre, IOtlma1632-3313 I 
SKEENA MALL end KITIMA1 ~ LOCATIONS ONLY. 
GET, READY 
FOR 
SUMMER 
If you want ~"  
to look good r 
forever, Join usl 
• UnravelUng / 
Massage / 
with [' ' 
aromatheral~y,~, 
• w"p . / 
• Huicle Toning ~,J 
• Skin Care 
• Facerclzes 
• Tanning Bed 
• Hair Cam 
from cuts 
to perms 
• FOCUS 21 
Products 
:. ~-~,~ ~ : : ~ ' - '  .~'.41 
We ere progressing rapidly and have added staff J 
to the Total Look Fitness Centre & Chris' HelrMyllno | 
• INTRODUCING. . .  '~:  ! 
~]~ ,"'~ill~M EVERETT ~ Jl~'!, ; HUESSAHWEnLEN | 
II Total Fitness Centre 
I I  . • Open 8alrn. 9P.m.,:  : ' , :~" ' :  i ! ' .  I " 
II 351, b s oo, : ; ,08HOgs  Jt:i] 
 CO i]RATU'L TtO S 1990 c L A!IS ~F : 
. .' CORINNA J.'~DAMS CAflEY AGNEW MATTHEW ALBERT SHEILA ALLEMANN BRIAN O. ANDERSON TRICIA ANDERSON MARGARET ASARTA 
I 
LARA A. BACHYNS~Y CLINT RAKER STEVE W. DAKKER ROGER BAL TROY BANGAY 
DENISE A. BOOTH SUZAI~E BAWILLE RONALD M. BEE WENDY BIFFLE RICHARD W. BLOWER TAMMY BOLSTAD DEAN BOOTH 
• H~,~ OOU~R ~A.E~BRDA~° ~A=,E BROWN ~ VA~E~A = S  
UNOA CUDOEFORD JILL R. CURRLE NELSON BaPONTE ERODE deHO06 ISAGANI Jr. deLEON GENE DENNIS LYNE DEVOST DAVID DHALIWAL GURTEJ DHALIWAL GREG S. DOELEMAN BERNIE OUARTE JASON O. DUNHAM 
ALLAN ES'i:A~C~'Ai:LL'E '' NELLY B. FAVELA SHERYL FISHER ~ : ~ S A ~  i~'!~'~'~ ~ ' ~ : ' ; ~  
RAVI GILL SHAMMI GILL ANDREW GOOOWIN LESLIE GORDO~ TRENA GRAHAM LYNETrE GRAY KEVIN HAMAKAWA KEVIN HARDER CHRN HAHKEH KEVIN HAUGAN EV HIGGINSBN JASON HOLMflERG 
Pictures brought to you by 
Hats off to the class 
of 1 990! 
LICENCED PREMISES 
3212 Kalum St., 635-2307 
these community minded 
bus, nesses. 
:~ I ,.~" '." 
KEN'S MARINE' 
Congratulations to 
Caledonia'a Graduating Class. 
4946 Greig Ave. 
T,,.=o, B.C.. W01N4 Phone 635-2909 
Congratulations Grads! 
.._..~J { 
FURNITUREsince & APPLIANCEz~3 LTD. - [ 
4501 Lakelse Ave. 638-1158 
Terrace Interiors 
Here's to the spirit of 1990. 
Congratulations Grads. 
4610 Lazelle 635-6600 
Utte  abri¢ , 
All the best for 
the future. 
• Congratulations Gmdsl 
3308 Kalum 638-1335 
o , ~ . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
, . -  . 
i 
~ COLUMBIA AUTOHAUS 
Your diploma is the key ;~!~i:!~ i ~ 
toyour future. :, : ~:: : :: ~; 
, r • . " ~ 'X  I i i 
I 
- -  i ' 
You're the best grads. 
PLAY IT SAFE, DON'T DRINK & DRIVE 
5011 Keith Avenue, Terrace 635-6118 
Congratulations and 
best of luck to this 
years Graduating Class. 
Skeena Mall 636-6236 
Bonnie's JC 
,n ou "; ~ ")~ Bs~tO[luck In everyth g y do .~ 
C~g~mtulatlona Oradel : 
:~717 L Ik . l l .  Ave., Terrace S.C. .... 635'3637 
Tiilicum Twin Theatres 
Terrace, B.C. Phone 835-7469 
~ Congratulations 
~ to all the 
~ Graduates! 
v~p' ,  
A~k 
Best of Luck to the Graduates 
for the Future! 
: NOW WITH LONGER HOURS 
TO BANK ON 
Terrace Branch 
Lal~lse Avenue. Terrace. B.C 
638.11M 
Congratulations 
to the Class of 19901 
McEwan 
Terrace 
Hwy. 16Terrace 6354941 
i 
"l! 
. f i •~!  
i .: 
d~ 
i; )!~] 
t 
i',. 
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PAUL HOLMES WENDY HUMMEL HEATHER C, IMGLIS DANA M, IV JANELLE lYE KEITH JAN . . . . . . . . .  ': ~ "  • ~ 'm immir  / 
OALICE KEL CHEYENNE LYN KENNEDY '! TROY KOELEMY MAROARETIE KOERHER 
_ u Ac . . . . . . . . .  
PATRICK E. LINK CAROLYN LIVADNEY SANDRA LOPTSON TRI~I LUOW1G GRACE S, LUIS. KINSTIN MACKENZIE LISA F. MAGEAU LISA G. MAIL LOUX AMARJIT MANN 
KELSEY MARSHALL KYLE MARSHALL PATRICK R, MARTENS WENOY McCARRCH SHAWN MCCULLOU~H SCOTT N. McGINLAY LOR~ McPHERSCH DANNY McROBB ELIZABETH I~ENDES CHRLS11NE MERMAHS CAROLLE L~ MICHAUO MIQELLE MICHAUO 
DAVID A. OWENS JASON A. PARVIAINEN LANNY PAUL ZAR PAULS JEFF A. PEOEN GREG PENNER DAN PERREAULT I'AURIE PERRY MELVIN PERRY LORRAINE P. PHILLIPS RON POCHA JOOY L PO~P 
Pictures brought to you by 
these community minded 
businesses, 
Northwestern Specialty Foods 
The Future is Yours. 
Congratulations Grads! 
4621 Lazelle, Terrace 838-0300 
Braid Insurance 
Agencies Ll ~l. 
We salute the Class of 1990. 
All our best to you. 
4648 LAKELSE 638-8581 
TERRACE VeG 1R2 EVENINGS 635-2015 
' t i t ,  4665 Lazelle, Terrace 638-8086 
CONGRATULATIONS- 
GRADS! 
I .. 
s3O00F F 
, Any Large Pizza 
' "Valid tll July 31, 1990 
~lr 
'% Please present coupon whbn ordering 
Ii "J r~Ot valid with any special or coupon. 
;~"; . . One coupon per pizza.. 
. - - - - - - - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . .  . . '_1 
1 
W • c i P ,  
t~r you W~D~' "~ 
clean with eane..J 
rd?ieMar, s' Oi~aner, 
Education opens the door to a successful 
future. Our best wishes. 
3223 Emerson St. 635-5119 
r_4GREYHOUND 
COURIER EXPRESS 
May 1990 be only the beginning... 
Our best to you. 
Especially you Gary. 
4620 Keith 635-3680 
® 
MERCEDES-BENZ TRUCKS 
F II~EIOHTLINER OF CANADA LID 
Bytown Freightliner M,B. Trucks 
A Division of B " Ltd. ytown Diesel Sales 
Congratulations Gradsl Hem's to successful tomorrows. 
5408 Hwy. 16 West 
Bus. (604) 635-4938 ":' ~:'~'~ "~ , P,O, Box 1032 
. . . .  Terrace, B.C. 
Toll Free 1-800-663-7766 . V8G 4V1 
i 
......... From the Staff of 
Flowers A La Carte 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Say tt:.with flowerst 
12.,741 ~ av.,, Tin:. (•.. ~: 'i . .-,m 
I 
CONG RA TU LATIONSI 
GRADS! 
Canada Safeway Management and Staff extend 
sincere Best Wishes to all grads. Special 
Congratulations toour employees 
graduating this year: 
Wade Laraon David George 
Dave Falardoau Ginger M inhu  
Chris Harker Jaiielle Iverson 
Manu.el Lima Hrinder Takhar 
AmarJlt Mann 
a yo,,~ ~o d;,oo~ 
GRAD 
SPECIAL 
OFF ALL I 25% co,,,,., & BOUTONNIERE8 
(For Grads Only) 
We hn'ng it all together ~, 
/ 
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" ' l C L A" S S { '  CONGATU TIONS oF   o)90 
• . • . , , 
'. TUMMY L. PRATT NAYMOND PRAUGHT NON PRESBV DALLAS A. PREVOST KATHLEEN PRINGLE JASOH REDMOND VINCENT REDMOND GEELAH ROCHES JOE ROODA WENDY N. ROSSITER STACY DOTH OUENTIN ROY ' ' " 
1 ~ ,  :" ' " ":::. t'i~t o CONOR E. SHERIDAN MAT[HEW n. SHINOE DAVID SHIREY ~ i i i  '5 . . . .  ALICE SOARES: :' '[;= ~ELVIRA SOARES *,'~, KRISTA L. SOULES ~MONICA SOUSA RON SPARLg, iG 
!i .. ~ ';~ ~:~ "~ '~ 
RYAN W, STEVENSON TRACY L. STORY GLENN STflOMNESS CALLIE SWAN ANDREA S. TANK LARA TAYLOR 
.~. .1 
ROBERT HORSEN IRACEY ELAINE TOOD SHANNON TURNER GARY P. V[NTURA DAViO VIHCENZI ROBERT VIVEIROS TAMMY WALKER LENNY WARO TERRY O. WENTZELL RODNEY WETMORE HEIDI WERE MiKE WIEBENGA 
HATHANP WILKERSON ,
i, ii 
DAYSUN W~UBEL 
WILF  WILSON JAMIE  WOLD 
~ " JACKIE CcIMPTON MIRIJANA OLIVER 
REG ETZERZA MICHELLE OWEN 
! !~ KEVIN HI KS BILLY RINSMA 
FR ITZ  WYSSEN OARCY J. ZLOKL~OVIIS 
~l ~ Sorry....No photos available 
for the following graduates: 
NICHOLAS BAIN TIMOTHY STEPHEN HILCOVE JASON S. SCHULTE 
ERNIE BELLAMY JUSTIN LANE VANCE SCODANE 
DEANNA BRYANT JOE MOOG JAMIE SHANNON 
JOHN VICENTE 
BRENDA-LEE WIEBE 
• CHRIS WYATF 
Pictures brought to you by , .-. 
~ I' }~" ' "  ~ * r these community minded 
businesses. 
JOE P, ZUCCHIATI'I 
H-C_AD SH~~ 
Congratulations on making the grade. 
Our best wishes are with you. 
4615 Lakelse Ave. 638-8880 
Congratulations 
to the ~~',~~/ 
Class of YOUR DECOR 
'90  Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16 W. 
.TERRACE 
' 635-2976 
Congratulations to the 
Class of '90 
CCi 
Caleo Computers Inc. 
4558 Lazelle Avenue 635-7886 
Knowledge is power and an education is the 
best tool you can have for achieving your dreams 
4652 Lazelle 635-4997 
Congratulations to the 
Class of '90 
D A |1/ I  t~'r/ll A n--,,,,,., - ~.__.~. ~J..1B~B~ll I I  m u u  • Bl~r~B I I  mB lllRmr ~ I I  
TRANSPOR TA TION 635-2728 
- -S  YS TEM S L TD~--- ai 11 Blakebum, Terrace 
Best Wishes to All of You 
& Congratulations!! 
From the Staff & Management of... 
TERRACE BUILDERS CENTRE 
3207 Munroe St. 
635-6273 
Best of Luck in the Future 
Congratulations • I Congratu la t ions . . !  
//~.! North ern Computer 
4720 Lazelle Ave., PHONE 638.4)321 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T2 FAX 638-044~ 
Good Luck to All of You 
in the Class of '90 
~ Terrace.. & D!strict 
,0Cre~'toU,nJc°no 
~ ~  ~,~ 635-7282 
All the Best to You in the Future 
Congratulations 
:- : Ter race  Equ ipment  
Sa les  L td  . ,~-~ ' " 
r " BUSINESS MACHINES 
4562 LAKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C.,'V8G 1P8 
Canon 
I 
: 638-8585 
| II I I i 
GOOD T,m. 
GREAT TASTE. 
MCDOnald'S Of Terrace 
4740 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8830 
i I I I i i 
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Council shorts . - :  :' : :  ,..+ 
School zone 
law to lengthen .. 
TERI~CE --  Council is con, in a special reserve to cover the RCMP detachment,::/,,+: + 
sidering extending the hours the cost of eventual replacement of Carson and 'the RCMP !Will 
30kmh speed limit in school the tent. both  have an opportunity : t o '  ~ 
~ zones. , , , , ,  . speak :at a public hearing after i ,  !: 
The restriction now applies The Terrace Beautification which council can either uphold . . . . .  ~ . . . .  
only between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Society has been given approval Or overturn the decision. A date 
onschoo l  days. However, 
recognizing school  playgrounds 
are  used extensively outside 
those hours, a meeting of city, 
schoql district and R.C.M.P, 
representatives agreed changes 
werenecessary. 
If approved, the speed limits 
will be effective from dawn to 
dusk, Seven days a week. 
By-law enforcement officer 
Fern Sweeting also pointed out 
that there aren ' t  any 
playground signs near Rotary, 
Agar and Lower Little parks or 
the tot park near the Kinhut 
."For the safety of users...im- 
proved signage should be 
seriously cons idered  
forthwith," Sweeting added in a 
memo to  council. 
* *  ** ,k ,  
With several community 
groups already expressing in- 
terest in renting the equipment, 
a council committee will this 
week consider what the rental 
policy and charges should be for 
the city's new tent shelter. 
Council recently decided to 
spend up to $35,000 on a 80ft. x 
60ft. x 20ft. tent capable of 
housing major outdoor com- 
to install up to 30 planters along hasn,t been set. . . . . . . . .  L " ~ . . . . .  ~:~' =~  ~: + ~+ 
'Lakelse Ave. between Kalum * * * * * '~ii, 
and Ottawa Sts. Cleo.Laxton has resigned, ef- 
The society plans to place up fectiVe immediately, from the :.;,i :i~ 
tO 18 of the 24 inch high con- parks and reereati0n advisory (~ i :  
crete flower receptacles onthe  commission. Laxton is leaving i : t te~ e0ni 
north side of the avenue with a the. community for the lower [] l l l l l~ I0 A 
further dozen onthe south side. mainland. 
I Loca l  businesses will be up-  . . . .  , i * * , ,  
preached to purchase: = the 
planters and enter into a annual 
maintenance agreement. 
In agreeing to the proposal, 
council also offered public 
works department assistance in
installing the planters.  
That assistance doesn't ex- 
tend to water the plants. 
*** 'k*  
A local resident will be given 
an opportunity o appeal a deci-  
sion to reject his application'for 
a chauffeur's i3ermit. Daniel 
Carson, who needs the permit 
to work as a driver for Kalum 
Kabs, said he applied for the 
permit in February of this year 
but was turned down by the 
Council has proclaimed July 
15-21 Royal Life Saving Week. 
In making the request, the 
Royal Life Saving society 
pointed Out drowning is the se- 
cond leading cause of accidental 
death in Canada and yet only 
one in ten people are trained to 
respond to such accidents. 
The city also agreed to con- 
sider donat ing  poo l  t ime fo r  the  
Parap leg ic  assoc ia t ion 's  B,C. 
Loonie Swim planned for later 
th is  year.  The  Nov .  18 event  
would involve participants 
swimming laps for a maximum 
30 minute period --  pledges will 
be collected with the money go- 
ing to the association. 
NEW LoG HOME FOR SALE 
by Luss le r  Log Homes  Ltd.  
• I,BIIED DELOW rv . ,wv=,~ :M,nu:  
I !1, 
| 
: ~ 1 /  I • 
COROLLA SEDAN SE . I I 
The Special Edition Corolla is I 
especially altractive. Tothe I 
already good looks, we've I 
added carpet mats, special I I 
wheel covers, special striping.. I 
-AM/FM stereo cassette, power i 
steering, trunk rack and a 
convedeme group. Dudng 
SIMing Summer Deals you save I 
, $500 on this special package. ~1 
4 X 2 ~ 8 E  
With the Special Edition 4X2 
Xtracab, we've accentuated the 
po~titve by accenting It with 
car~t mats, special wheel 
covers, special stripirig, 
bodyside mouldings, AM/FM 
~$sette, decor group, rea~:etep: 
bumper and exlrasoat package. 
You save $800 on this package 
during Sizzling Summer Deals 
• ++'++ iiil sm 86oo at y0ur Toyota Dsalir ,o&ly, ~E, S800 
I ]  Pmmnmmm|mumlmnl  
munity events. The tent has 
sides which allow it to be fully 
enclosed if required. 
Recreation superintendent 
Steve Scott has recommended a 
basic charge of $600 for a one 
day event - -  that charge covers 
the cost of setting up and taking 
down- -  with an additional 
charge o f  $250 for each addi- 
tional day. Those figures would 
be reduced by $50 if the sides 
were not required. 
Community groups would be 
able to book on a first-come, 
first-serve basis but no reserva- 
tion could be made more than 
15 months in advance of the 
event. For out-of-town renters, 
the maximum would be nine 
months in advance. 
Half of the proposed $200 
deposit would be forfeit if the 
booking was cancelled within 
three months of the event and 
all of it if less than one month's 
notice was given. 
Scott has also recommended 
$150 of each rental fee be held 
RefOrmer 
",1 
to vtsit 
CAMR¥ SEDAH SE 
The Special Edition Camry 
comes with some xtraordinary 
extras that n~ake itextra 
special. We added carpet mats, 
special wheel covers, AM/FM 
cassette with 4 speakers, trunk 
rack, special $lriping, cruise 
control, folding reat seat and 
a power group. And you save 
$750 on this value package. 
See your Toyota Dealer today! 
SAVE $750 
TERRACE - -  Loca l  members 
of the Reform Party will have 
an opportunity to meet the par- 
ty leader Preston Manning 
when he visits here next month. 
Although the dates have yet 
to be finalized, local party 
secretary-treasurer Jolene 
SeidHtz. said Manning is ex- 
pected to spend two days in the 
community the week of July 30 
as part of a tour of northern 
B.C. His itinerary will include a 
public meeting. 
Seidlitz said tkere is growing 
local support for the Reform 
Party and estimated member- 
ship in the riding had now pass- 
ed the 200 mark. 
Attributing the increased in- 
terest in part to the controversy 
surrounding the Meech Lake 
Accord, she maintained the 
question of ratification should 
have been gone to referendum. 
Describing Premier Bill 
Vander Zalm's agreement to 
sign the amended accord as "a 
very cowardly thing to do," 
Seidlitz added, "It would be 
devestating to see (Quebec) 
separate, but is it not just as 
devestating to the rest of the 
country to give them all that 
they're asking forT' 
She said the party's local  
recruitment drive continuesthis 
Saturday afternoon with a pic- 
nic oPen to the public. 
 nisar, e¢ 
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TIERflEL 3-gR LIFrlMCK 8E 
,The Toyota Tercel Special EdF 
~n is preity dam special. It's 
loaded upwith both savings 
and rearms. Features like 
AM/FM =lores ca~ette, colour 
keyed sunshade, special wheel 
coves, spCial miping, caqoel 
mats. right hand mirror, special 
side mouldings, and a plus 
package. And a price that 
sav~ you $5LtO~ 
SAVE $500 
,.=- . . . .  ,~ . . . . .  ~+= ~ , ~ , ~  . . . . .  ~ ,~. - -  1200 sq. ft., 1 =r UMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER ~ ~ V V ~  ,, NOT REDEEMABLE FOR 
~'.~:'::/..,,,~' ':';.".:.e.m~r.~g.~,:~,~.~.~.2~ storey,  3 bdrm,  full , ,  VALID ONLYONMOOEL CASH, COUPON VALUE 
' . . . . . .  . ; '~ . :  . . . . . . . .  "~ '  ~ Jm vat?  t ; .~ '¢  ° ¢ : .  " ~;¢:~i~3 r.<¢.+ '..:;~' .  =:,~2~.&."-~ beret .  INDICATED IN COUPON MAY NOTBE USED AS 
u REIT=EMABLE ONLYAT DOWNPAYMENT*,. ONLY 
\~;~,.:..'..,',.".:,;~_:!:;,~;~,,~:'..:'..;m:+~.~,,~.~,~/ - -  Double carport .  ~ J , ~ f i ~ / ~ : L  , PARTIOIPATINGOEALERS ORIGINAL COUPON IS VALID 
.'~Y. ~X,.~.,~=":~ "~?:'..,.Tv;.,£":'-i ~. .~m, , . ,~ . . - - : . : :  :.-.:, :.~ ~/Iil - -  N/G heat. ~,CUSTO~ERMUSTPAY ,. APPUCABLEONLYTOJUNE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  Covered  porch  & ~ P ~  S4LES mX DELIVERIES, VALIDUNTIL 
~ &  JUNE 30, 1990 ONLY .... 
sundecks  on % ~ ~ .... : 
~-E.~=,~.,~,- - , ,~ . . . . . . . . . .  ,..=. acres, property with dE) TOYOTA 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - t rees  : . . . .  
Located at  Spr ing Creek  Heights  subdiv is ion by the col lege.  :i ' ' [~e  pro  l]~se o~somcd~bet ter ,  " ' 
- -4912 , TER RS  
Come and see  our  h igh  s tandard  of  workmansh ip .  Buy  ¢ . ~  : 
direct ly f rom the cont ractor  and  seve thousands  of, do l la rs .  RACE MOTO . 
635-7400 more Information phone Hwy d,r oo RXR.RRRR For  i 
( i ~ I 
) 
}il ? : 
. . . . .  k ids  can'di 
Tickets available June 16 to August 
15, 1990 on all return flights in 
with an adu} 
same flight, 
From"wfEmB~qdlm~ P For  $20 you   uly ;our 
• y/=II ' iYI~:/ ,YI!~ ::!~:•!:'•::i:+ii~+i~ilyi:?:!::?i!:?i@: ' !ii~:( ;/i i!i:,y : 
+ i:! : i  ~// : /~ :i@ ~:~¸ ~¸¸  ¸¸:'¸ ' /':¸:: • ¸ :¸¸' ~;:•~ •:¸ •  ¸¸:~• +' i ~ ' :::: . . . . .  
can find. Book'a child 15 and 
under on the same flight and  
J 
L " ' ~ ~-~:~ ~ - • • : ~ • ~ '  : ' :  ~ ; ~ : ; : ' ; i ; i i : /~ ' / i~  ' : i i~ : ! ,~: i  ~ ' / ! ,~  
• • • • " i !i!i ~•~ ::~:!!!il !!i: i / i~  :! ~:!i•~ . . . .  ~~ : • . . . .  ?~' "+:~:~ ~'~ '~  ~~ ~ 
• i: . '~+ ' ' ( i~ '~i  ~I ~:I~I~I'I • 
/ 
Two friends 
JOSHUA BENSON found a new friend while attending 
Heritage Park's official opening recently. RN Nagazon is a 
male Arabian owned by Ken Whyte, The horse was one of 
several a ppear!ng with buggies of old. 
Organic produce 
group takes  r root 
TERRACE - -  A local organic 
farmer isstarting an association 
of northwesf organic gardeners 
aimed at getting certification to 
market heir producel 
Bill Hayes aid the Northwest 
Gardeners' Association should 
PrOvide a~forum for local 
farmers and gardeners to share 
their knowledge and experience 
about growing without using 
chemical ferti l izers or 
pesticides; 
The group will also try to get 
its member growers certified as" 
organic~ Although local growers 
now produce organic fruits and 
vegetables, grocery stores won't 
sell the local produce because it
isn't certified organic. 
" I f  gardeners here could get 
Certification, they could then 
635-3278. 
Certification could mean bet- 
ter quality organic produce for 
local shoppers, he said, because 
it wouldn't be trucked long 
distances. 
Most organic produce in 
grocery stores now comes from 
Washington State, he added, 
where rules on organic farming 
require farms abstain from 
pesticides and chemicals for on- 
ly one year until they're cer- 
tified organic. 
Hayes, said the new associa- 
tion would follow B.C. cer- 
tification rules requiring amore 
widely accepted  three-year  
period. 
The association would also 
promote heritage seed ex- 
changes. He  said such ex- 
market as organic," Hayes aid. changes improve the genetic 
."~Hhy6s said he has set June 26 diversity ,of plant species, 
at 171 p,m. in 'the library as the counteringthe g netic narrow-' 
tentative ::date~. for . the~:+grO~t~,S~:.4ng effecthatl,results!froj nita~ge~; ! 
fu~t meeting, aiid Says anyone -factory fdrmi dsing only a few 
else;interested can call him at seed varieties. 
Natiw s 
to claim 
forests 
TERRACE . g ! tksan  Eagle . 
Clan members say theywill take, '. 
over timber management in ' 
their land claim areas-near. 
Cedarvale and Kitwanga topre, 
vent destruction of forests 
there. 
Eagle Clan spokesm~in Ar t  
Loring said wasteful logging 
practises would threaten the 
diverse cology and uses'of the 
area. . .~ . 
The native group clalms'ter. I 
ritories along the Skeena River 
in the Kitwanga nd Cedarvale 
areas. Skeena Cellulose has log- 
ging plans for the claimed areas,~ 
but cutting Stopped short of the 
clan's boundary after a 
blockade went up last summer. 
"They've stopped within 300, 
yards of our territory," Loring 
said June 9 at a forestry 
seminar. "They have' not made 
a plan that makes efise to the 
public. The sensitivity of this 
land here is too 'great o handle 
the present' forestry systems. 
That goes for mining, too." 
He said wholistic planning is 
required to  take into account all 
uses of the land ~ from selec- 
tive logging to mushroom pick- 
ing and tourism. 
The local dan's plans will go 
ahead, he said, regardless of the 
outcome of Gitksan land claim 
negotiations. "Even i f  we lose 
the land claim, this type of 
wholistic forestry willgo ahead. 
We know we have pubfic sup- 
port." 
Lofing said clan ~menabers 
recently "took training' ha- 
wholistic forestry to help them' 
better understand and manage 
their lands. 
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' NOTICE iJ :J 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) ~i 
SUMMER HOURS 
School District No. 88 administration Board Office Will be instituting:sun' i~.ii!:i! ' 
met hours, effective July 2 to August 31, 1990 inclusive. ' . . . .  ' '~'~:' 
Hours will be 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Ka,,,a,,~ ,.,,a,,,, p=uuu=y wu~uumus t.;orlnle arauJo ann Lisa Gillespie Smith as her team of professional hair 
stylists and Stelia Pavao as apprentice. Connie Lisa and Stelia, formerly of Rhondas Hair Designs, are hap- 
py to be a part of .:'.'Images by Karlene' and wish to invite all their clientele to stop in anytime. 
PROFESSIONAL AESTHETIC AND HAIRSTYLING SERVICES 
• Manicures * Make-up * Facials * Pedicures 
'* Sculptured Nails * Tanning * Toning 
• Eyelash & Eyebrow Tinting 
• Body & Facial Hair Removal 
FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT CALL US TODAY, i 
4652 Lazelle Ave. 635 '4997 
EXPECT THE 
Surviviv 
aworkpla  
emer f fenc  
,sn luc 
-}rspo 
plannm 
}{ 
¢ 
ii ii 
";2~ f 
° ~ 
REGULAR 
PRICE 
$539. 
\ '  
Call Toll Free 
1-800-772-0804 
j;!;/ 
:"j.jind~s~ala¢cidents happen when you 
~ " ieas~.~pect them. If you and your organ- 
ization are prepared for accidents - if 
danned, trained and practised the 
necessary skills, you can save lives, mini- 
mite costs and resume normal operations 
quickly. Have an emergency plan in 
place. Always expect he unexpected. 
. Emergency Prep aredne  i..s the theme for . . . .  
Canad ian  Occupational HeaJth : ate Week June [1. 3 
. Participating organizations include: B.C. Chiropractic Association • B.C. Construction Industry Health and Safety 
:~.i ~,Council =lkC Ministry of Health • B.C. Occupational Health Nurses Group • B.C. Safety Council • B.C. Telephone 
' '/comloariy = B.C./YukonTerritory Cour~cil of Laboul~, Business Council of B.C. • Canadian National Institute for , 
'the Blind * Canad an Society of Safety Engineering • Canadian Standards Association .* .Council:of Forest: .!j: • : 
Industries * Labour Canada • Mining Association Of B.C. • Pearson Hc 
B.C Munlclpa itles. Workers' Compensation Board 
WORKERS' 
cOmPENSATfl 
BOARD g$~ • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , - . . ,  ..................................... ° .................................................... 
i!. 
.................................................................................... ~;..~ : ........ 
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Space age 
helps find 
auto parts 
repair shop, he said, 
ICBC can't direct bt 
and doesn't act as abm 
the local shop is given tl 
• portunily to match the 
(shipping costs and quail 
taken intoaccount) with i~ 
part, Hicks added. 
"We don't necessaril) 
the cheapest .  'Some 
available locally may be 
by the cost of  shipping (hi 
a very competitive mark| 
we expect hem (yards) to 
our price," said Hicks. 
Although the system 
-local yards compete witt 
as far away as Prince G 
Hicks said all yards have an op- 
portunity to bid across the 
north. 
He described the system (the 
query from the local office is 
sent via phone to a computer 
bank in Salt Lake City, Utah 
where it is beamed by satellite to 
Toronto and then back to B.C. 
On another satellite) as simple to 
learn and effective to use. 
"Our mandate is to provide 
service and pans at the best 
possible price and this helps us a 
lot," Hicks said. 
The cost of  the system is $195 
a month. 
'I'ERRA(~Ig - -  The Insurance 
Corporation of  B.C. has con- 
nected its offices to auto wreck- 
ing yards via a satellite network 
to track down vehicle parts. 
The system is designed to ~ind 
the required part while a vehicle 
is in an ICBC bay being check- 
ed, says local ICBC spokesman 
Russ Hicks. 
An estimator types out a 
query .ha  keyboard, it is sent 
to yards throughout he north 
and a reply expected in a 
minimum of 10 minutes, he' 
said. 
It s much faster than the hot 
line telephone system we had 
before," Hicks added. 
If the correct part is found, 
the yard agrees to hold it for 
seven days. Failure to find the 
part in the region results in the 
query being sent through 
ICBC's provincial network. 
Hicks said the system not on- 
ly finds pans faster but ensures 
the best possible price is deter- 
mined as well as the best possi- 
ble match to the vehicle that 
needs repairing. 
Part availability and price Js 
then indicated on the repair 
sheet taken by a customer to a 
. . . . . . .  . , , . , , ,  , .  , . . . .  , . . .  
,REE B NKET il, 
Bundle uo your water he "[ 
in a cosy blanket.., and save 
Ilrtl[Y:'V'/f-'~f~ Making your new gas water heater within the next year, ,:: :,l i 
I~ l  L:K/L.~LrL1 - ' , . . . . .  , . . . .  electric water ' But nf you don t have gas servncc m ,. :..~.i~"(!:'~ 
kVA II ~ II R~3 i" heater m~re ' your home, werd still like yotit; ei~'~tfi~ i:?:;2~i!:~::~li "~' 
J vuu  u u  Ul - I  . , .' , ,  . , .. , : ,  , "  :.:-~. '~ '~,  , 
' . energy:efficient '.. water heater to be as energy-efficient as ,'~ ml  
ave youup to 1 0%.0n:yaui'.h0useh01~: 1' p0ssible. So, whei~ we instaii'ihe in-~u]ati~g;:!~!~l~:: 
r heatmgco~!s,. : ..... : ¢ :: :, : ...blanket, w e 1! gtvp you a cpupon.that s- .:. 
hat's why B,C;Hydrois making you i " g0oi:l for a $20 rebate on!a dew Pow.er ',~".:'.::. ['' 
y offeri a free'inSdia!iing bldilket for' : '  :smart electri~ water/heate~. ':.: '.,. ... -. ~'-::[,- 
electdc ~ water he~i~'?, |hsiaiiei:l free' .1 ' '  : " " ' i f  forany technical re'son 'Y0ur:? i . ,:: 'L: ,,~ ",'~ 4 
arge. , -  - -  ' :..::::':!::i~:::~.'::-':' . ' . .electric water'heater cannot ~ fitted!~|ih':::.: i~'~.i:: ~. 
's an offer worth $4():L : : '  :" :'; 'an insulating blanket,We'li bffer;~0d:ih~:~ :~i~ii!~; / 
aturalgas=saconvementandecono. " same $2O rebate - -: . " :' ~ L " ' ~ ; ' ' : '1  ' "'l'::';:~J 
I way tO heat water;So ifyou have a . So bundle up. Your water heater will. ~ .~: .... 
ine into your house; your best option save beai, you"ll Savcroa y0ui::eh~i:t'ricai ..... :~i : ] 
convert to gas the next ime yo u.buy a- bills, and we'll all save energy. .. 
r heater. To help ~,ou out, B.C.Hydro, To arrange for a contractor toinstall -L ,  
,with your gas company, will give you the water heater blanket, call 
;0 cash discount if you purchase a Our Contractor Lowrenco WalBon 
~: 'L::" ~ : : ' I  . . . . . .  " 638.0140, 10 a.m. -6 p.m, Mon.-~.:~ :- 
Chydro " ,.,. 
? , , ,  
propane and oil.fired water heaters do nnt qualify far this Offer. 
Applies to B .C ,H[dro  customers only. 
,m | 
i l l  
McEwan 
Ter race  
Good 
Until 
Jno 30 
NoEoW®S 
BY ROBERT O. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
SUPER BUFFET LUNCH 
The Terrace Irm features a Daily Lt.qtcheon Buffet. Monday through 
Friday. 
Relax in our Lounge, with planostyllngs by Glen Fossum, or enjoy 
the elegant surroundings of our new dining room. 
The Buffet is only $6.95 and Includes a fine selection of salads, soup 
and a hot entree. By the way, Friday is always "Baron of Beef" Ouffet 
day. 
Have lunch with us at the new Terrace Inn. 
SKEENA BALLROOM 
, Our newly renovated Skeena Ballroom Is the perfect place to hold a 
meeting, banquet, anniversary or wedding reception.It holds up to 200 
people for dinner and even more for a reception, 
Let us help you plan your next event, Call for rates and availability. 
You'll be Impressed with the new Skeena 3allroom decor, 
il " NEW DINING ROOM HOURS I We're open at 6:30 a,m, Yes our new restaurant hours are very con. I veRieR1 to you', 5:30 a.m. until 11:00 p.m. daily except Sunday. Sun, 
day hours are 7:00 a.m. until 11:00 p.m, 
Have breakfast early or dine late in the day. The choice Is yours In  
our new Kerrnodei Dining Room. 
THE LAB VEGAS PLAYBOYS 
One night only, Thursday, June 21, we invite the ladies to come out 
and see The I.as Vegas Playboys in Glgrs Pub.. 
Showtlme is 8:00 p,m. and tickets are $10.00 at the door. 
: - : '  : ' "  ." ':. :::::i 
4551 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 M7' 
For Reservetlonsr 
' Cell (604) 63B.6630 or 
[Toll Free 1"000,663,8156J  
Fax (004) 636:2788 
. , /  
¢ 
ING BL T SALE! 
" " t ud-'n-e- IS COil i 
CARS '* ' I 
PONTIAC 6000 LE 19  ~'v'~,,mo 
WN~, =~r, an~m casset~ pwr. wnd, & ~,  ,ndse,'~ VO ,~o. ~o. 90007)~ I . . . .  
PONTIAC GRAND AM LE . 
PONTIAC TEMPEST LE '~/'~' .~'.v" ~ ." ~,~.:- r~.~O,040 
..,.,,.,.,.,,, v.~o,,~.~.,~;=,,, ; , : .~=. , . . . . .  16,960 pwr. d~x;k lid re4e.~. (N0,90108) ~ 'vww'  rn l~ ................. ;...................................... 
PONTIAC GRAND AM LE " ' i toO, 20,504 
.~.., ,,v. ,,, ~ ,~,~t"  '=~ '=' :' 16 760 lugg. can. (No, 90133) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . ; . ,~ . . . . . .  .................... . .......... | 
PONTIAC GRAND AM LE ~.~o,so4 
grayls41ver, ~/r, 2.3 L=oa, Ml~ll~[,taOeS, ~ casS. ' 1 ~ 711~0 
I~.  r~.  (No. 0135) , ...................................................................... ! 
BUICK CENTURY CUSTOM , _ ~ro~.~.~ 
PONTIAC BONNEVILLE LE ' ; _ . .~o .~ 
.,~,,v.,~,s,,,v~. 49,.=o, =|,=(~,io1.1=.m=r~= .............................. Z~l,bOU 
CHEVROLET LUMINA-EURO : " " " . . r . . .~ .~ 
,,~t,~.~ L 'vs '4="~'~ om)=m=m'm:.: ........................ : ............. ZZ ,U4U 
PONTIAC TEMPEST LE 11,"4  {J 
re~/sgver, 3.1 L., VG, S spd, full load. (NO. 90241 )W I . . '  ............................... 
PONTIAC 6000 SE ; ~e'Z~d~ 
btue. =q wheel ddve, onlt.lock i~t~es furl ead, (No, 90257) I , I IOUT I . . . .  dr , ,o i  ~l q, U 
I 
C.EVa0,ET Gn 
~,.,,.-.~-.=..,..,,~ o=,lNo 9o.,).~.~m ............................. 19 ,~rd  
OLDSMOBILE CERA SL ~o.23,~97 
~,. ~ ,  .,uto, ,o~=,~, ,  ~, . . . .  21 ,600 . r w , , I , , , , , ,W,  r i  pw. nds &Iko.(NO, 90176) . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, . . . . .  . ................................ , 
TR 
TRUCKS 
I nn  
-:': m.b,us CHEV BLAZER 
=~,ve,, 4.3 L, v0,5~,.,r.,ru~, ' ": 94 -q£fl 
aIN~CaSS.e~eft Oua~es (No 90061) vww~ rm4 ...... . . . . . . . . ; . . .  . . . . . . .  . ~.  Svvv  
CHEV 1500 $.B. 2 WIlL 
r~v~', ~o~ . vg, 4~ aotO. s t~,~, ,  ~ ca=, 9 f l  I IR I I  
I ~ w v v ,  r ~  i i w  v v v  tJft & cm Be, scottsda~ level. (NO. 90098) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  . I  
GMC S.TRUCK 2 WHL EXT-CAB ' n~,.=.l; 
red. rear jump seats, h~gh back bookers, pwr, steer., 2.5 L, O slxL (No. 90068) , "~"~'  
CHEV SPORT VAN ' . .~ , ,a¢~ 
u=v~ct Zt),-9-4O red, ray, 8 pass., 350 auto, f~lload. (No. 90119) ~, ,~. . ,  . . . .  ~. . . . . . . . . .  
GMC RALLYWAGOH VAN 
. . .o...  a.-.,,0,.,..,o,,.,,o~, inc. ,o,,,,i'm" m. ' ' _ ,  ........ 24,~11~)~ 
CHEV 2500 4X4 ~ r~.24.m 
white/blue P.U. 350 cl. a=o reatts~]/Jfl~l~g&~ . . . . .  99  RRd 
am/fm cass., tl,. cruise. (No. 90138) ~'uwvv' rm.= .. . . . . . .  , . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., . . . . . .  , , .~=lvv '~. .  
I I 
CHEV TRACKERS : ;~' . ' 
.............. _ . , . .  . . . . . . . .  , .............. 
PONTIAC TRANS SPORT r~,~.=o~ 
7 pass., ml~ van, gray,'pwr, drives ~ | ~  wed& 3.1.L, V6 °~o, 9=~ 2on 
I L~WV~ l ~ I i V ,  v v  Onted glass, sm/fm CASE, (No. 90188) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
GMC S.JIMMY .~, a,010 
oraylsllvet, 4.3 L, auto, a 'Q~,, fA~,J~h wheels, 94  . l~dO 
~ I~UI IW i r1~x~¢ I=" l r  S V l V  two.to~m paint. (No. 90139) ...... ;. ..................................................... 
CHEV SPORT VAN , , ' . ; " , ~  
t.oton. ~uo, ams.. 3os~. auto, ~=, ~.  ~0o. o~ 4oi L~ m~.: ::: ::~ ............... ,~,.~, s u u 
I 
GMC 1000 'HORTBOX . __  ~ . . . .  : :  2 ~ S  
red 4x4 ~a load g~ound effects ~ka~ 350 cl =o  (NO 90354)~- ' - "  " - - - -  . . . . .  . - - . , * s , , , . -  
CHEV 1500 SPORTSIDE 
.4 ,~..~, ~,o ~, ..o, ,.,..,, .., = . . .~e~,  24.170 
am/fro cast, till, cndse, scottsdale tlve.(No. 90337) .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
10 9 * 1 .00000 c.o, , .=,,  0.. h.O NeW " .=i..: Q.t * V.h I ; 
' : '; • *Up to 46 months on eeleoted new cam & tuck& O.A.O.. ',: ' •: " '  ~' . ~ " " 
, .  • 8ome vehlolol not eligible for oleh I~1o1~ : - i i i ~ ~' , 1~'  , ' ~. ~' . ' : ' 
CARS: Sprint. 8unb l rd , .  :Cors ica,  Grand Am,  Cut las  Supreme,  Firefly, :Cavailer;~,iTernpe~ti i!
Grand PrlXl Lu~!na: , ' " i :' : !: i ~: : :: :~: ;'~;: 
TRUCKS: Lumina A:P'O;I; =~:~Mc/chev Regular P ick.ups(Transport~ Compact  Pick,ups;": S,J lrnrny:& 
McEwan 
• '  :': Ter race  
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WHAT'S 
UP 
r MAY 30 -- JUNE 24, 1990 -- 
The Kltimat Centennial 
Museum presents Portraits of 
the Wild -- photographs by
Joane Monaghan and Brian 
Bagatto'. This exhibition 
features colour photographs of 
Mt. Elizabeth, 'alpine flowers 
and lakes, aerial views of 
glaziers and the Kltimat Valley, 
as well as wildlife and land. 
scapes of the region. 
JUNE 20, 1990 -- Annual 
general meeting of the Terrace 
• Spectal Olympics will be held 
on WedneLday , at 7:30 in the 
library meeting room. Please 
come out to help us.plan our 
programs for next year. We 
need coaches, fund-raisers and 
directors. Find out just how 
rewarding it is to work With 
Terrace's: Special athletes. For 
more information please ca]l 
Joan Cox at 635-5633. 
JUNE 20, 1990 -- Northwest 
Development Education 
Association presents Keith 
Geier who will show slides and 
talk about his recent ex- 
periences with Canada World 
Youth. The event akes place 
Wednesday, at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Skeena Jr. Sec. School library. 
Everyone Welcome• Call 
Frances 63~.2436 
JUNE 22, 1990 -- Take advan- 
tage of all the fresh fruits 
available. Find out how to use 
all your fruit, all year long. 
Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre 1:30- 4:00 
JUNE 23, 1990 -- Kermode 
Friendship society will he 
holding its annual general 
meeting at Noon at Kermode 
Centre. New and old members 
welcome. 
'k'k' * A" * 
JUNE Z$, 1990 -- The Terrace 
Branch of the Canadian 
Diabetic association will he 
holding a meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Education Room of the 
Mills Memorial Hospital. Tam. 
mid will speak to us about 
"over the counter drugs". 
Refreshments will be served. 
-.:.,All .members. and interested 
"~ix'opte~e'~el~om~ " 
JUNE ~, 19~". A ialk on 
• menopause and how it affects 
you and your family. Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre 7:30 
p.m. 
JUNE 25, 1990 -- Women's 
Aglow Fellowship of Terrace 
welcomes you. Next upcoming 
meeting to be held at 7 p.m. at 
the Terrace Happy Gang Cen- 
tre, 3226 Kalum St. Speaker to 
be Mrs. Gunvor Nakatsu from 
Prince Rupert. For further in- 
.formation contact: Irene -- 
635-5413 or Jorunn -- 
635.9244 evenings. 
** 'A ' **  
JUNE 2S, 1990 -- Come and 
hear Dr. Gillian Hedge speak 
about menopause. Time 7:30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. For more 
information please call Kurla 
-- 638-0228 
JUNE 27 ~ AUGUST S, 1990 
-- The Kitlmat Centennial 
Museum presents historic quilts 
from the Vancouver Museum 
dating from the early 19th cen- 
tury to mid 20th century. Quilts 
by local craftsmen will enhance 
this exhibition. Museum 
Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10 
a.m..5 p.m. Sunday 12 p.m..5 
p.m. Closed Monday. 
JUNE 27, 1990 -- The White 
Cane club will meet at noon at 
the Inn of the West for the in- 
stallation of the club as the 
94th member of the Canadian 
Council of the Blind. Everyone 
welcome, For further lnforma. 
tion, phone Phyllis Cornfield 
638-0412 or Felix Ooye~te 
638-1285. 
'¢ont'd el2 
.' The Terrace Standard 
offers what's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and those com-  
munity orpnlzaflons in  
, the area. 
Items for this section 
are for  non-pro f i t  
organizations and for 
those events in wMeh 
them is no cost to gain 
admlsdon. 
! To  meet our produc. 
tlon deadlines, we ask 
that all items be submit. \ 
/ ted  by noon on the 
';, FRIDAY premJing the  
;,' |oilowfa_g •week's Issue., 
~ We'dso ~ that Items be 
~i~'it)~ewrlLteu or be prin.ted 
Squadron goes on parade 
TERRACE - -  The sun shone 
and so did the members of 747 
Squadron Air Cadets as they 
put on an impressive display for 
family and friends at their re- 
cent annual inspection. 
Reviewing officer for the oc- 
casion was Major C.J. Thorp, 
base maintenance officer at survival techniques and how to 
CFB Chilliwack. fly both gliders and powered 
Following Thorp's inspec- 
tion, the cadets executed a brisk 
march past the reviewing.stand 
before the first aid team took 
centre stage for a demonstration 
of their skills - -  a squadron 
team took tnp spot in last 
Year's B.C. championship. 
Then it was on to the presen- 
tation of awards (see box below) 
before the cadets and their 
guests moved on to the 
squadron hall to view the static 
• displays et up there. 
Membership in the air cadets 
is open to anyone between the 
ages of 12 and 19. There is no 
charge to join and uniforms are 
supplied. 
Apart from a'required cur- 
riculum, squadron members 
learn first aid, marksmanship, 
aircraft. Training exercises in- 
clude drill and range competi- 
tions, sports weekends and cam- 
pouts. 
Each year cadets also have an 
opportunity to attend summer 
camps where they take courses 
such as basic training, leader- 
ship, scuba diving and fly- 
ing/gliding scholarships. 
Those excelling in both 
school and squadron activities 
can qualify for international ex- 
changes. 
MAJOR EXAMINATION. Reviewing officer at the 7~7. Squadron Air Cadets' receipt annual inspection 
was Major C.J. Thorp from Canadian :Forces Base Chilliwack. Although his inspection (above) found a 
few gaps in the ranks, it had nothing to do with absenteeism. Unfortunately, the weather was a little too 
good for the outdoor parade and severa cadets succumbed to the heat. 
Music in the pa.rk 
entertains agai n 
Were you one of the lucky 
ones to go up to Heritage Park 
for the recent "Music in the 
Park" afternoon? 
After Aiie Toop had official- 
ly opened the event, Norm Des- 
jardins led off the music playing 
many old, favourite tunes for 
the approximately 120 people 
gathered on the lawns. 
Everyone then moved inside 
for classical singing by Ginny 
Lowr ie ' s  s tudents  who 
presented the program they will 
perform at next week's Royal 
Conservatory exams,  The 
students were Sonya Sheppard, 
Jennifer Mills, Ellier Higginson, 
Romy Ma ikapar , / Jeanne  
Greening and Betty Patterson. 
Ellis, Romy and Jeanne 
represented the northwest at last 
month's B.C. Festival of the 
Arts in Saanich. 
Ginny has been going up ~to 
the park with music each year 
since 1985 and once again •her 
'* ,by " "en  P 
MUSICAL RIDE. Music in the Park not only offered fine entertain- 
! students sang very well. ment, there was also an opportunity to take a spin around Heritage 
Then it was back outside to Park. Ken Whyte, above, was one of those who brought his horse 
watch the local square danc¢rs and buggy to the e~,ent 
- -  dressed in their lovely outfits ~ ~ 
~¢--do'their stuff a . .~ . : . . .~  ,_and ~ fine job I ~ "k * * * 
I must say the park is looking 
v~ ucm~.,,,, they uid tuo. some ' iAgo0d crowd of  about 200 lovely and green as is the arena 
OXnextmemar, , e oat t0:vanc0uv©r~,: P,~Ople..gathered a week ago hill and its shrubs. Cortgratula- 
monm to attena  t~anaaa S nd ark " ~ ay at the Lower Little P tions to the'crew ho look after 
'~a"-"t"-someJ~.-0~,~ expected todraw btmdsheil for a musical rendez- both - -  they look really good. 
l 
,~  oancers. It snouln , )US g~oe a i,,, v;_ , . . . . .  nd 
u~ a 5uuu t l~u~.  ' "  " ~ "*' :~' • C 0  ' ' Th . . . .  . . . - ~:,- ~., mmunlty Band of 20-25 That was.a busy weekend in e afternoon also.-featured w-  usicians: - 
horse and bu$$y"¢lisplay by  ~ T ~.  ' ~ :"  our area with many Terracites 
" 1 . . ' . . .  "# ] ~ . ,dr ~ lie band played lively music travelling, to  Kitimat for the  r~ancy r~emon aria Ken ar ia :  [ r~: ; , ,~ :=, ,~.= , , _ _  _ " r  
' ' ~ ' k " ' ' '  : "~' ~ a q U ~ t ,  , :. tWO r n o u r s  on.  a and Yvonne White who ell live on.:• l='Uti¢,,s ~.%.~_,.._~ . . . . . . . . .  .a 
• • '" " .  " ,  :.:- '  i : l td ta$  sMI I I I i y .u I I c I I IU t J l l  g l | t~ J  
. HucHeberry. e,. They:alsO-., ~.~,.,~ ; :... . . . .  
' ,, ..... : " ; :~, ~JfiY .themselves, : ...... :., :, : 
Best first year cadet: 
Leading air cadet T. Cowell. 
Best attendance: 
Corporal J. Jawanda. 
Best uniform: 
Warrant officer first class R. Gill. 
NCO of the year: 
Corporal C. Cann. 
Most improved cadet: 
Corporal A. Hill. 
Esprit de corps: 
Corporal C. Maclean. : 
Cadet of the year: 
Warrant officer first class R. Gill. 
History recalled 
747 Squadron has a long and proud history and Legion 
representative Bill Oidley provided those attending the annual 
inspection an opportunity to learn about some of it. Below, 
readers get a chance to do the same. 
Formed 27 ~,ears ago this fall, 
Terrace's 747 Squadron Air 
Cadets began with a promise 
Kevin Van Herd made to his 
stepson Bruce Douglas as the 
family prepared to move here 
from Prince Rupert - -  if there 
was no such organization in 
Terrace, he would work to form 
one. 
After Douglas found a willing 
ally in grade 12 student Jim Ar- 
mgrin, Van Herd joined the pair 
in a recruiting drive that 
resulted in a Nov. I I ,  1963 
meeting at the Civic Centre" at- 
tended by more than 75 boys. 
With parents and local 
businessmen acting as the initial 
sponsoring roup, an applica- 
tion for formation of a local 
squadron was sent off to Pacific 
regton air cadet headquarters. 
Eight individuals signed that 
charter application including 
Gordon Little and Harry Smith. 
The squadron formed, the 
parents took over the task of  
sponsorship for the next two 
years with Fred Bass as presi- 
dent and Len Casey as vice- 
president. Wayne Hedges, 
another member of the group, 
played a major role in all pro- 
jects undertaken during that 
period including construction of  
the squadron's offices at the 
Civic Centre. 
As the original cadets left the 
squadron, their fathers lost in- 
terest in the organization and as 
a result sponsorship assed to 
the Lions Club in 1965. The 
centre soon became too 
cramped for the expanding 
squadron prompting a move to 
the Veritas Hall 
However, disaster struck in 
August 1967 when a fire 
destroyed the hail and with it all 
the squadron's equipment and 
records, Undaunted, the group 
there was a feeling of being in a 
brand new squadron. 
When Van Herd moved to 
Kelowna in early 1968, Tom 
Reeves took over as C/O and 
was in turn succeeded by Dave 
Simons. In the fall of 1969 
sponsorship changed .hands 
again with the Royal Canadian 
Legion branch 13 assuming the 
responsibility - -  it has kept it 
since - -  with Derek Hales as 
sponsoring committee chair- 
man. 
.Charles Lindstrom became 
C/O in April 1970 and during 
his tenure the squadron was on 
the move again, this time to 
more spacious quarters in the 
basement of Clarence Michiel 
school where it had access to the 
gymnasium each Wednesday 
night. 
Command of the squadron 
changed hands again in 1973 
when Derek Hales began a 12 
year stint as C/O. 
In 1976 the air cadets pur- 
chased a share in a gilder and 
the following year, with an 
interest-free loan from the 
Legion, bought a Super Cub 
aircraft to tow it, The summer 
of 1984 saw the addition of a 
L-233 Schweitzer glider, pur- 
chased by the sponsoring com- 
mittee at a cost of $12,500. 
That proved to be a busy year 
for both cadets and the commit. 
tee with the building of a shelter 
at Woodcock airstrip to be used 
during cadets' fern-flying exer- 
cises and a start to construction 
of its present headquarters at 
the Terrace-Kitimat irport. 
Charles Meek took over as 
commanding  o f f i cer  in 
December 1985 and the follow- 
ing April the squadron moved 
into the airport facility - -  it was 
officially opened June,:7, 1986. 
Shortly thereafter, a donation 
began looking for new head. from the Legion's Ladies Aux- 
quarters. After being petitioned iliary allowed the .squadron to 
by Van Herd, commanding of- buy a 66-seat bus. ' 
ricer at the t ime, the school Since then change of com- 
district gave the eadets.permis- mand ceremonies have taken 
sion to use the projection: room . place twice, •first when Capt, 
in the Skeena school basement R on Knoedler tooki'over~ from 
and access to,~: three .upstalrs ~.Meek.:in ~Sq)tember/:1988~and 
clMsroc ~theni~vh~!~he"h~d~liiiii:On to " 
For Lt.RottGo~vei ~~: ~::, ":?~.' ~/~ 
/ 
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luted :Legion sa * " -,-Rlverb°at' i I.I PRONTO AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES I .  " / .;Ik111nrl&111 l 
~L ; '~  ~ V  ANNBURDETT ' things the Legion concerns itself .... " . . ~ ~:i nov_=: .•• ::: •il CallUs For 
: This integral part of our corn- with is advancement of educa- . " : = ,..~".:~'.~ .i:! I Your R.V. r ~ "  I 
munity has been in existence tion and numerous folks in the . " : .... :" '~::L~',." :',: I , Appliance ~ ~i~~i  l 
since before it was.The Royal Terrace area  have had: the : They have recently renovated' donate thetr0ph~fo'(~ifl6~i;i i l : : /  .... Ropairs " ~ l l m m ~ 7 )  "- I 
LCanadian Legion and was in benefit of a Legion sponsored the interior of their club on and $300 for first prize money;!: | .  . , . I 
; fact a part of the British League. Over those bursarY,Youth sports, the Heart Legion Avenue and~the new At the Conclusion o f  the . . . . .  I For appointment call 635- 
3113 I years it has very mach malntain- Fund, the Cancer Society, the look, together with the warm parade they hold a beef |  
ecltheir objective of "Service to Terry Fox Foundation, Mills and friendly attitude of the barbecue outside the Leg ion[  , " r " " e1  
tnners" . . . . . . .  members and staff, make a where one can enjoy a very tasty • ~ 
- ,•  ~emonm hospital and Meals charming and fun place fo r  bite while awai t ingthe an.:: . ~ . _ . . . .  ' -  '__. 
• many!ne changesLesi°n inhasits alSO(member.Seen' .onthi gsWheelsthe L gionare°niYhasa feWsupportedOf th  members and their. . guests to nouncement of parade winners, i ~ ~ ' r l ; I  & I l l~ l  -- ,I 
work towards Legion goals or This year Branch No. 13 will i ~ l ' ~ . . l ~ .  ~ ..,~: ~ * * ~ l  ship), its 16cationand its decor and/or donated to over the 
to reh~x and enjoy their free agaln be doing the parade and a ! 1 ~ . . ~  its ~:~~Z. . !~ ' l l  ' ba t  remained unchanged is its years. The present executive 
time. barbecue, i II ~ ~ : ~ ' / / I - : J ~ L I I ~ I  dedication to the needs of our with Cde. Peter Crompton as 
veteram and their dependants, president, Cde, MariaThomsen For the Riverboat Days  ] am sure the community ofl [ ~ , / ) j ~ ~ : . ~  ~)}~[ |~ '~ l  
o~ seniors, youth and corn- as secretary, and Cde. Howard celebrations the Legion has Terrace joins the Riverboat! [ ~ [  ~ ~ .  ~ ~ ~ l  
munity in general. Cromarty as first vice-president sponsored the parade, which Days society in thanking Branch i ~[ ~  ;.. ~. ~ ~ l l  
For decades now many local continue to direct the member- has grown in size and excellence No. 13 for past contributions t611] [~ ' :  . ' : , ~ [  
grOUPS and individuals have ship's concerns to the above and each year. This is a big under, our area, in appreciating the . [ [ ~ A ~  ~. ~ [I 
received assistance from this other worthy causes and taking and one much noted and work presently being d o n e b y : l [ ~ . ' ~ .  ~ [  ~: [I 
organization. One of the may organizations, appreciated by the community, this organization and in lookin~i.[ [ " l ~ ~ l ~ ~ ' : : . . ~ ~  [I 
The Legion ~s~s all entry f~s forward to future years of c~! I I l ~ ~ / ' ~ ~ : ~ .  II 
for prizes and besides the.work operation. See you at the:' , :  
rl~i~-. 
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Legion during Riverboat Days. of organization, they also 
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Even house plants 
can poison child 
In this, one in a series of  ar- 
ticles contributed by the Terrace 
Child Development Centre, 
some hints on how to ensure a 
safer environment for  children 
as they grow up. The centre in-' 
rites phone calls from any 
parents with concerns or ques- 
tions about their child's 
development. The number is 
635-9388. 
Did you know that more than 
tainers do make a difference. 
• Store all medicines in a 
locked cupboard. 
• Keep workshop supplies, 
such as paint and paint thin-~ 
ners, in a locked storage area. 
• After use return all pro- 
ducts, medicines and alcoholic 
beverages to locked cabinets. 
• Keep all products in their 
original containers. 
• Get to know your plants: 
Occasions 
• AUSTRALIAIll 
Airfare to Sydney or Melboum "6 nights "Yellow Rag Inn 
Pass *upgrades Available "No stopovers • 19 days 
50,000 children under five years 
old will be poisoned this year in 
Canada? 
Common household items, 
which are often within easy 
reach, are the most frequent• 
causes of these poisonings. Fur- 
niture polish, lighter fluid, 
household cleaners and sham- 
poe are only a few of the many 
poisons in your home. PresCrip- 
tion drags, over-the-counter 
..drugs, such as aspirin, oint- 
ments and large quantities of 
vitamins, are also harmful when 
swallowed.by oung children. 
Household garden plants are 
another common source Of 
p~isoning. 
To protect your child and 
young visitors: 
• Keep all po isonous 
substances well out of reach of 
children. Do not underestimate 
a youngster's ability to reach, 
climb and open cupboards. 
Children are explorers. 
• Provide a safe locked cup- 
board for household cleaners. 
• Buy products with child- 
resistant containers. These con- 
and, do not keep poisonous 
ones in the home. 
If in spite of your efforts a 
child swallows a poison take the 
following s.teps. 
• First, call your local poison 
control centre and follow their 
advice. Keep a list of emergency 
phone numbers beside your 
telephone, so you will be able to 
dial help without delay. Time 
makes a difference. 
• When you go to the 
hospital make sure that you 
take with you the substance, 
medicine or plant ingested. 
• Keep a bottle of Syrup of 
Ipeeae in your locked medicine 
cabinet and use as directed by 
your poison controlc entre. 
Makesure your bottle of Syrup 
of Ipecac is up to date as it may 
deteriorate with time. 
A "poison proof" environ- 
ment will reduce the chances of 
a child swallowing a poison. 
Remember though, children's 
abilities change as they learn 
and test new skills every day. 
Attentive supervision is the best 
prevention. 
r 
WITHOUT HOSPITALITY. TERRACE WOULD HAVE BEAUTIFUL 
SCENERY, GOOD FISHING AND A BUNCH OF PLACES TO EAT 
AND SLEEPI BUT THE FRIENDLINESS OF THE PEOPLE ADDS THE 
WARMTH THAT MAKES'TERRACE A FIRST-RATE PLACE TO 
VISITI KASHMIR MORE HAS BEEN WITH THE A &W RESTAURANT. , - 
FOR TEN,YEARS, AND A RESIDENT OF TERRACE FOR 15 YEARSI 
SHE LOVES THE STRESS-FREE' LIFESTYLE,,,THE SCENERY AND 
• , THE WEATHER.,.AND HAS A CHEERFUL WELCOME FOR ~LL 
VISITORS!. 
WIIHAS~IS|ANCEFROM.THECIWOFTERI~ACr: , .  : f .~ 
'10 50 Flowers ............. ea, 
s30 Hearts ca. i l l m l e m e e l | e l e e l m e e l  
PLEASE CALL DONNA OR RUTH IN THE 
ACTIVITY CENTRE, TERRACEVIEW LODGE, 638-0223 
I 
*Restricted Departure dates.-- Just $1,599 per person 
based on double occupancy. * * Must book before 
July 31, 1990. 
HONG KONGlll AIRFARE * HOTEL * TRANSFERS ° 
ISLAND TOUR - -  $1,329 per person double; 
Canadian Ndinos from Vancouver. 
I MALDEN PACIFIC 
Hawaii vacations from $729 per person "7 nights 
accommodation at a selection of hotels *Airfare via Qantas 
from Vancouver. 
A, d , **  
AIR CANADA SEAT SALE 
Toronto to Nassau in the Bahamas as low as $299 per 
person. Restrictions apply...check your dates now. 
BRrrFRANCE RAIL PASS PROVIDES UNLIMITED TRAIN 
TRAVEL IN BRITISH AND FRANCE, PLUS A ROUND TRIP 
TICKET FOR TRAVEL ACROSS THE ENGLISH CHANNEL ? 
VIA HOVERCRAFT. PASS MUST BE PURCHASED IN 
NORTH AMERICA. RANGING UP FROM $239 CAD. 
Westepn 
Economic 
Divepsification 
Canada 
- ' -  : : r : . ,  ". 
"1 
- !  
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
635-6181 
skeena Mail 
What's the big idea? 
If it's a brand-new product or a way to get an existing western 
Canadianproduct into a new market, we want to hear about it. 
%t,• " 
\ 
... 
? 
FREE BUSINESS 
INFORMATION SEMINAR 
Thursday, June 28, 1990 
12:00 Noon- 1:30 p.m., Lunch and Speakers 
~:~.~.r ~ bL ~` h3lJp.m.-3:lNJp.m.,One.on.OnewlthlDrojeetAnalysts : l n n o f t h e  West 
Banquet Room 
~.~-../.. 4620 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, [|.C; 
I 
Western Economic Diversification Canada is 
a federal government department responsible 
for helping western businesses develop: 
• new products 
• new markets 
• new technology 
What happensat he seminar? 
In a~dditi0n t0-iuncli, we,ll provideyou with: : • : 
• " '. ! "Information about how the program works and what it 
::i ./,,' candofory0u. 
uss your business ideaswith. 
you can make use of our. . ,  i 
• . productivity improvements find the government program 
• import replacements that is best suited to supporting your business goals 
Registration: There is no registrati0nfee, just call the 
: ,:::i~:~ :-:ii:~! !~i: ' Terrace & District Cham~r  of Commerceat 635.2063: 
i 
t . .  
'." • | 
Ten from seven make one 
QUITE THE QUILT. Students from Thornhill Elementary's 
grade seven class recently created and raffled 'off the quilt 
seen above to raise money for their year-end activities. Show- 
ing off their handiwork are Cindy Menz, Belinda Bangay, 
Monique Charbonneau, Kimberley Green, Karie Kluss, Darlyn 
Larsen, Melanie Dubois, Laurie Kindred and Melanie 
Mintenko. Missing from the photo is Tammy Bourgoin. The 
quilt was won by John Bangay. 
from B1 I 
More Moen I 
Rupert for Seafest. Apparently school friend. The people on the :m 
things were really happening buswere all from Manitoba nd i' I
there and those who went had a Saskatchewan. 
fun weekend. " . .  , . .  
' * * * * * News from the Willows: Bir- 
I've seen a few familiar faces thdays this month include Sam 
in aroundTerracerecently:such Sobsychyn (June 2), Peter 
as Eileen Arbour; Tom and Jo Dmytriu (June 19), Louie 
Kenna --  are you thinking of Schillinger, Annie Green (June [] 
moving back? - -  and Honey 20), Marie Da Silva (June 28) i Owens who is here for her and Ann Zadoroznyj (June 28). 
grandson's graduation. Unfor- Pearl Normandy is just back 
tunately, I forgot o ask if Andy from ' another short vacation m 
was here too. and Mildred, who has been 
i 
• * * , .  gone since Easter, has also just 
And we rushed to meet the returned. 
Grey Goose tour bus that pass- * * * * * 
ed through a week ago Sunday. Finally, a few prayers go out 
On it was friend Winnie to Victor Zaporzan - -  ap- 
Coburn's sister and an old parently he is not doing so well. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
'YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE.. 
.Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wallon hostess is the right person to 
hap youfind a place in your new 
community. 
Erllnda 635-6526 
Brenda.Lee 635-2605 
Ksren 838.0707 
• Ketharln 635-7504 . 
KITSUMKALUM 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
KALUM MOTEL 
- clean rooms - friendly staff 
-- reasonable rates 
5522 Hwy 16 Terrace, B.C. 636-2362 
HOUSE OF Slrni-OI-Ghets 
- -  Indian arts & crafts - -  convenience store 
See our location at the Terrace Airport 
Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. (3 miles west of Terrace) 
638-1629 
KITSUMKALUM ROCK QUARRY 
-- Ballast, Crush and Rip-Rap 
Box 544, Terrace, B.C. 
636.8177 
KITSUMKALUM RIVER TOURS & GUIDES 
-- two boats --  weekly tours 
-- advanced booking up to 6 persons 
recommended per boat 
-- experienced & knowledgeable guides. 
Hwy. 16, Kalum River Bddge 638-3735 er 638.0198 
You'll HaveTo See It To Believe It! ,~ 
DmNING 
ROOM 
SUITE 
/ '2 995/ pieces, , opk veneer. ~, ~ m i ~ ~ : "  NOW Reg. $4 ,995 . i  i !ONLY g 
Great Selection! Great Prices! 
, i I 
Terrace  F u . . . . . . .  ' n itu re  Mart  
4434:Lakelse Ave,',' Terrace : 638,-0555 : ' 
I II I II 
L 
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Working for a 
better world 
• . ~ , ,~ . .  
_ . r . .  
! i  
, [  
iJ | .  
i/ 
Call 1-800-663-0340 toll-free or -:,-::~i,'; :. 
in Vancouver call 682-6457 for ~ ii ,, )J 
more ~ormatior~ or pi& up a i/:~iii1~! ii ~b apphcation atyour Canada:/i~ iii:!lil ~, !i! 
~mployment Centre. ~i i : ! , !  
Honourable John Reynolds, 
Minister of Environment 
~ %~T~A~TON ~ - -  - -  - -  - -  - - I  HOT SPRINGS ~ 
RESORT LTD. /@~ .~ |' 
FUN -,FUN - FUN-~~ ' f '~ / '  | 
Slides & pools ~ for .. ¢.~ I 
every Monday, ~ m 
2 for 1, m m ! "r'ng"'r'°"' ~ i i 1 
| 
il cA,, 798-  2214 - ~ il 
After 4:30 p.m. all pools 
I and slides are 2 for 1. ' !  
m m m m  m m  m m  m - -  m m m  
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Skeena ali 
"Looks like some bad ,ask. 
weather is coming our way," I 
say, eyeing the bank of dark 
clouds moving up the valley. 
"A small deal in a big 
outfit," says Fin as he loads his 
tackle into the truck.We fire up 
our rusted Japanese pickups 
and start out for the river. Our 
first stop is opposite New 
Remo. The Skeena is grey. 
From bridges and banks rivers 
always look more turbid than 
they are, so I scramble down the 
shot rock for a better look. 
" I  can only see a foot into 
it," I yell up to Fin, "maybe we 
should go back and fish the 
'*Kalum.' . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"Too many people," he says. 
,The fish will see our flies in the 
shallow riffles." 
We drop off Fin's truck and 
return to the launch site. Fin 
looks up the steep-walled valley 
as I pump up the raft. 
"Was it always like this?" I 
Fin looks up at the clcarcuts 
then at the debris strewn across 
the braided gravel fan, and 
shakes his head. 
We transfer the gear once 
again and after a short carry 
we're off. We duck to get under 
the railbridge. Underneath, a
mummified coho carcass is 
wedged into one of the iron 
struts. 
The boat scrapes over the rif- 
fles jarring free stones and sen- 
ding them rattling downstream. 
We pass by a lodge with the 
partly submerged remains of a 
car in front of it. 
"What's this place?" asks 
Fin. 
"German fishing lodge," I 
tell him. 
"That's where Gallagher's 
cabin used to be." 
"Who?" " 
"Gallagher. He was one of 
those circus fighters: those guys 
The Skeena 
Angler 
by Rob Brown 
you'd pay to step in the ring 
with. If  you lasted a round 
you'd win a hundred bucks." 
I wonder if Fin, ~,ho at 75 is 
still a big man, ever duked it out 
with one of these characters. 
"The log ferry used to come 
across here," he continues, 
"that's how they got the big 
spruce that grew on these 
islands to the mills in town. The 
company let Galla'gher stay 
there until he killed the Fren- 
chman." 
"'Killed him?" 
"Yeah, some Frenchman 
from Newfoundland. They got 
h anglin 
/ 
in a fight over a bottle and 
Gallagher blew his head off 
with a shotgun. They gave him 
seven years. He'd be 80 now, if 
he's still alive." 
We're in the middle of the 
Skeena now. The riverborne 
sand hisses under the raft. We 
round the first bend and startle 
a pair of moose. They're off in- 
stantly, the sound of their 
hooves splashing in the water 
echoes across the river until they 
climb the bank and disappear 
into the brush. We can see 
where they've cropped red 
dogwood stems. 
I , 
I row the boat ashore at the 
top of what will henceforth be 
call Gallagher's Bar. Fin ex- 
tricates his patent,  a Skinny 
Skunk, from the tangled mass 
of flies he keeps in the pepper- 
mint tin that is his fly box •and 
starts covering the shallows 
while I explore the faster, ~ 
deeper water. 
Fin is, right; the fish don't 
mind the dirty water a bit. We 
beach a specimen sea-run cut- 
throat,.:a brace of small-headed 
dolly varden and a 'shimmering 
spring steelhead. I kill the last 
dolly for supper, and we push 
off again. 
Despite the beating ofgrouse 
"The Skeena's like that," 
says Fin. '!,one day it's a f~ast, 
the next it's a famine. Bid I ever 
tell you aboui the . time", in 
November when I 'foun d a 
school of cutthroat trout7','. 
I say no, so I can 'enjoy ~the 
account of a splendid: day's 
fishing that stands outeven in 
the career of an an/;ier.who has 
had many. 
We put the rods in th e boat 
and spend the/lasts.tWO, hours 
floating - -  two men in a small 
dinghy, dwarfed :by the  wide 
river and the talLmountains, 
feeling insignificant and ~enjoy- 
ing it. Fin tells me o f  Ted 
Rawlins, of the f,~p,p~',~River 
wings and the spicyair, it does • before roads had penetrate d its 
not look like spring: nothing is valley, of cutthroat ~ in' Howe 
green yet; both water and wind Creek and the changing con- 
are cold; wet rain storms filter tours of the Skeena.• It's oral 
down the slide chutes, history - -  angling history - -  
At Either Island there is one and the exchange is important 
dolly varden and at the Radio because we're part.of it. We're 
Run there is riothing, successive generations, in fact. 
-SPORTSCOPE" 
Smithers 
bats best 
TERRACE - -  The so-called 
"Happy  Campers"  f rom 
Smithers turned out to be the 
happiest of the lot at Big Bob's 
Ball Banger slo-pitch softball 
tournament two weekends ago. 
The Smithers team topped the 
field, taking first over Terrace's 
Skeena Masters. Third place 
went to All Seasons Expose. 
On the consolation side, the 
Houston Deans took the title, 
beating out the second-place 
Nordic Ford, of Burns Lake. 
.......... ,Charity 
softball 
: it was a battle on the dia- 
inond that piked the young guys 
against he old guys. 
The annual charity softball 
duel of Rotary and Kinsmen 
club members ended with a 
13-10 Kinsmen win in extra inn- 
ings. 
Eric Johansen broke the 
eighth inning deadlock with a 
three-run homer to seal the vic- 
tory. On the line in the June 11 
game was $100, which 
organizers aid will be donated 
to charity. 
Corporate 
Hitting 
the 
hoop 
GOING UP for the basket. 
He may not be a Harlem 
Globetrotter yet, but Clark 
Weston was certainly mak- 
ing it look easy while prac- 
tising on the courts at 
Clarence Michiel Elemen- 
tary school Friday evening. 
t. ;[ , 
Cup 
Worker 's  Compensat ion Northmen b e a t e n  • Board mployees had the 
highest turnout - -  213 - -  in this 
month's annual Fitweek Cor- 
porate Cup. 
Seventeen businesses and 
government agencies par- 
ticipated in the annual event, 
representing more than I,I00 
employees. Participants engag- 
ed in a continuous physical ac- 
tivity for a certain length of 
time each day of Fitweek. 
ICBC's participation rate of 
98 per cent was the best in town, 
while the WCB participation 
was 79 per cent for second. 
ICBC also had the highest 
one-day participation - - I00 per 
cent. 
TERRACE - -  Terrace Northmen rugby players 
met their defeat again in Prince Rupert - -  and 
this time they f'mgered the referee. 
By game's end, the heavily penalized Northmen 
were suggesting Rupert was playing 16 men on the 
field instead of 15. 
It probably didn't help that the ref was from 
Rupert, or that the Northmen, sporting new 
black jerseys, were playing in the rare Rupert sun- 
shine. 
Prince Rupert capitalized on just two of their 
many penalty kicks to pull ahead of Terrace by a 
6-0 score at halftime. 
In the second half they showed no signs of let- 
ting up, pumping in another try and conversion to 
go up 12-0 half second half on two penalty kicks. 
, Terrace serum half Graham Bayles finally put 
the Northmen on the board with a try that went 
unconverted by'Doug Wilson. And that's how it 
ended - -  12.4 Rupert. 
The Northmen were missing several key 
players, notably their regular scrum half George 
Da Costa and standoff Willie McCleary. 
The loss cost the Northmen their hold on first 
place in the North Coast Rugby Union. And with 
another Seafest weekend win over the Smithers 
Camels - ,  16-14 - -  Rupert slid into first. 
The Terrace players were dissappointed in their 
efforts to line up a rematch this past weekend, 
however. Rupert cancelled out, and left Nor- 
thmen speculating that the referee couldn't be 
paid that weekend. 
Events 
ready 
Apart from the possible addi- 
.tion of ringette, Northern B.C. 
Winter Games organizers ay 
the events list is set. 
: Asmany as 3,000 participants 
• are expected to descend on Ter- 
race for the 1991 Games next 
February 1-3. 
The confirmed events list in- 
cludes: archery, badminton, 
.~;baSketb~all, black powder, bowl- 
~ing, boxing, chess, cribbage, 
• curling, darts, duplicate bridge, 
' figure skating, gymnastics, 
• 61dtlmei's hockey, minor 
i'hockey, ladies:hockey, karate, 
cross-coantry, skiing, downhill 
skiing,: specialolympics, peed 
.i skating;i'ilSnowmobiling, indoor 
:/~cer,-~wimming, rVOlleyball, 
;i/water/ po!o, i weight~lifting, 
, ~Wr&tlidg~and Carpet b0~vling, 
Bluebacks make a splash 
Contribuled for the 200-metre individual 
Terrace Blueback swimmers 
ended the year's regional meets 
on a high note meeting teams 
from across the northwest at the 
June 1-3 Rupert Panhandle 
swim. 
Blueback tory  Holland led 
the way, turning in impressive 
performances in the freestyle 
swims to top his own prewously 
medley relay on a time of, 
2:28.18. 
Individual aggregate winners 
were:Marina Checkley, Garth 
Coxford, Aimee Peacock, 
Jocelyn Coxford,  Cory 
Holland, Tori MacKenzie and 
Denise Vanderlee. 
Some of the Bluebacks are 
Steelers 
first at 
tourney 
TERRACE - -  Terrace's Nor- 
thern Motor Inn Steelers 
women's fastball team cruised 
to first place and $600 worth of 
booty at a fastball tournament 
in Hazelton. 
The Steelers opened by 
defeating Burns Lake by a wide 
margin, but then lost the second 
by a 7-2 score at the hands of 
the Hazelton Skeena A's. 
But they rebounded with 
three straight wins to oust the 
A's and take `.~the double- 
knockout ournament by com- 
ing through the back door. 
After disposing of the South 
Hazelton Blue Jays, the Steelers 
went on to exact their revenge 
on the Hazelton Skeena A's, 
hammering them 10-5,and then 
edging them out in .the final 
game 8-7. 
NMI's Laurie Langford was 
named best pitcher of the tour- 
nament .  Best out f ie lder  
honours went to Debbie 
Jackman, and Steeler Leslie 
Campbell was named tourna- 
ment MVP. 
The women's fastball team's 
next major tournament is in 
Terrace on the July 1 Canada 
Day long weekend. 
set provincial records. He swam now looking ahead to the 
the 50-metre freestyle in 26.67 Junior Provincials and the Pro- 
seconds, and the 100-metre in vincial Championships. 
58.19seconds. , ,,~ They gotatasteof in terna .  Soccer steal 
On team aggregate points, the / fional: competition at last 
Bluebacksplaced second overall month's Hyack Invitational 
behind the Prince Rupert host " tom.nament in Vancouver. IT'S A STEAL! A North Coast Road Maintenance player takes' 
club. Kitimat was third, follow- ~orty-two clubs competed at the ball away from the Western Seaboard deferlderS in thelri~! [ 
edbyKetchikan and Masseti: ~: the~Mdy/:lg-21: tourney from own Zone to moves in on the opposing gdalter~der. Unfor~i~i[ 
/! ,~iThe~:Terrace relay t~.i~ of i/i. aci~ss "NOrth~ America and as tunately, for the NCRM crew it was abrlef gllmrnerof hope i~i!/I 
. :.,'./!~ma'!;.tlouan¢l; ,Lisa Oardiner, ::~ far away:.m:~ew ~ealand. The ~ what ended up a 4-1 loss to Western Seaboard In men's soc:~" [
Cor~ ; : ';~: A~J~i~(N~;:'P~CoCk' 8nd .roeel n !~ Bluel~ks did well, lacln to " : '~  . . . .  "~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  :~ Hol land  ~; i•~ ~ : "~ ...... . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  Y ~'~ P g p cer leagu~ actton last week. . . . . . . . . . .  ...... , ~ , '~  I 
. . . .  ~":.~,.~.,;,~/'.::~;:iCoxfordbroke.themeet.record ~.i,~rten~Jil.seyerltl.even~, ' ,~';~: " . " :  . . . .  l '~" : i  . . . . . . . . .  ( " r~ . . . . . . . . .  i " : " ' ' '  , ' "  , "~" ; |  
r 
. . . .  How rto win the fat 
' : : Fourth in a series of articles on " '  - " ' "  * 
nutrition for athletes by Skeena, 
Health Unit ~utritionist Sonya 
Kupka 
i Weight has become an obses- 
sion for millions of Canadians. 
Athletes are no exceptionto his 
craze, Somehow the battle ~of 
the bulge has turned into a war 
with the weights. For the sake 
o f  health and performance, 
athletes should stop worrying 
about weight and focus on 
fitness. 
: How much fat can an athlete 
• afford to carry before impairing 
their  performance? That 
depends on the sport, the level 
at which they're competing, and 
their attitude. 
Some body fat is necessary 
fo r  optimum health - - too  
much can'slow a person down. 
Imagine participating in your 
favourite sport carrying a 10-1b 
weight. This, would take more 
energy. A runner or gymnast 
will notice this quicker than a 
swimmer or a cyclist. 
Sometimes the benefits of a 
low body fat levellis not worth 
the sacrifices' it requires. Health 
and happiness should never be 
sacrificed for leanness. 
Stepping on the scales does 
not measure fatness. Many 
athletes may be overweight, but 
are not fat. The reverse is also 
true - -  a person can be 
underweight, but overfat. There 
are a number of ways to'deter- 
mine if the body is fit or fat. 
The most simple - -  and least 
accurate - -  is the mirror test. 
This test involves running in 
place in  front of a mirror. If 
anything jiggles that shouldn't 
(like stomach, thighs or arms) 
this may be a sign of being over 
fat. The danger of this test is 
that it relies on self-judgment-- 
which can be too harsh - -  and it 
,does not identify athletes who 
are.too . th in . '  
Underwater weighing and 
e!ectrical impedence are two 
methods used in sports 
laboratories. These methods re- 
quire very.special equipment 
and aren't appropriate fo r  
everyone. 
Skin fold measurement is a 
more practical and stillacc.urate 
way to measure fatness. 
Calipers are used to pinch and 
measure the amount of fat at 
certain body sites. There are 
two cautions. First, the person 
taking the measurements must 
be trained to do st), and second, 
the method is best used to 
measure change, not as a one- 
C()RE BOA 
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w a 
fer. The safest way to "make I each and Wall Hooks listed at $4.00 each should be $1.O0 
weight" is to reduce body fat to [ each. 
a healthy minimum before  the Page  11 - -Boys  & Gida Sidewalk Bikes - large bike should 
big event. " . . . . . .  I be $78.00 and smaller bike $68.00 . . . . . . .  .i 
Gaining weight sounds easy, [ We apologize for any Inconvenience this may have caused. 
but it can be difficult for the I 
shot estimate of tota l  body fat. a th le te - in4¢a in ing ;  Most  : 
Skin calipers will show a loss of athletes want to get their weight 
body fat that the scales will not in thewayfOrm of muscle. Theis t°eatb/'~lVi°lldy~' = am.  ~ ' "  n " B IS t.l~ IMKI 
register, safe to gaJn muscle PRESENTS 
To lose body fatathletes n~d healthy, exercise and rest. " r 
to eat less, exercise more or do a These athletes' should eat ~ I 
combination of both. The best more of the healthy foods in 
approach is usually toeat less their diets, especially car- 
fat and exercise longer, more bohydratess. Fibre is good for 
often, or harder, the heart and bowels, but can be ¢ J l ]  ! I 
• The time'to decrease body fat filling. Athletes feeling too full 
is before the competitive s ason may need to cut back a bit on 
staJ~,s, Body fat can be reduced • the bulk. 
while training, but it must be Some types of resistance exer- 
s low to  prevent musc le  cise must be a part of the weight 
breakdown i stead of fat. gain plan. Weight training is 
Teens are still: growing and often effective. 
should be  very careful about Just as important as healthy 
trying to lower their body fat. eating and exercise isrest. Many 
The goal for most teens hould thin people are fidgety. To gain 
be to stay at the same weight weight these people must learn 
while allowing their height to to relax and allow time for sleep 
catch up. and recovery. 
Some sports - -  such as Remember: both decreasing 
wrestling - -  require athletes to body fat and increasing muscle 
weigh in prior to a competition, are hard work and take time. 
These athletes may try anything • Athletes are often so busy ex- 
to take off pounds overnight, ercising they don't have time to 
Dehydrating the body to "make eat well. Sound familliar? I f  so, 
weight" is dangerous and read about Fast Foods for Last 
defeating. There is rarely Fitness next week. • Years 
Rill SOLD OUT! 
z 
i:i 
I 
• C!; i~ 
Terrace Men's Sis-pitch League Standings: 
Team W L PCT GBL 
SKBMolson Wreckers 10 1 .909 -. 
Terrace Inn 8 2 .800 1~,  
RudonRowdies 6 6 .500 4½ \ 
Westpoint 4 6 .400 5½ 
Ter race  Men 's  Soccer  League Standings:  
GPW L T GF GAP 
SkeenaHotel 8 6 ~ 1 1 35 12 13 
ii ~WesternSeaboard 7 4 1 2 23 ' 12 10 
:: Terrace Inn " 8 4 3 ,1  27  16 9 
i Bill's Plumbing 3 8 '.273 7 :North Coast Road 9 2 5 2 18 26 6 
: Vic Froese Trucking 2 10.167 8~. .  i~ N.T.Csin]ur B~ckme--Kieker~n : : "J ~ ::~ 8 2 5 1 16 31 5 TermceMen'.sSoccerLeagueScores.: :•: 8 1 4. 3 17 37~5 
June12 • : / : , ~'/  
~,- . . . .  ,--^--,., - - - . , -  ,- .--- . . ,--- ,  ,,-.. . . . . . . .  , ,~ Drop off your league sScoreboard scores and standin s at t J J~ | l t~ £- IUL~I  ~,, I '~UIL I I  I~U~L JL'~Ui:LU LV l~J l l t~ l lO J l t ;~  t .# ' g 
' • • ' : ~; ~ : ' the Terrace Standard office on Lazelle Ave or Terrace Inn 7, Smjur Masonry Bnckmen 0 . . . .  ,,~ ,~ ....... , , , phone themini, 
Skeena Hotel 8, N.T.C. Kickers l . . . . . .  ...... . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ 
Western Seaboard 4, North Coast Road Maintenance I :. ' :  
n 
~w--~l -  • 
CORRECTION 
In this week's 'K-Days' flyer, 
the Moonn~ys light set sold on 
page 5 is not exactly as shown. 
The illustration of this boxed 
120.volt set does not clearly in- 
dicate that this is a hanging light 
set. 
We apologize for any Inc0nve. 
nlence this may have caused. 
Kmart Canada Limited 
? 
[ 
E--L~E1E ELEE- -~EL E ELWE # Y ® 
(Regular 65.00 to 75.00) 
BEST WESTERN TOLL FREE 1-800-528-1234 
1755 DAvIE STREET, VANCOUVER, B.C. V6G lW5 
TELEPHONE: (604) 682-1831 
This Promotion May be Terminated Without Prior Notice 
Effective December l i t ,  1989 to February 28,1990 
Extra bed S,O0 
Rates subject to provincial tax 
Not valid In conjunction,with other discount programs 
Friday, June 29 
Cabaret Show No one under 19 yrs, admitted 
DOORS OPEN 8:00 P,M. SHOW STARTS 9:30 P.M. 
TICKETS $20,00 PER PERSON 
Available at Sight & Sound (Terrace) end S~ght a Sound Kitlmat 
,, . ~ . . . . . . .  , • , . ,~ '.'.' :: . -  . . . .  
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW] 
Are you looking for ways to 
earn a tittle extra cash? 
We are now looking to fill 
routes-throughout our 
distdbution area. 
• When you deliver the 
TERRACE SATNDARD there 
is no collecting just 
straight delivery! 
BACK TO YOU- GOOD AS NEW! 
GUARANTEED! 
Fender benders to major damage - -  we can fix it, 
Put your car in our care and let our experts 
handle the jobl / 
,,Now under new.managernentF :i~, 
- -  Windshields -" 
- -  F~xeg~ss work . . 
- -  ICBO claims 
- -  Diamond Cote & 
R~t Proof " l 
- -  Most Advanced Now Wedge 
Clamp Frame System for 
straightening unl-body frames 
In Terrace. 
--  81kkens paint In various ~4ors 
for better ookx matches. I 
- -  FREE ESTIMATES 
- -  10% OFF for s,~nlors 
until July 31. 19_90 
TERRACE MOTORS 
Sss.4es7 
Body Shop p 
3002 KelUm 
All 
Makes 
And 
Models 
HOURS: 
Klay to Friday 
am to 5:30 i)l 
If you are interested in joining 
the delivery team please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to our office. 
NAME: 
I'D LIKE TO BEA TERRACE STANDARD CARRIER 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: AGE: 
PLEASE DROP OFF OR SEND TO: 
• TERRACE STANDARD Attn: TERRY MILLER 
: ,  4647 LAZELLE'AYE,. TERRACE, B.C. V8G 18 
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Feature Home by 
"'~,-~ "" . ; ,~"~ . . . .  
" : : "  ' "  . . . . .  ~ "': :; :':' ~" : ':'~ " :~;  " ; "~T ~ ~ ~'  '~"  ~T~'~'  ~- "~" " " "  ' " 
ignde for . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
taining your business 
associates or speci~;i 
friends. '
Ascend the central 
stairway to the bedroom 
level. The master suite 
features jacu~i tub and 
walk-in closet: An addi- 
tional bathroom serves 
the other two bedrooms. 
Parking is accom- 
modated by the double 
garage which also allows 
direct access to the han- 
dy utility/~A bath and 
family room. 
This very special home 
is listed at $145,000 and 
includes the B.C. 5-Year 
Home Warranty. Call 
Erika Pelletier to view 
this home, listed ex- 
clusively with NRS 
Pruden & Currie (1976) 
Ltd. at 635-6142 or even-. 
ings at 635-4773. 
,,; I f  you demand the 
best, th is  house is yours l  
Over  2,500 sq. ft. o f  lux-  
ury living with many ex- 
ecutive features, a-level 
sp l i t  With 3 spacious 
bedrooms. 
The sunken foyer 
leads to large open liv- 
ing/dining area with 
vaulted ceilings. The 
modern i¢itchen boasts 
• easy care cabinets and 
~ large pantry cupboard. 
A perfect kitchen for 
planning family meals. 
The eating area 
overlooks unken family 
room with ground level 
patio. 
The livingroom and 
formal dining room with 
french doors to covered 
deck offer a luxurious 
environment for enter- 
! !  
In a neighborhood where pride shows in every home. 
Ready for occupancy July 30, 1990 
Picnic perfect patio with valley view 
| 
MEMBER 
LEPAGE_= / E 
n _ 
Associate Broker Network 
INDEPENDENT1 T ?W~ED AN ~ ? ' i~ 'T i l~  
STYLISH 
MEDITERRANEAN 
spacious family home in ideal loca- 
tion on SkoGlund Avenue. 3 plus 2 
bedrooms, 2V~ baths, family room 
off kitchen plus rec.room down. 
Double-sided iivingroom fireplace, 
recent carpeting and re-decorating 
are added features to enjoy. 
$97,500. MLS . .  
4600 BLOCK STRAUME 
spacious 1,250 square foot home 
on concrete ringwall. Natural gas 
heat, 3 bedrooms, small detached 
shop, paved driveway, rear lane ac- 
cess and located in the center of the 
horseshoe. Listed at $53,500. MLS 
FIRST CLASS FAMILY 
HOME 
Roomy open areas, vaulted ceilings, 
3 bedroom, 1272 sq. home on the 
Bench, 4 poe. ensuite, 2 fireplaces, 
nat. Gas heat, rear sundeck, hobby 
room, large rec. room, great storage 
areas, pa,~ed riveway and separate 
18x31.wired shoe.S98.500. MLS 
3717 KRUMM ROAD . . . . .  0WNERS"LEAviNG :'"' 
Home needs uprading and some Move right in to this immaculate 
repairs. Nice large property with condition 3 bedroom non.basement 
solid built home. Electdc heat, 5 home. Paved driveway, carport, 
bedrooms, 2 washrooms, full base- fenced yard and sundeck in back 
ment with suite. Asking $79,500. yard. Lovingly maintained. 
MLS . . .. $54,000. Excl. 
3617 ALDER AVENUE 
Very well maintained family home. 
3 bedrooms, 2 washrooms, natural 
gas heat, fully finished basement 
with rec.room and den. Listed at 
$89,900. 
RIVER DRIVE - 
, '.:. TWO DAY::!SHOP 
2;512.:sq.. ft. shop _With two extra 
large 14'x16' bay d®rs, nat. gas 
heating, overhead air circulation 
fans, 8" thick concrete floor, office 
spade, washrooms and a.42 acre 
lot with easy highway access for 
the trucker. Asking $110,000 EX- 
CLUSIVE. 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle A /enue 
, . , -  
638-0.371 
" r ' : ."  ' ' 
LUXURY RANCHER 
For discriminating home seekers 
desiring the bestt This unique 
custom designed home is loaded 
with special touches, from the hard. 
wood floored entry with skylight o 
brass trimmed kitchen counter tops: 
3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms plus fami- 
ly room. MLS 
WORK IN YOUR YARD ~ 
Build ash@ on the property and still 
have good living in this 3 bedrm. 
bungalow plus 2 office rooms, nat. 
gas heat, over 1300 sq. ft. of living 
area, garage, landscaped yard and 
outside storage shed. Asking 
$81,000. 
= 
INVESTMENT LOCATION 
Vz acre corner lot for sale zoned R6 
Medium Density, suitable for Multi- 
Dwelling or Duplex. Asking 
$35,000. and located in south side 
of town. 
STARTER --  $49,900 
Older, 3 bedroom home with recent 
upgrading has n.gas heat, 
wondstove, spacious livingroom 
and tidy backyard with sundeck and 
storage. A clean and cozy home. 
MLS 
COMPACT STARTER 
HOME 
Two bedroom, nat. gas heat, cozy 
bungalow located in the Horseshoe, 
940 sq. ft. with a separate garage 
for storage, priced at $44,500. 
HOUSE AND SHOP 
3 plus 1 bedrooms, Nat. Gas heat 
on .38 of an acre. Large shop with 
extra high ceiling & attached 
garage. Just minutes from town. For 
more information, call today. MLS 
I , .%: ' 
Horst Godllnskl • Rusty Ljungh . : Sylvia Gdffin Bert LJungh Joe Bad)oaR Ralph Godliqskl 
638-6397 ~ .. 035.~784 .638-0484 636.6794 ~35-5804 638-4980 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
Chdstal Godllnsk]' 
036.6397 
I 
t 
} : 
!: 
f, 
o PRUOEN &"CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
, : .~ ~:~ . . . . .  , ~ , : ,  . 
CONVENIENT LOCATION ' • 
in a good area of the Horseshoe. CHOICE LOCATION 
This 4 brm home features 3 
bathrooms, cozy livingroom 
fireplace, family room in the bsmt 
and finished garage, For more infer. 
mation, call Dave,' Asking. 
$112,500. MLS 
NEED LOTS OF ROOM? 
Then have a look at this Horseshoe 
home. Over 2,300 sq. ft. of finished 
Superb split level home in prime 
Horseshoe location• 3 brms, finish. 
ed bamt, ensuite. Very well land. 
soaped; Reduced to $119,900. EX. 
CLUSiVE. Contact Gordie Sheridan 
for viewings. 
IDEAL FOR HORSES 
NEW LISTING 4733 
STRAUME 
This neat & tidy bungalow has been 
well cared for, it's cottage like ap. 
pearance is immediately appealing. 
Lovely landscaped yard has fruit 
trees & is fenced. An additional op. 
tion Is the 1 brm suite down. Call 
Joy. $67,500. EXCL 
IN THE HORSESHOE 
5 brm well maintained home close 
to schoolsand downtown. Natural 
gas heat, full finished bsmt, paved 
driveway, carport & separate shop. 
Asking $79 900. Call Mike. MLS 
INDUSTRIAL LAND "-  
V= acre corner:lot:in a prime' l~a: 
PRICE REDUCED 
New construction i the Horseshoe. 
1,600 sq. ft. 3 brm ranch style with 
family room off kitchen area. 
Natural gas heat, vinyl sidingl Dou. 
ble attached garage. $127,900. Call 
Dick Evans, 
HORSESHOE 
Over 1,800 sq. ft, of family living 
CONVENIEHCE PLUS! 
4 brm family home located in the 
Horseshoe near all schools. 
Situated on a fenced yard, contains 
a sundeck, 16x10 detached garage 
plus a dbl driveway, Natural gas 
heat &rep  ace. Call John Evans 
NOW. $84,900. MLS : " '  ' :. 
VACANT LOTS 
JULY POSSESSH)H 
.3 brm non.basement home in the 
Horseshoe. Large fenced lot with 
double paved driveway. Have your 
own home, decorate it your 
way.Call Erika for further details. 
• EXCLUSIVE 
HEAT & TIDY 
Full basement, home with a land. 
soaped fenc~l yard. Enjoy the 
mountain ~v!ew =, from the large 
area, 7 b~s, family room, 2 
f replaces, n.g. heat, dbl garage,. 
paved drive. Call Dave for more 
details. $139,500. MLS 
IDEAL FOR HOBBY FARMER 
3 ac. of cleared land bordering on 2 
streets. Small barn and Irg storage 
area. 3 brm mobile with Expando, 
ideal property for the horse en. 
thusiast. Asking $65,000, Call 
Dave now. MLS 
2 acre hobby farm set up for horses. 
Bern and corral. 1,400 sq, ft. full 
basmt hornet 5 brms, 2.pc ensuite. 
Asking $69,000. MLS 
HOME WITH A SHOPI 
1,300 sq. It. home on 2 acres. 3 
brms, rec. room, vinyl siding. 1,200 
sq. It. wired and heated shop. Ex.. 
ceflent potential of home. business, 
Reduced to $75,000..MLS ' ~. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD, 
RO0M FOR FAMILY & 
BUSINESS TOO 
This Irg 6 brm home is in Ira. 
maculate condition & situated on 
parklike private 1V4 ac. property in 
town. A wired truck shop on 
Idustrial zoning.would be great to 
run a business fi'om. $92,500 MLS.- 
Call Joy : 
l l  ; i  
John Currle "Dick Evans Dave Reynolds 
, 638-9698., 63|-TOOe 056,31||,:: . 
John Evans 
638-8802 
tion. High traffic area, great pote~: area in this 4 bnn home which was Building lots in the Keith Estates . sundeck, in  ~thls quiet 
" Mike. renovated & enlarged ~ ym ago, area rahging from ;7 acre to 1acre nelohbourhood. Asking $79,000, tlal. For. more Information, call 
Asking $99,500. EXCL .: : Two full baths plus ensalte..Large from $13 450 to $21 300 Call" MLS Call Edka for an appt tO view. " 
' . .  ~ . . . . .  ~ ; . ,  90x122 lot. Paved drive & vny ,  J o h n E v a n s ; . .  '~ IMMACULATELY KEPT 
SK-N'EEA RIVE VIEW.  ? siding An attractive well cared for , 
home at $99 900. Ca l Dick Evans CLOSE'TO TOWN , ' Move right into this. top quaflP/ 
. . . . .  ' ~ . . . . . .  home, 3 largo bedrooms and Irg' 
, Approx 20 acres of treed land. Ap- .  UNDER $10,000;  ' : i~27,900 buys you'3 bedrooms, 2 bathroom. The cozy Idt~hen is at- 
prox 20 Kin:west Of Terrace, has s I 60x126 residential lot in cul.de;sac, : :bathS; ~lus h;;sement In, this Tel'- ~tractlvely done with oak~C~blnets." 
creek running throOgh pad of .the ~ '  :" m'ce :¢o1~1o~ Large living aiea 'and :. Develop the semi.flnlshedqower 
•, pioperty.. Ha~, potential for lodge " ;~r~C,~r=¢: Herin of town. 5,76 9X14 'mR ore, Call John 
sltel For inore 'lnfo~.all Mike, Ask. .... s. Asking $29,000. Call Dick ster bedro , level.. The yard ls attractlyely 
.Evans for further details. MLS : :  groomed, Call Edka tov ew' MLS Ing $33000;MLS~! : : " " Evans, " ~ :~ " . '  ~.~ • . 
" : '  660 LAKELSE AV1 ,-635'6 i42 
i i 
' ' Joy ~er  Gordle Sheridan ' Edka Pelletler 
| |~7070 036,4701 .... ~ , , ~ .~ ,, ~ 03B-477$ 936;6009 r ' - ' ,  i,= 
/ ,  
;~'. :: "~, 
:~-:~ .:...., 
• :~. :i".;. 
HOME PLAN 
I I[ I 
EA.L ESTAT 
" DES IGN NO.  W]P -950  • 
, " thef loor plqn of this excellent 
. • spLit-level design. Besides 
i, "' ~:~ '~ '; separating bedrooms from_~ . : i;~ • 
~.,, .~,.~:~/:/living areas by placing: them 
" " on, diffezent floors • the ,amliy/{ : ! ! !~ 
: ~'oom Is also ,removed from:': 
~. ,  . . . . .  : the :~ : formal  areas by -: being• 
' " -~-  ::placed on the lower f loor ; ' -~-  
. . . . .  azea.ii . i:i;~:;~ :": .'""'~ " ,). Yet, the  whole /family 
P ~ ~r~  ~ Wi~t  ~ 
, /Depth :  53 ' -d"  
1384 sq. f t .  ~-/~i::~: ::: : !~://::~:- 
]"" ~,'-¢~nnrl ] l~ |nnr -  ?9?  On :~ F~*,':~. :," :'-':'- :::";~ 
; ,PATIO 
• ,.~AMIL¥ I~'IOM 
71-Oxl].l 
6t,00x 3907 
dn "~UNDECK 
.6-0=9.0 . . 
fl t,572x 271.3 
Unfihmhed ~lsement 
• under Ihis seclionr~ 
~mwn 
'UI~ 
[)lrfltIG 
lOnx ~0.)0 
30/.8x3302 
2 n;~x](~-IO r~,,,,,, 
| / I "  . 
I.IVlf IGI~•JOM 
lU.6xFI.& 
563Bx5203 
C~,,,,~, .... ,to,, 
51tJIlfor I~1r6 <" 
9-0=1(t-I 
27A3x3n73 <~, 
DOUBLE GARAGE 
21-(}x27-6 
~',00~6858 
©Wesplon Second Floor., 
Jp 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
House Plans Available Through 
" ~ :~.':4B09 lalzelle Avenue 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C'. 
635,.6273 
Congratu lat ions  to the, 
Caledonia Grads of 1990! 
  AVCO 
F INANCLZ~L SEF :P~CES 
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A GREAT PLACE 
fOr bachelors, young couples or independent 
seniors. An older 12x64 mndUe with 12x35 ad.' 
dittcm on a 7ExlO0 tct. Lots of exbas for the 
asking price of $22,900. Beat the rental blues 
and see ~s  home. Can I~'enda MLS [900049) • 
PAR~.ARI~ CHARM.  
HOrse shoe bungalow fOr carefree living.. Gas 
heat, wood paneling, many buln.lns, fencing, 
~e  ddve, 2 6R/1.4 pc. bath. Large family 
room. '$50.000" [900002) Brenda Erickso~ 
638.1721 
PUTS COMFORT FIRST 
Rsidence with special flair. 8rand new, wood, 
eat-in Idlchen. 4 ON1.4 pse., 1-3 poe, baths. 
finished easement. PLUS 'Deck "Rec room 
*Gas heat 'CarbetJng. Take over immedlaie~y. 
$113,000 (900115) Verne Ferouson 
635.3389. 
COUNTRY LIVA81LffY 
EnUcing cedar 2 storey puts comfod first. On 
238 actes..Trea.lised sheet, fireside glow, gas 
heal vaulted callings, (ornlal dinin~ room. 
Unusual Value. Priced at $112,0G0. (900111) 
please call Jo./ce Findla v 635-2697 MLS 
TIMBERLAND COURT TRAILER 
Exkemely well mainlain~ 14~1 
app l ia~Y~ding  washer, dryer and 
d i shw~l l  Jaskie Collier to view at 
$2S,700 MLS. (900118) 
CUSTOM HOME PARK•AREA TREASURE 
Cozy headh adds to th~s knock.out. 2 storey. Kieth Estates Suedivisio~ bungalow. Newly 
Founal dining room, eat-in kitchen• 4 BR/I lu)l decorated. Kitchen and d!Nng rcom have new 
balh & 1 I~1 bath. main.level aundry, finished ling. new-c:arpe'Ls through out. immed[atsly 
basement, circular ddve, °$96.500" 189014) available. $53.000. (900111) Please call Gord 
JOYCE FINDLAY 635.2697 MLS Harnflto~ 635:9537 
I: '~:!i ':~ 
Verne Ferguson • Brenda Erickson Run Redden 
635-3389 638-1721 638-1915 
IMPOSING TRADITIONAL HOME MELLOW YET LUXURIOUS 
Handsome upscale showplace. 2 storey. Cheery ;umptuo~s presage haven. Rancher. Chee~y 
lireplace, fi~had basement, lush garden. ALSO 1replace. swimming pool. 3 OR/1% batfl~. 
• Near schuss. 3 bedroom suite with its own ALSO "Mature plaofings "Carpa~ng "Manicured 
meter, close to pool, g~nen area• '79,900" lawn *Main.lovnilaundfy °Gash eat "Rec room. 
[88'123) 8renda Ertckson 638-1721 $96,000 (900100] Veme 630-2250 MLS. 
P~]ME HORSESHOE LOCATIO~ 
| ~ ~ . ~ ~  for this 5 bedroom, lmmaculatsiy maintaine~ 
WORLO-CLASS ESTATE home, Preseney bsmt. rented Ior $305. a 
Incomparabla elegance. 2 storey, 3 6FI/2 baths, month. Could be opened ul~ to make o~e home. 
PLUS '2.car garage "Quiet street 'Corner lot Upstairs, 3 helra, w/w carpeting and taundry 
"Skylights 'M~ntsln views 'Dayfioh! base. roums..Fully fenced and landscabed~Mush~hs 
mont. Pdcad at $136.500. (900096)call Jeyce viewed to he appreciatad, Reo~y to move ~hl 
Findley MLS 835.2697 in for $89.000. Call Jackie for more details. F.x. 
clusive (900062) 
Jackie Collier 
636.2677 
'Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635-9537 635-2697 
ATTRACTIVE 3 
BEDR0OM HOME 
With double garage situated on 1.06 
acres frontage on the Skeena river, 
Call Gordle Otson for your appoint. 
merit to View. $79,900, 
INCOME & LOCATION 
Make this 4•plex unit a great invest- 
ment. This unit offers 2232 sq. ft. 
per floor, Three 2 bedroom units and 
one 3 bedroom unit; Fireplace in 2 
Units, Over $1800 income per 
month. In the Horseshoe, For your 
appointment, call Jim. Asking 
$122,000 MLS 
TIRED OF WORKING 
IN THE WEATHER? 
This 34'x70' shop comes with 2 
14'x16' bay doc~s, finished con. 
crete floor, 3 phase widng and a 
~ lrts room, Situated in the Kit. conga area on a one acre parcel of 
l and foromple perking area, A must :old,see, Call Shaunce today, 
. . . . • 
Start Parker 
e36-4031 
ESTATE SALE MUST SELL! 
A great retreat or farm, 27 acres 
located near Cedarvale. 1600 ft. of 
highway frontage. Fenced pasture, 
2 storey A•frame with small lake. 
All offers considered to the reduced 
price of $25,500. Call Laune for 
EXCELLENT STARTER 
For the couple looking for their first 
homo, fhis 925 sq. ft, furl basement 
hom~ may be just the one, Two 
bedre~'ns up and one down. Natural 
gas heat, Spacious 130xl 32 lot 
with fruit trees and garden area. 
Asking just $59,900, MLS 
IDEAL LOCATION 
Attractive 4 bedroom home on~yl 
walking distance from downtown,_ 
Offers high open ceilings with con• 
tral fireplace, large rec room and 
natural gas heat, Great family home. ' 
For further Information call Gordie 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT 
Secluded small acreage with road 
development and building site. Ideal 
for future investment or Just the 
spot for your now .home. High 
assumable mortgage makes this 
4,4 acres yours with a low down 
payment. For more info, call Gordie 
Olson, Priced at $25,900, 
• ":"  ., 
/i 
Jim Duffy 
635-6688 
Laude Forbes 
636-6382 
SPECTACULAR VIEW 
-1740 8q• ft. -lt/e baths 
-3 bedrooms •n./g heal 
-full basement -rec room 
Asking $162,000 MLS 
BUILDING LOT 
Lot on quiet dead end street near 
town and schools, Only $12,000. 
Call today for more information, 
Shaunce, MLS 
RESIDENTIAL LOT 
LABELLE AVENUE 
Get an early start on your new 
home, This site has basement and 
sub•floor already constructed. Plans 
for Select Home executive home in. 
eluded. Call for more details, Price 
reduced by $2,000, MLS 
NEW SUBDIVSION LOT 
This 75'xl 18' level and cleared lot 
in a fast-developing subdivision is a 
prime location to build. Access to 
natural gas, water, hydro and 
¢eblev]sion• For more info, call 
Shaunce today, $17,000 MLS 
Gordon Olson 
838-1945 
LAKELSE LAKE 
SUMMER COTTAGE 
You will need to boat to spend your 
weekends at this cozy cottage 
nest{ed in the trees at the south end 
of the Lakelse Lake. The cabin is 
set up Ior 2 families with propane BEAUTY OF A HOME 
stoves and lights, Make your ap. A must to see if you're thinking of pointment with Gordie Olson and be 
ready for summer. Only $34,000, the Kitwanga area to live. A well 
finished 3 bedroom homeme withwith 3 
MLS bathrooms, finished basement, 
THORNHBGHT$ large sundeck, immaculate pug I 
SUBDIVISION house with 16'x32' heated pool, 
This home sits on a 1.25 acre land. 
This vep/ affordable lull basement scaped and lenced yard, Several out 
home could be just what you are buildings and many more features• 
looking for, Two bedrooms up and Listed at $175,000. Call Shaunce 
one down. Natural gas firepTace, today. MLS 
Fenced 72x148 lot with garden 
area and fruit trees. Carport. 12xl 2 RURAL LOCATION 
storage shod,, Check out this •home -1076 sq. ft, .vinyl siding 
priced at just $69,500 MLS -3 bedrooms .2.07 acres 
THORNHILL DUPLEX .elec/wood .dbl carport 
heat 
Here is your chance to own your Asking $84,900 MLS 
own home and have 
somooe else help pay the mortgage BEAUTIFULLY LANDSCAPED 
for you, or perhaps you are just In- And private Vz acre located on the 
terested in an Investment• Each bench on quiet dead end street, 
,side renls for $5501month, Located Completely landscaped and fenced, 
in Phase I of Thombeights subdivl- The cheePj 1100 sq, ft. home pro. 
sion. Call Hans for more inlormatlon rides many appealing features. Ira. 
or your personal appointment to maeulately kept inside and out, 
view, $84,900. MI.S Reduced $94,900, Call Laurie. 
Hans Stach 
636-6739 
• " : : l !  :" . . . .  / i 
Shaunce Kruisselbdnk Ted Garner 
635-5382 636-5619 
I 
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BU v"SELLv'RENTv"TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS • 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEAOLINES: When a etat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for ell dleplay and claulf led ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepeld by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning In ads please have you Visa or Maetor- 
card number ready. 
20 words (flint insertion) $3.45 plus 5, ter additional words. "(Ad(litlonal insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4 e for addltlosal words. "$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2, Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc, 17. Garage Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 
8, Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
127. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
2].. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
Itadl~nl Ttrmt 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify lids'" 
urmer aupr®riate headings and to set rates therefore and to 
determine page Iocatl~. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, ~t ,  
clasSJ~ ~ reject any advertJsment and to rotaJn any answers 
dlrectnd to the News Box Neply Service, and to repay tt'm 
customer the sum paid for the advertlsment and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instPJcUons not picked up witbln tO 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received, Tnase answarlng Box 
numbers are rsquested not to send ~iginals of documents to 
avoid lOSS• 
All claims ot orris in advertisements must be received by, 
II~e publisher within 30 days alter the first publication. 
It is agreed by Ule advertiser equesting space that the 
I~abil ly of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to 
publish an adverUsemerd or in the event el an error adpe~ng 
the advertisement as publishnd shall be limited to the 
amounl paid by the sdvertJser t~ only one Jl¢orracl Jnsedlofl . 
Ior the portion of the edvertJstng sPace occupied by tha IocOr. : 
rect ur omitted item only, anO that there shell he no lleblflly in ' 
any event greater than the amount paid f~ such advertising. 
1. Real Estate 
WILL TRADE two 1 bedroom houses for pro. 
per,y, land with or without outhouse. Outside 
Terrace City limits: Phone 627-8209 2p9 
FOR SALE by owner large 5 bdrm home in ex. 
cellent condition on 8,2 productive acres, 7 
miles nodh of Vanderhoof, 4 home barn, 2 
large storage sheds and a wood shed. Pdced 
for rapid sale. Phone 916-652-0986 4p9 
3675 BALSAM, Has fireplace, 14x16' 
covered patio deck, jacuzzi bathtub, ensuite, 
and more. Asking $94,500. Also 3672 
Balsam offers 5 bedrooms, nice family home. 
Built•in dishwasher, large kitchen with lots of 
ash cupboards, Asking $88,000, 635-7152 
4p9 
LOT ON MOUNTAIN VISTA DRIVE. Fabulous 
view, Asking $18,500. Phone 635-2315 6p9 
1. Real Estate 
EXCELLENT BUiLDiNG LOT in No. 1 residential 
area in town, Located in Caledonia Su~ivi. 
sion, Large lot (78x124), approx., $25,500, 
635-2280 or 561-9432. 6p4 
LAKELSE WATER FRONTAGE. Unfinished n-"ew 
construction. Frame house. 25x42, 2 storey, 
large shop (32x20), 635.2470 6p5 
4.82 UNDEVELOPED ACRES. 10 
north of downtown. Year round creek. Arte- 
sian well. $13,000.00 635.5870 6p5 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Newer 3 bedroom 2 
storey house 20 minutes north of Foal St. 
James on 30 acres, flowing creek. Fenced 
yard, corrals, heated workshop, wood or elec- 
tric heat on bus route. Horse, chicken and hay 
barn. Garden area assumable mortgage 
$59,000.00. Cyndy at work 1-996-8204.4p6 
BABINE LAKE FRONTAGE near Graniste. 
Spacious 3.bedroom ~ome. Famgy room. 
Sundeck, propane/wond heat. 26 year govern- 
ment lease with purchase option. Large dock. 
Sauna and hot tub at beach. Guest cabin. 
$55,000.001-692-7625 eve's. 4p6 
HORSESHOE FAMILY HOME. 1100 sq. It, 3 
plus 1 bedrooms. Downstairs finished, Must 
be seen. Assumable mortgage at 11~/4%, Call 
635-9446 after 4pro. 6p6 
3/4 ACRE VIEW LOT in exclusive new subdivi. 
sion. Call 635.2384. 6p6 
QUALITY HOME on 66 acres. 2x6 construc- 
tion, large fireplace, cedar sundeck, 4 B,R. 2 
baths. Fish farm potential revenue. Storage 
shed• Sattelite dish plus many options. 3 
miles from Lakelse lake, Asking $99,800.00 
635-6736 4p7 
LARGE BUILDING LOTS up to 103 foot Iron. 
tage up to 152 feet long up to 12,700 square 
feet, 635.2148. 6p7 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE, 18 pads. Con. 
tral location. Owner w]l consider home in trade 
as part payment, Call 1.656.9564 6p8 
2 YEAR OLD HOME For sale by owner in Thor• 
flheights Phase IlL Three bedrooms, two 
bathrooms, oak kitchen, cabinets, built.in 
dishwasher, large sundeck oil dining area. 
Natural gas heat and I,.,)t water, lot backing 
onto parkland, Good assumable mortgage with 
two years remaining, Must sell, price reduced 
to $87,500. Open house Saturday and Sunday 
1.4, 2120 Cypress St, 635.2929. 2p8 
FOR SALE 2 acres of level land with frontage 
on Highway 16, Has well and hydro. Phone 
635.5061, 2p8 
FOR SALE by owner, unique one of a kind 
house on 5 acres with frontage on highway 
16. Over 3300 sq. ft. of spacious living, six 
bedrooms, 2th  baths, large kitchen with nook. 
For appt. to view phone 635-5061. 2p8 
DEEDED RABINE LAKESHORE 24 miles tram 
Burns lake. Building site, water, shed, root 
cellar, greenhouse, dock space. Firm 
$14,000, Phone 692.3209 4p9 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 
Lovely family home on the Bench - 2 
storeys plus full bsmt, Large landscaped 
lot (70x120) with pdvate, fenced back 
/ard abutting the Terrace mountain, 
Features include: 4 bdrms, 1 bath plus 
msulte on top floor;, living room with 
f rep ace, tormal dining rOO~, large kit- 
chen with eating area,r OaK cabinets, 
dishwasher and garburator, plus powder 
room on the main floor;, family room wllh 
wood stove and laundry room/work Shop 
In the bsmt: Sundeck, carport, N.G. 
heat/hot Wafer . . . . . .  . . .  
For more Informatt~ Or appointment to 
view call: eaH,,4ee " , , ,  i . . . .  
~z YOU SNOOZE YOU LOSE =z 
For sale: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
large kitchen, L-shaped living 
room dining, family mum, double 
car port, sun deck, fireplace, 
Natural Gasheat. In a quiet area 
near school. Comer of Gair and 
Munroe. Asking $85,900. 
635-3301 
Bakker's Modular 
Structures 
FOR SALE 
Pro-tabbed, wood 
constructe(I utility sheds, 
8' and 10' wide. 
From 6' to 20' IORg. 
Delivered & ASSembled. 
ca, 638-1768 evenings 
FOR SALE 
Excellent revenue. Rental 
housing complex includes a 
mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
housing, plus trailer pads on 
2 acres in Thornhill. 
$225,000. Phone: 
635-4453 
2. Mobile Homes 
2 ACRES with older mobile addition and out. 
buildings in Kleanza subdivision. $24,500,00 
Financing available. 635.2750 6p5 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V, 
Houston, Phone 845-3161. " 31 tfn 
750 sq,' It. rental space. Suited for small 
business or office, Next to AGK In Thomhlll, 
Reasonable rent, 635.3535. 6p4 
1 BEDROOM unit in Thornhill. Call 635-4453 
6p8 
FOR RENT 
1,4OO eq. ft. fully 
furnished restaurant. 
638-1166 
I 
3. For Rent 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease, Located 
upstairs on 4600 Block - Lakelse. Good for 
office space or storage; Call 635.7939 or Ter- 
race Realty (Crystal) 638.0371. ' 6p4 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Suitable for stu. 
dent or single working person, Board 
negotiable. References required. Phone 
635-9436 8p5 " 
1 BEDROOM f~rent, for a gentleman. Has kit. 
chen facilities. 635-5893 6p5 
FOR RENT mobile home pad In Thomhill. Call 
635-4453 6p7 
CLINTON MANOR - we are now taking ap. 
placations for a bachelor suite. Rent $310. No 
pets. References required. Phone 635-3475 
6p8 
LUXURY CONDO, 2 bedrooms, den, w/w. 
Quality carpet, fireplace, dishwasher, laundry 
facilities, covered parking, Central location. 
References required. Avail. July 1. call 
638.1505 6p8 
FOR RENT five bedroom house. July 1st, 
:~800. per month. 635-2776 2p8 
SHARE EXPENSES. 35 year old single male 
with own 3 bedroom home is seeking a 25.35 
single female to share expenses, Call after 6 
p,m. 638.0214 3p8 
ROOM FOR working person. Board available. 
Phone 638.8293 6p8 
1 OECRDOM APARTMENT. One block from 
downtown. Dishwasher, oas fireplace, Avail. 
July 1st. $562. ruth, 635-2288 after 5 p.m. 
2p8 
2 BEDROOM parOagy furnished, counby cot. 
Sage for rent. For single working person, or 
retired person. Avail• July 1st, Pets welcome. 
$400. per month, call 635.7480 lp9 
ONE BEDROOM TRAILER (8'x36') with jooy 
shack on large lot. $180. per month. Nelson 
Rd. New Remo 635-6904 lp9 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORIER 0F KALUM & 8C011' 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CHOOL8 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fddge, stove, beat and hot water 
Included. Carpet throughout. Laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re- 
wired for.l, 2 & 3 badreorn apartments. 
PHONE OmCE 635-5224 
If available 
4. Wanted to Rent 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE with one child wan- 
ting to rent beach front cottage on Lakelse 
Lake fur the summer 
1-824.6371. " 
MANAGER OF TERRACE Chrysler bedyshop 
requres 3-4 bedroom house or mobile home to 
rent by July 1. Please call 635-4837. 6p4 
SMALL APT. OR room and board for two mon- 
ths for female university student, Ph. 
638-7283, Ask for Red, 2p8 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WOULD LIKE TO BUY ffidge in almond color. 
Must be in good condition and reasonably pdc. 
ed, 635.3823 6p6 
WANTED good electric typewriter for Office 
use, Call dudng the day (8 a.m..5 p.m.) 
638.7283. 6p6 
8. Care for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL' Drive, tilt, 
orulse, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, haRngen 
headlights, rear window defrost. C'leanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000, Call 638-8654 even• 
Ings, tfn 
1986 CHRYSLER LANCER, automatic, 4D 
Sporty Sedan, 32,000 miles, Exc. condition, 
$7,700,635.7842.- 6p4 
1966 BUICK SKYLARK convertible In mint 
cond. w/new mags. Sedous inguides only. 
$4700,635.3567. 6p4 
1967 CADILLAC DEVILLE convertible in GRC, 
$6,700,635.3567. 6p4 
1988 T.SIRD turbo coupe. Like new. No 
winter miles. Call 842.5664. 6p4 
1989 OLDS STATION Wagon, All options, 
$3,500. Call 635.4796, 6p4 
1985 PONTIAC 6000 staUon wagon. 8 
passenger, cruise coub'ol, 63,000 km. Very 
good condition. 635-3382 evenings, 6p4 
1986 CHEV SPRINT. Extra clean, 2 door, hat. 
chbeck, 5 speed, AM/FM, $4,900. Reduced to 
$4400. OBO, 635-5576 after 5 p.m. 6p4 
1980 OLDS OMEGA 2 door, auto, PS/PB, 
radio, good condition, $2,000. CaB 635-9245. 
6p4 
1976 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1500cc 
stereo/cassatte, yellow with black intedor, 
convertible. Summer ddven, excellent asking 
$4800, Call 635-6824 6p5 
1988 SUBARU D.L. station wagon. Silver 
grey, 15,000 km. E.C, 638-1318 or 
635~2212 6p5 
1985 TOYOTA TERCEL station wagon. 4 door, 
5 sp., standard, ps/pb, excellent oond. 
$6000.00 o,b.e. 798-2255 6p5 
1988 FIRETIRD V6 TPI. 5 sp., standard, 
am/fm cassette stereo. Excellent curtal. 
$14,000,00 635-5004 6p6 
1987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGEUR S.E. Seven 
pass. Pwlp], Excellent Condition, Asking 
$16,000, 638.0678 6p6 
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL MARK IV, In excellent 
cond, 47,000 original miles. For more infer- 
mason call 632-2452 71)7 
1986 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER Mini- Van, Ex. 
cellent condition 5 spd, 5 passenger. Stereo. 
1-847-4223 or 1.846-2454 4p7 
1985 CHRYSLER DAYTONA Turbo 2~Jr. H.T. 
Low mileage. Am/fm stereo, 2.8 Litre engine. 
E.C. with transferrable warranty. $8600.00 
O.B.O. 635-3565 after 5 p.m. 6p7 
J,D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500, 32 ft. house boat 
.lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
-$19500, 82 lade 2~loor auto • good cond, 
$1500, 14 ft. Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000, New Kubeda tits plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph, 697-2474, 19tfn 
SET PIONEER CARJ'fRUCK SPEAKERS, 3 way, 
lOOw per channel. Brand new, $150. Call 
Janet 638.7283 days. 52tfn 
1,25"x5'x10' slat.e p~)ol table, many extras, 
needs to be seen to be appreciated, A steal at 
$1,250. OBO. 638-1227. 6p4 
FOR SALE 8 acres standing hay at Kltwanga. 
Approx. 400 bales, $1,00 per Bale. Call eel. 
lect 635-2935 6p5 
NINTJ:NDO games for sale. Karate Kungfu - 
$30.00 Made.1 - $30.00 Gull -- $40.00 
635-3823 6p5 
CROSS STITCHERS AIda Cloth, Fiddlers Light, 
DMC Floss, Blending Filament Books, Framing 
Hoops, Lanarte Kits. By mail Visa, Master. 
card. 342 KInchant Ouesnel V2J 2R4 
992-8096 4p6 
OVERSTOCKED ON MAT BOARD, Half pdce 
sale in effect on all instock goods with over 
100 colors to choose from and sizes up to 20 
by 32 inches, Northern Lights Arts and Fram. 
Ing, Houston. Phone 845-2570 4p6 
314 BED, 21 cubic ft. deep freeze,hide.a-bad, 
wood table and 6 chairs, Call 635.3382. 6p6 
FROST FREE fddge, hot water tank, twin seal 
window, custom made picnic table, custom 
made office desk, stereo, 40 th" new 
plywood, 635.7710 6p8 
ALMOND refddgerutor, E,C. $650. Call 
638-1028 6p8 
GREEN COOK STOVE. Electric. Excellent con. 
dltlon,$100. 635.6981 2p8 
AMIGA 2000 computer with many many ex- 
tras. Call after 6 p,m. 638.1208 6p8 
FRONTIER WOO0 STOVE $100., Singer free. 
arm sewing machine with ease, $175.00. 
'Brass fireplace tools, $50. Call 635-2925.2p8 
WURLITZER BABY GRAND PIANO. Has Ivory 
keys, ts 30 plus years old. In fair condition. 
asking $9,500. Phone 635-7576, 3p8 
FURNITURE FOR SALE: Living room, dining 
room, bedroom, stereo, large stereo cabinet, 2 
, portable black and white T.V,'s and much 
more, Phone 638.1993 lp9 
~TOSHIBA MICROWAVE, 720 watt, $100. 
Lad es golf shoes, size 9, $15. Etectrelux rug 
: shampooer $40. Call 635.5368 after 5 p.m, 
lp9 
months, Call 1973 VOLKSWAGON BEETLE. Great coedl. 
6p4 ' _Uon, $2000.00 O,B.O. Call 635-3605 6p7 
1962 FORD SCHOOL BUS seats removed, ex- 
cellent Ores, some new parts, running condi. 
Oon. 1984 Yamaha FJ1100, one owner, 
14,000 kms, runs excellent $3,300 obo. 
Replacement cost $9,000. 694.3736. 4p7 
1983 RENAULT ALLIANCE, 4 door. Good run- 
ning condition. Very little rust. Asking $2500. 
Call 635.6785 6p8 
1987 HONDA CIVIC. Runs well. Great on gas. 
Phone evenings 635-3901 2p8 
1989 FORD probe GT. 4 cyl. turbo. Excellent 
cond. Gently ddven by genuine little old lady. 
Call 632-4416 2p8 
1984 LASER 5 speed, OIt., power locks. 
Amlfm cassette, running boards, new front 
Ores, good condition. Only 82000 kin. $6500, 
Call 635-3164 after 5 p,m. 2p8 
1988 MAZDA 626 LX, Excellent condO]on, 
56000 Kin, automatic, sunroof, cruise, power 
windows, power door docks, am/fro cassette, 
Bra, Yokohama tires, many other extras. Still 
under warranty. $13,500. O.B.O. 
635.7189 4p8 
1983 NISSON SENTRA, Front wheel ddve, 
standard. Call 639.9656 after 5 p.m. 
2p8 
1982 Z28 T.Bare, V8 autumaOc. P/s, Pro. 
$6500. Call 635-4246 2p6 
1982 Z28 T-bars, V8 automatic, P/S, P/B, 
$6,500. Call 635.4246, 2p8 
1985 FORD TOPAZ, 5 sp. Good running condf- 
tlon. Asking $5500. Call 635-2900, ask for 
Monlque, 6p9 
1980 DODGE OMNI excellent cond. New Ores, 
muffler and water pump $22,00 call 
"635-3048 lp9 
1985 MUSTANG COBRA black with grey in- 
terior, low mileage, all options, C.B. radio, 
am/fm cassette, extra set winter radials on 
wheels, 302.V8. 635-7126 after 5. 2p9 
79 TOYOTA COROLLA 2 dr, standard. 2 new 
tires, new clutch, stereo, Good condition. Ask- 
Ing $1700. Call 638-1984 evenings. 2p9 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1986 TOYOTA 4 runner, SR5. Excellent con. 
dffion, low mileage. Asking $14,500. Phone 
• 635.6535. 6p4 
1967 CREV PICKUP 283, 4 speed possRrsck. 
Call 842.5664, 6p4 
1986 CHEV 4x4, 305, Auto, new tires, runn. • 
ing boards, dual exhaust, tilt steering, pulse 
wipers, etc. E,C., $11,500, Leave messaoe, 
635.3771. 6p4 
1986 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup with canopy. New 
paint snd tires. $13,560.00 0.B.O. Call 
635.4554 ovenlngs or 635.4429 days. Ask 
forTom, 6p7 
1965 FORD HALF.TON; 390; 4,speed; 4:11 
rears; P,B.; new paint; chrome dins and bros. 
$2500. PIIone: 696.3209 or view at Houston 
Texaco. 4p8 
1976 GMC % ton 4x4 350, 4 speed, nat. gas, 
New;steering and drive line parts. Steel flat 
.deCk. $2500.635.2449 2p8 
1988 F250 4x4. Custom side rails, tall gate 
$15,500, O.B,O. For more informaUon call 
635:6489 3p8 
~NINTENDO GAMES FOR SALE, Paper boy 
I $45., Simon's guest $45. Golf $40. Indiana 1988 F 150 SUPERCA6, Auto,302 EF1.4x4. 
! Jones $40. Call 635-3023. .6p9 Loaded with options, 90,000 Km, Asking 
SOFA love seat coffee table dr.,or "h*lr "nd $14,500, O.B,O. 842-5438 6p8 
m so terns, 632.7274 11~9 1989 FORD;F250 4x4 pickup. Low mlteage, 
! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . $14,300 Call 638.3717, days or 635-7623 
i~ UUAI., Ut'UVI= tANgY 1 ggg ZOUK moN|or  a re  "a~lenl~m~z':~' '" ~ '  *~ ~L'~ r :  ' : ~O" 
,-~P"ntl~r: S~00,:635'~7952 • ' r lp  9 . i~.. ~.  /" ;.i!/.~ :, , . . . .  " 'vr" ' 
I 
VISA 
9. Trucks for Sale ,, 
1979 FORD CREWCAB 4x4. $3000. firm. In 
0oo(I running condition. Rebuilt engine. For 
more Info call 635.7400 after 7 p.m. 6p9 
1972 GMC Sierra Grand 3/4 tonpickup 350 
V8, auto tranny, pro, dUel tanks, new brakes, 
new duel exhaust, new seat, 109,000 odglnal 
miles. Runs 0roat. $2200. o.b.o. 635.7168 
2p9 
88 PATHFINDER 4x4 V6, auto cruise, tilt, 
hitch, 33000 Km, warranty to 1994, 
$15,900. 635-7852 lp9 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT.' Tr~vel in, 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, HIC water, 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Daily, weekly, mon- 
thly. 638-1468 12p50 
1974 TRIPLE E class A motorhome, 41 .GO0 
miles, $10,500. Phone 635-2997 6p4 
FOR SALE 1985 4 wheel YFM A'rv wilh 4 ft. 
snow blade, 4 new tires and chains. Asking. 
$2,000 OBU, Call 635-4552. 6p4 
1978 FRONTIER 23 ft. motorhome, has bunk 
beds. Its on a Dodge ohassts, awning, good 
cond., $17,500, 40,000 • miles, Call 
849-5435. 6p4 
19' MOTORHOME GMC Frontier, bathroom, 
stove, furnace, 3 way tddge. Clean. 
635-5121. 6p5 
91/= ' VANGUARD CAMPER. 3 way fddge, 3 
burner stove with oven, furnace, toilet, On '76 
F250 S.C. with AIC -C/C, $5,500, 635-7719 
6p5 
15112 FT. TRAVEL TRAILER. Call 635.3382 
for more information. 6p6 
1979 ~3' SECURITY MOTOR HOME. 460 
Motor. Propane, stove, oven, fumase. Three 
way frldge, Stereo. A.C,, C.B., G,C. 
$18,500.00 635-2467 6p7 
1981 24' TRAVELAtRE MOTOR HOME. E.C. 
New Motor, $23,900.00 Call 638-1236 alter 
5 p.m. 6p7 
1979 33 FT. SKYLARK 5th wheel travel 
trailer. Hitch included, E,C. $10,000.00 firm. 
Phone 638.0793 or 635.9053 6p7 
1979 LIONEL TENT trailer. Sleeps 6. Fddge. 
stove, all in excellent cond, Asking $2500. 
632-3913 2p8 
12' TENT TRAILER. Fddge, stove, furnace. 
E.C. 638-1028 6p8 
CORSAIR 18' TRAVEL TRAILER. Robutit. New 
fridgo, new upholstry, sleeps 6. 
Toilet/shower. Fumaco awning, equalizer 
bam.$4OO0. Firm. 635.2122 6p8 
1986 17' TRAVEL TRAILER, 5th wheel. 
$5800. firm. Comes with all accessories. For 
more info call 635-7400 after 7 p.m. 6c9 
TENT TRAILER, for sale 1100 sedes Bun.Air 
sleeps 7, fddge, stove & heater. Ideal condi- 
Bun $3000. Call 692.3758 4p9 
1986 DODGE CARAVAN SE, Excellent condi- 
Ben. Camping pkg,, double bed, cruise. 
automatic, much more. Asking $10,000. O,B 
0 Phone 632-4123 6p9 
17 FT BIGFOOT TRAVEL TRAILER, sleeps 5, 
bathroom, furnace, oven, Mint shape. $8100. 
635-7852 lp9 
1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS. Excellent condl- 
Bun. Stripped of seats, but panelled for 
camper. Started - you finish your way. 
$4000, firm. 635.6205 8p9 
12. Motocyoles 
1986 YAMAHA FJ-1200 Street bike, E,C. 
Asking $3,800 OBO, 635-6271 evenings and 
weekends. 6p4 
1984 HARLEY DAVIDCON electra.glide. Ex- 
cellent cond, Sedous Enquiries on)'/. Call 
632-4713 after 5pm. 6p6 
1985 VT1100C Shadow V.Twin L/C Shaft 
Ddve. 12000 km. Like new. 638.0784 
$3900, O.B,O. 8p6 
1982 V45 Honda. Excellent condition. Asking 
$1800,00 Call 635-.3258 8p7 
14.  Boats & Madne 
22 FT. SANGSTER inboard on Tandem trailer. 
In excellent cond. $12,500,635.7674 after 6 
p,m Ask for Mike. 6p4 
12' SPRINGBOK ALUMINUM BOAT, 9,8 hp 
Mercury outboard and new EZ Loader trailer. 
Extras $2,500 OBO, 638.1227, 6p4 
14 FT. INFLATABLE, deep.V, haM-bottom. 
4-seats, steering, 50 hp Johnson, trailer, fast, 
safe for channel or water skiing, $6,000. 
Phone 632-4381. 6p4 
21' AQUARIUS, SAILBOAT, trailer, 10 HP 
Chrysler sag ddve, sink, head, three sails, 
sleeps four, excellent sea,boat. $8000.00 
o,b.o. 694.3594 or see at Kens Marine, Ter. 
race. 4p6 
20' ALl.CRAFT JETBOAT hi.performance, 302 
w/Hamilton Jet, tandem trailer, canopy, see at 
Chinook trailer sales. Terrace, or call 
694.3594, $17,000.00 4p6 
22t/a FT. FI8REFORM BOAT With trailer. Call 
635-3382 for more Information. 6p6 
18' PACIFIC MARINER with 95 hp mercury & 
trailer, C/W depth sounder, dowo rigger, 
am/fm stereo. $4900.1.692-3480 4p9 
20' ALl.CRAFT Aluminum jet boat. 350 HP. 
Chav. High performance engine, 3 stage, 
Hamilton Jet, 'tandem axle trailer wilh 
hydraulic brakes $30,000, 564.243;I, (Prince 
George.) lp9 
CANOE, 16 ft. nbreGlass, $500. 635. 
7852 lp9 
1,5. Machinery 
WRECKING 550 TImberjack Greple Sklddor, 
We'll sell complete $38,500.00 or parts at 50 
percent of new cost. Esco grapple with frame, 
pump, hoses and control $16,500.00, 305 
planetades,' rebuilt transmission, near new, ~, 
chains and tires, slxe 24,5x32. Plzone . ,  
964.0826. Prince George, 4p6 
D2 CAT BLADE/WINCH, $6500. 350 JO trao 
loader $14000. 2010 JD t~c 9300 backhoe -=- 
$7500. 0C3.1974 Jeep, 34000 miles, clw 
snow plow $5500. 1982 Lada 4x4, 40 mng: 
$1200. will trade up or down for ford 4x4. 
1.697.2474 4p0 
1979 NEW HOLLAND self propelled swathdr 
12 ft, cut, full length conditioner. Air condl; 
tioned cab, Excellent coediSon|::Also 1003 
bale wagon PTO ddve. Excellent condition. 
567-9027, 4p9 
1974 HAYES 1977 Columbia Bailer, Cummins 
350, trans. Henddckson suspension front 
end. All recent, Cedifted. $17000. O.B,O. 
1.694.3655 4p9 
AR 7 PATRICK LOGLOADER. Overhauled 
motor, trausfer case re.done, good tires, good 
mechanical condition, New set of Injectors, 
new alternator (spares) 1-694-3512 4p9 
2, 500 GAL fuel tanks. Call 638.0231 1 p9 
1978 CAT 528 line skldder; excellent shape; 
many extras; serviced and ready to work. Call 
evenings from 6.9 at 845-7096 4p9 
I I 
EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE 
John Deem 7 ft. mower 
conditioner, better than 
newfl - -  No. 12 Massey 
Ferguson hay baler. --John 
Deem side delivery hay rake. 
Phone Leo 636-7286 
or 798-2208 eves. 
17. Garage Sales 
LARGE TWO FAMILY oarage sale. Everything 
must sell. Furniture, clothing, sporting goods, 
etc, June 9 & 10th, 16 & 17th, 23 & 24th. 
9.5 p.m. 4.4631 Walsh ave. 3p7 
Multi Family 
GARAGE SALE 
4003 Munroe St., Terrace 
Saturday,  June 23 
8 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Building supplies, furniture, ap. 
pHancee, ping pong table md much, 
much more. No early birds pieasel 
I 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified, Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
LOST MALE GREY NEUTERED TERRIOR. In the 
Bavadan Inn area, Weds. June 13th, 
635.6854. Really missed by family. 2p9 
FOUNO AT SEALEY LAKE campsite on June 
2nd weekend a small female dog, Looks like a 
poodle.terrier cross. Very friendly and quiet, 
849-5391 2p9 
LOST 1 BLACK JACKET with red leather 
sleeves. Has Kitka0a Volunteer 1Ire depart- 
ment crest on back. Reward offerred. Call 
635.6984 2p9 
LOST I BLUE STROLLER at Parkside School 
on Wednesday June 13. If found call 635- 
7146 2p9 
20. Pets& Livestock 
I 
FOR STUD - 2yr, old Boxer. Registered 
through the Canadian Kennel Club. For more 
information 635.3677 after 6 p.m. 6p6 
REGISTERED QUARTER HORSE sale at 
Vaederhool Fairgrounds. 7p,m. June 23. CON- 
slgnments with pedigrees. Must be made Im- 
mediately. Stall must be booked now, Listing 
fee is required. 1-629.3722 day or night. Let 
it dng, 4p7 
GORGEOUS SIAMESE kittens, Playful and 
devoted. Beady to go. Shipping arranged. Call 
692-3722 anytime. Please let it dng. 4p7 
FLASHY RED DUN yearling colt. Hi9hly bred. 
You'll be proud of this oncl Call 692-3722 
anytime, Let it dng. 4p7 
BEAUTIFUL WHITE TOY AND TEACUP 
poodles. Ready nowl Shipping arranged. CaB 
692-3722anytlme, piesseletitdngl - 41)7 
UN-USED SHOW CART & harness for standard 
sized horse: 36" wood spoke whonls & shall, 
$850, O.B,O. 1.695.6620 41)8 
REG, 9 YR. OLD quaderhorsa oelding, Well 
broke english and western. Smooth mover, 
Easy keeper, Trahar's well 1.699.6455. 
Endako 4p8 
REGISTERED CHESTNUT quarter horse, 3 
years old. Gelding. Very well staded. Asking 
$1800, Phone 847.4024 Evenings 4p6 
MINIATURE SHNOSSER yorkshire terrier pups 
will be smell and they dOn't shed, Ready to go 
850. each; Phone 692-7066 after 5or  
• weekends, 4p9 
POMERANIANS C.K,C, Reg'd. All colors. Ex. 
ceUent stock, Make loveable pets and great 
watchdogs. Phone 847.5847 or 846.5878 for. 
more Into. '4p9 
PBS PERSONNEL 635-2104 
Specializing In Temporary 
OFFICE ASSISTANCE 
Secretarial - -  Book Keeping 
Reception - -  Word Processing 
Quality Staff Hourly Ratoe 
Palmer Bualnees end A(:oounting Services 
305-4722 Lekelse Avenue 
: : :  ........ Terrace, B.C.. V8G 1R6 
L"  • . 
f 
ii ¸ 
; i/,/-~! ALL BREED lit: 
I'~!IDOG ROOMING 
i I Rales 10 Years Expedence 
i '  i : ;~JANE,~NE R 638  8018 
: ; I! 1 : " I~='nl,noa'~. evenings 
i~ '21. HelpWanted 
' NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are looking for 
mature career minded individuals who want to 
be a part of a growing team that takes great 
pride In thelnwOrk; Experience is preferred but 
will :train thi~,Tight ;individual who has a 
!positive attitude and a desire to earn. We of- 
fer  competitive-wages and an excellent 
il~neflt peckag'e~ We are now taking applies- 
lionS' for the  follow ng positions: 
waiter/waitrsss, store clerks, bartenders, bar 
walter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks. No telephone in- 
i quldes pleasel • 14cl 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY - -  Male vocalist for 
rock•,band, aged 16-20, Phone 635-7385, 
leave message, 6p6 
HAIRDRESSER required in Bums Lake. To 
start Immedlatety..Established clientele. 
=1-692-3360 eves. 4p7 
WANTED MANAGER for nelghbourhood pub in 
Terrace..To Start Immediately. Fax resume 
-and reference to 748-2812 or Call 
748-145~ 5p7 
CARING MATURE PERSON to provide In home 
support for elderly and disabled people, Duties 
to include household care, shapp]ng and meal 
-preparation. Must have valid ddvers license 
• and business insurance. Por more into. call 
'Terrace home support services, 635.5135. 
• Ask for Carol Born 2c8 
[X)RIS' COIFFURES, One qualified hairdresser 
needed with 2 to 3 yrs. expedence. Im- 
mediately 638-1704 6p8 
'NISGA'S TRIBAL COUNCIL central office has 
an opening for a land claims mapper. This is a 
full time position with long term career oppor. 
tunlties. Duties: Responsible for all NTC mapp. 
Ing funtions including 1,) Update and transfer 
Of existing map files to a computerized map 
syste m (GIS). 2.).Collection and transfer of 
new resource data to GIS system, 3) Analysis 
of geographic and resource data as needed by 
NTC. Ouallflcations: Pdodty given to Nisga' 
with a minimum of Grade 12 education and 
having,some background in relevant areas of 
resource management including forestry, 
fisheries, biology, geography, surveying, or 
land use planning. No GIS experience 
necessary but applicant must demonstrate In. 
terest and willingness to learn. Training on GIS 
and mapping will be provided as part of the 
:job. Salary: Negotiable - commensurate with 
qualifications. Applications whould be submit. 
Lted~by:..June.29190. to: Personnel/Finance 
Committee, .Nisga'a Tdbal.C0uncil Central, 
General Delivery. 'New Aiyansb, B.C. • VOJ 
1AO, Attention: O.N. WeldelAdministrato, 
• 3p 
' (IUALIFIED HAIRDRESSER needed Immedtat( 
l y .  Apply at the Hair Hut or phone 635.299 
'or 635-2753 6p, 
'A NATIONAL WHOLESALE company require 
a full time warehouse Person, This position J
entry level, requires resume with hand wdtte 
covering leHer stating qualifications and ex 
pected salary. Excellent opportunity for recen 
high school grad. Reply to Box 300 c/o Ter 
: race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Terrace, B.C 
VSG 1S8 2cl 
CREATIVE RESIDENTIAL & CAREER OP'~ION, ~
is accepting employment resumes for posi 
tions in new facility. - several position, 
available, eves, nights and days, - ex 
pedence preferred in working with mentall~ 
disabled people, - have valid first aid cer 
tificate or willing to obtain. - applicants mus 
:submit to criminal record search, t.b 
test/tetanus. Oirect resume to: Unda Pelletler 
4722 Lakelsa Ave. Terrace, B.C, VSG 1RE 
635-7884 Closing date: June 30th 2c~ 
: CLEANING LADY required to clean 2 apart, 
taunts in tri.plex in Thornhill. $10, per hour, 
once a week fur 3 hours, Call Michael a~ 
635-3492 lp9 
4FYOU DON'T LIKE WHAT you're doing try 
• something else without leaving your presenl 
" .,i]ob, For appointment phone 636.3484. lc9 
. TERRACE MONTESSORI, PRESCHOOL is look. 
lug for a teacher, starting in SeptJ90 perm 
:part-time. Must be experienced, Fully qualified 
with E,C,E and license. Wage is $10 Ihr C us. 
Ing date June 22, 1990. Send resume to 
Montessod Preschool, Box 437 VSG 4B1 Ter. 
race. For more info call 635.3267 lp9 
A~Bfl l l  REOOIREO BY CALGARY IMIED COMPANY I 
" E)mll~Ive fuel economy pcedu¢l with a Idl!lon deist II 
~ ~k~t. . . I 
• We ire looking for men and women. Bdght, ~g. | 
• G~SSlve IndlvlduaJ8, who expect HIGH INCOMS, IN. | 
DEPENOEN~. ANe ARE WILLING TO W(XqK. There is no I 
calico ~ your In¢~ne pothnUal which is based on I 
" mt~ profP% preducUon awards, bonuses and .| 
~f~lT.7~i.For further infmmaOon I~e  ~ (elM) I 
' I 
Canon 
See-Moore Printing 
• & Stationery 
The exoiUsJve CANON COPIER 
dealer for the Smlthers area re- 
quires an aggressive SALES 
REP/o  handle all business 
equlpmenl.  Sales experience Is 
an asset although not essential. 
Complete training will be provid- 
ed by CANON~ 
Cartdldales for this Caroer posi- 
tion must be ambitious and self- 
mot ivated;  and provld e own 
transporlatlon. 
Excel lent;  ~worklng condi t ions  
and be.neff|a; Please send wrlb 
ten re~ume'lnclu.dlng re!erences 
to: 
See-Moore Printing 
• ~ & Stationery 
Box 460, 
Smlthers, B.C., VOJ 2NO 
Phone 847.3220 r. . ' ~'  
• WOOLWORTH accepts ~ipplloations for 
employment every Wednesday, For =anap- 
pllcaUon and interview please apply in person 
to Personne Dept._...:. lc9 
EXPERIENCEI) 
SALESMAN 
need to sell automotive equip- 
ment and supplies for 
REMA TIP-TOP 
DISTRIBUTOR8 LTD. 
in Terrace area, 
$10.00 per hour and a bonus 
from sales. 
Phone (403) 279:8213 Calgary, 
CARPET 
SHAMPOOERS 
$10,00 per hour worked, 
or $1,200 per month, 
Guaranteed for hard workers. 
Apply at: 
4719 Lakalse Ave. 
Terrace, B,C, 
Thurs. between 10 am. 12 noon. 
WANTED 
ASSISTANT 
MANAGER 
rain. 4 years experience. 
Salary: $1,700 per month. 
ALSO 
COOK 
mln. 2 years experience. 
$6.50 per hour plus 
depending on experience. 
Both must be experienced In 
seafood, pasta, and steaks, 
etc. 
Send resume or call: 
Daryl Alexander 
c lo  Breakers Pub 
117 George Hill Way 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J 1A3 
624-3268 
CTION AD 
 'BUY  "SELL v"RENT  "TRADE 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds' adver. 
tisera that the .human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication ef any advertise.' 
ment n connection wlthemp~oyment whlchl 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an Jeb applicant o,furnish 
any information concerning pice~ rellgJon~ col. 
our, ancestry, place of originor eolitical belief. 
Readers: In ads Where 'male ~ is referred tO, 
please read also as 'female'-and' Where 
'female' is used. read also as 'male~. 
REPLYING TO P 80X NUMBER?IPIease be; 
sure you have the correct box numbei" as 
given in lhe ad. Address to: Box ,The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelfe, A~'e. Terrace, 
B.C., VBG 1S8. Please do not Include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
WILL DO SECRETARIAL WORK In my home. 
Have dictaphone, typewriter, fax and 
photocopier. Call Joan at 635.6257. 6p4 
RELIABLE HONEST WOMEN looking for 
housecfeanino j b, Call 635.3577 and ask for 
• Barbara. 6p4 
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23. Work Wanted .... 
OWNER/OPERATOR wants job hauling logs .  CAREERS; 
Call Virgil Stillm. cOllect 1.694.3681 4p9 " , 
RELIABLE HONEST WOMAN looking for 
housecleaning job, Call 635.3577 and ask for 
Barbara. 6p9 
ARTIST 
AVAILABLE 
• Window painting for any 
occe81on. 
• Illustrator 
• Graphics 
• Poster, Card & Invitation 
Designs 
• Reasonable  ra tes  
For  more  Information p lease  
contact :  
K. Hicks  638-1782 
24. Nogces 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Consulting, 
private investigations and tschnlcal security, PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
consulting services, Phone 635-4936, , 6p4 public; videos, pamphlets, lending libra,, 
dealing with human life issues such as aber. 
MOM WILL DO BABYSITrlNG in my home. On tion and euthanasia. Student enquifles 
quiet street near hospital. Full and part-time, welcome, Call 635.5427 or 638.0382. 5tfnc 
References available. Phone 635.3804. 6p5 
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? Birthright can 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater- 
nity and baby clothes, Many other services - 
all free and confidential, Call 635-3907 
anytime, 12p51 
BACKHOE SERVICE, LeCleir Ent, Ltd. will do 
digging, backfilling, landscaping, etc, call 
635-6790 6p6 
NEW CONSTRUCTION or renovation, form 
work, framing or finishing carpenby, Your 
work will be done right the first time. 
638.8052 " 6p8 
22. Careers 
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10-65 tbs. before 
summer, We pay you for goo~ results 
978.3009. 6p4 
HAVE YDU WORKED In the Terrace Area and 
not been paid? Wdte and give details to Box 
251 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B,C, VSG 1S8 6p7 
Kelly's Stereo Mart is now accepting 
applications for a 
SALES POSITION 
in our Terrace store. 
Applicants should have a working 
knowledge of stereo equipment and have 
previous retail sales experience. 
Please pick up application forms at: 
Kelly's Stereo Mart 
in the Terrace iShopping Centre 
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Are you looking for ways to 
earn a little extra cash? 
We are nowlookino to fill 
routes thl;oughout our 
distribution area. 
When you deliver the 
TERRACE SATNDARD there 
is no collecting just 
straight delivery! 
rested in joining 
:earn please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to our office. 
TERRACE STANDARD CARRIER • , • . . 
NAME:  . . . .  
ADDRESS:  . . . .  " / - , : "~,  !, • . -  ~.. - 
PHONE:  ...... ~:'~:2~ii::ii' / • AGE i  / : !  ':~!~? 
OR SEND TO: ' ; ? . / ! ; '  : ..... : I 
t tn :  TERRY MILLER ~.~.~ ...... - ,  I 
IACE ,  B.C. V8G 1S8 ;;; : i  ~I;~ i I 
I 
TERRACE STANDAR D 
SERVING rHE,ERRACE A.---EA . ! 
/ 
' ,. =~' i . ' 7 ! 
Terrace Child Development Centre ~" 
has an opening for .~, . 
BUS DRIVER 
Duties & Qualifications: :~" ..... . . . ;.: 
- successful applicant must have a Class 4 (IV) Or ver's Iicence ~'~ ' . ' .  
- they should have minimum 1 year experience driving children : 
- they must possess Basic First Aid Certificate (or willing to acqulrei'~ - ! i :  ! 
one) 
- knowledge of Terrace/Thomhill area is an asset ..... • i 
- experience with children with special needs is an asset : : :: : !; 
- all candidates will be screened by R.C.M.P. :;'.'.. 
Basic Information: ~,..~ ' '. 
Hours: 5 hours per day (M0nday-Frlday) ~-i ii;:!i! "; " 
Starts: August 23, 1990 
Please submit resume to: 
Terrace Child Development Cenlre ' 
2610 South F.by Street, Terrace, 8,C. VOG 2X3 .... 
Attn: Margot Hayes, Program Director 
Sight & Sound stores have an opening for a 
SALES PERSON 
for the music department in their 
Pr ince Rupert store. 
The successful  Individual will be a self starter with 
strong interpersonal •skills and who has some 
background in music. 
You may apply by sending your resume to: 
Ter race S ight  & Sound 
4711 B Kelth Aven ue 
Terrace,  B.C. 
V8G 1 K5 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE PROGRAM 
Major appliance corporation expanding in Terrace. We need 3 career 
minded individuals for our management rainee program. 
Buries Include: inventory and stock control, service, recruiting and 
training of sales reps, advertising and marketing of DeW test products. 
Retail or sales experience helpful. We are willing to train you, if you 
impress us. If you qualify, you will be placed on training program with 
rapid advancement into management. 
• Earning Opportunity • " 
Part.time sales rap: $18,000 plus 
Full-time sales rap: $30,000 plus 
Assistant branch manager, $40,000 plus 
Branch manager:. $60,000 plus 
Apply at: 
Bectrelux canada 
4719 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Thursday, June 21, 1990, 2 p.m. sharp and 7 p.m. sharp. 
Ask for Mr. Miller 
i 
_F"j 
- -=r !  
CITY  OF  TERRACE 
VACANCY 
CONFIDENTIAL 
SECRETARY 
(Temporary - -  Approx. 0 months) 
The Cibj of Terrace Is seeking a highly motivated individual to fill the tem- 
porazy position of Confidential Secretary for a six-month pedod. The position 
provides clerical support to the Mayor and Council, and the Administration 
and Personnel Departments. The successful candidate will have an accurate 
typing speed of 70.80 wpm, experience with recording and transcribing 
minutes, arranging appointments and special events, the ability to maintain a 
• heavy workload with a minimum of supervision, and a proven ability to main. 
toin confldantiallty. 
This 18 an exempt position; with a probationary rate of $16.O01hour. Hours 
of work are 8:00 s.m. to 4:00 p,m. [summer hours], and some evening work 
will be required• The City offers an excellent benefits package. 
Applications will be received by the undersigned no later than 4:00 p.m., 
Fdday, June 22, 1990, 
Personnel Director 
City of Terrace 
321S Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2xe 
635.6311 (Tel. No.) 
635-4744 (Fax. No.) 
LUORKERS'  " 
EOKIPENSAT ION 
OF 8RtI"ICJH BOARD ~o~um.,. 
OFFICE ASSISTANTS 
The Terrace office of the Workers' Compensation Board is 
seeking individuals for full-time permanent and temporary 
positions. The duties performed In this entry level position In- 
clude filing and dicta typing, 
Qualifications include Grade 12, excellent clerical, dicta typ- 
ing and Interpersonal skills. In addition to 2 - 3 months' i 
related work experience, a net typing speed of 60 w,p,m. Is • 
also required. Word processing experience would be con- 
sidered an asset . . . .  ;!:. 
Applicants will be required to undergo appropriate testin(~ t~! 
demonstrate required qualifications. 
Salaryi $11.61 per hour/$841.46 bi weekly 
We also offer excellent working conditions, a clean air work- 
Ing environment and competitive benefits package where ap- 
plicable. 
We invite you to apply by submitting your resume by June 
29, 1990 to Competition No. 90-1NV-11 to: 
Human Reeoumea Department 
Workers' Compenimtlon Board of B.C. ' r  ~ ~ 
'~T' ~ Vancouvar, B.C, VOB 5L0 : :; : 
L 
'; . ,• r 
i ; 
* t 
J 
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26. Business 
Oppedunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE. Two restaurants In Fort 
St. James. One' with lake view, Iicenced in- 
ing room and coffee shop; one located next o 
a motel. 996.7510. fin 
GUIDE AREA. Ourns Lake Area. Moose quota 
6. Black Bear, Mule Oeer. $30,000.00 
1-692-3525 @6 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE In Terrace. Good 
IocaUoo' for futher information call 
636.7961 0p8 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Stan(lard, ConfldenUallty Isassured, Phone 
630.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
WANTEDIII 100 overweight people. We pay 
you to lose 10.29 Ibs, In 30 days, Call 24 hrs. 
a day, 1-250.9451, 12p2 
METAPHYSICAL Readings available, For ap- 
pointment phone Laurel 635-7776 at Modem 
Metaphysics 3p9 
26. Personals 
632-  4333 
Open ~' days a wouk glUM -- 9AM 
Answering machine OAM- 9PM 
~ONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEED 
~ In C~il ~ s~ram 
27. Announcements 
CARRIERS 
Needed! 
Roulel Available In Terrace 
230 - Skeena, Haugland, 
Keith. 
Need Summer Replacement 
for reu~ 326 -- Larch, 
Spruce, Dogwood, Thornhill, 
Klry, Lavina, Col..Smith. 
336 - Alder, Cottonwood, 
Aspen, Balsam, Hawthorn, 
Cypress, Juniper, Walnut. 
i 638-7283 I 
": TE C STANDAIq ") t 
- - - _ _ . t  
LOSE 
WEIGHT 
We need 30 overweight 
persons to lose 10-29 Ibs. In 
the next 30 days with the~ 
crana new Revolutionary~ 
Diet Disc Program. "~ 
Totally Natur~ I 
Doctor Recommended 
Guarant.eed Satisfaction I 
EARM $$$ - i 
WHILE YOU LOSE t 
1-978-3059 TOLL FREE ] 
STOP SMOKING 
LASER THERAPY CENTRE 
~T, LASER THERAPY 
, Sa fe ,  Effective, Painless 
,. Stop 'Smoking ........ S95,00 
(Plus 2 follow-ups If needed) 
Diet Control ................... $55.00 
For more Information 
and appointment call 
1-800-667-437g 
Terra0e - July 9, 11 
I 
n I 
Cancer can be beaten. 
Please give generously, 
T 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (Terrace) 
3211 KENNEY STREET, 
TERRACE, B,C. V6G 3E9 
f604~ 635-4931 
FAX 1604)635-4287 
NOTICE . 
Beginning In May and ending October, 1990 grass fer- 
tilizer will be applied to all playing fields In the Terrace 
and Thomhlll area schools during the first week of each 
month. 
! 
.,:> ' 
30, Obituades 
FOSTER: Passed aWay. June 9, 1990, Betly 
Leaner Foster of POwell River,' 6.C. Ago 69 
years. She Is suNIved by her laving daughter 
Karen Wenham, her husband Ed, of Powell 
River, B.C,; step:daughter Lynda Henry of 
Enderby, B,C. and grandchildren A drew Edc, 
He d, C nton and Trevor. Mrs Foster served In 
the past as matron of the Eastern star; the 
ThornhIII Chapter and as past.president of the 
Tirzah Club Daughters of the Nile, Powell River 
32.Lega! NogceI 
REPAIRER'S ' 
• . LIEH SALE 
For safe:* 1979 Kenworth LogOino 
Truck No, 906765C Whereas Grouse 
Trail Logging Ltd, of.Box 1601 Fort 
Nelson, B,C, is indebted to inland 
Kenworth for a sum of $14,538,36, ~ 
Chapter, Funeral service was held Wed. June The goods are available for iflspeo. 
13, 11: a.m. at Faith Lutheran Church, The tlon pdor to date of sale at the last 
Reverend B, SenRen officiated. Cremation. No mentioned address..* 
flowers by request.Donations to the Canadian Terms of Sale: Cash at time of 
Cancer Society would be appreciated. Ar. 8ale, Highest bid or any bid not 
rangments entrusted to Stubberfleld Funeral 
Home Ltd. ,+ lc9 necessarily accepted. 
,+ 
"i" 
NOTICE OF PRE.HARVEST SILVlCULTURE PRESCRIPTIORS 
OR SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
NOTICE 
c'l~e !ollowlng ~.,eas have a proposed pre~.rlption that will apply If approvaJ Is • 
~uneo ~rom me Ministry of Forests. The proposed prescriptions will be 
available for viewing until Aug. 2, 1990 at the location noted below dudng 
regular working hours. 
To eneure consideration; any wdtten commente must be made to Buffalo 
Head Forest Products Ltd. at Box 70, Stewart, B.C. VOT lW0 by the above 
date, 
Form of License Culling Cutblock Area 
Agreement No, Permit No, No, I.~,allon " (HA.) 
Foreet A16884 17 0S (~Neegee. 73.2 
Ucence 21 03 Irving 107.3 
i 
NOTICE, TO CREDITORS 
IN THE, MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF ROSLYN McCALL, 
Formerly of Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having clams against the above 
Estate are required to send full particulars of such claims 
to Crampton, Brown & Amdt, No. 3 - 4623 Perk Avenue, 
V8G 1V5, Terrace, British Columbia, on or before the 1 lth 
day of July 1990, after which date the assets of the said 
Estate will be distributed, having regard only to the claims that 
have been received. 
Vivlen Mildred TaR, Admlnistratdx 
CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
L 
In a clear record of del ivery 
and a job well done, You've 
earned a Free Single Full 
Meal Deal! 
Single Burger 
* Frlee 
e I~ OZ. Soft Drink 
• 5 oz. Sundae 
Topping of your choice 
PREPARED BY DAIRYQUEEN 
Congratulations 
Jake Smith 
 TERRACE STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, S,C. 838"7283 
I , I  Oorernment of Canada Oouvemomant du Canid~ 
Mlnliter of Stall for Youth MiniMa d'[lat i la Jeunesse 
STUDENT/'st (y)u d: nt/n -s 
. I aperson engaged in study: one enrolled in ful 
~e studies at a school, college ~.+~ersily: pupil 
:2 someone who is I~ht.  ~ef  ~ ~:i'k with a wide 
range of experiences and wo~'~a valuable addi- 
tion to y business... "~?:~ :.~;+:i:i}~;,:i*: ,<+ 
800 
.. ,',i:, ,.: : r 
, i i  
g. 
i , 
II I 
- . +. 
I II I 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
11meAdsl~:Rr Mthe morelhin 100 I ~  d the B.C, andYukon Communlly i~mAseoda l~ 
Ind I n~e then 1,SO0,0001x~en~l rssdert, 
: $165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each addit ional word),~ 
I I  III 
AUTONO1Wi 
AdJve Auto E~,  d l~ 
qe~ for Ac~m Ba~f 8erv~e~ 
l e lO .  m4~ . . . . . .  . 
ew.~l ,  uPpi.m . 
FREE ~ .  ¢onorele 
w ~ f ~ ~  
you dodde gel the bate. Cd 
FOUNDATION ~U8 1-800- 
063-7774, 0:~ it.m,. 4:30 p.m, 
PDT, M - F, 
eu.. I~O~,mrruNmo 
I own m time. No 
or oxpe~rm, 8~ 
1946, Fn~e ommure: Wade 
Wodd Tm~, ~o C~. 8rod 
Buem~ In~, Dap~. Wl, 1140 
r-iml~ I I tne~,  s eut i~ lT~ 
len~lound el re i~ l  eqdlx~nt 
~.~- ,  ~r,m,  ~ on~ 
I=  neMce In 100 ~ H~I ,  
~/ Ing  t90,000, Will 
-Ill0,000 DOWN ~KI owner wll 
~yblh ln~,  I-~96-2717. 
THE UL~T~ENEF I~ 
STORE, 1,000'o of ~ ,  
.u ~ m~__y Ian9  ~ui~ne. 
wemem Wader Fnm~ #103, 
~0120-641h Ave,, lau~ley, B.C., 
V~4PT. - " 
A I ~  Greenbe~ 
w l d ~  6t~ mddaul~ 
uoffI. Phone or wdte for FREE 
BROCHURE: B,C ,~rmml  
Bulldem Ud., 7425 I.l~lley Ave., 
n u~. ,  B.C., WE 2RC 4.~ 
HEALTH 
VITAMIN DIS¢,OUNTS. 81nee 
~.7~, o~n~ ~0~ q,dy-k~,es 
ix¢es on VIlamlne, MInenda, 
Hod:s, BOdy Ougdlng and Weloht 
Lois, Sopl~omem, Ha~ Tad. 
merd, S%Tn Cam and More. FREE 
CATAI.O~UE. Wdle: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS, Dep.BC15, 260 
8W. Madne 0dye, Vancouver, 
B,C.,VeX 2P,5,1-800-663.0747. 
In V / r ,  32~-7000. 
HEI.P WN/11I~ 
Train to manegt am #4~tmant/ 
Condomtolum oomldex, The 
Oovemmerd ikxnNd homeltady. 
m~lr.aeon Inc~a fre~ I~e-  
m ~ I .  F~e Ixo~um: 
Teddy Bset gu~m Op.wlu. 
ex~l l r~,  Wrh to 
~,B.C,,V1E~O, 
~:  ~t~ & Mmeh food 
Ioro~ _~e~. .~mn,  
~.e~. LOW over. 
le~,000 In~udlng ~,  
, dln~ lit, 62O-2907. 
"~IOp~O~.  I m~o.  
mo,z~ e~ moss. ~ I HId~Ir/onn+dk~ Services Pro. 
063.e037 ~md m ~ Fern rseeeroh '°°mputereden°eand _ tly ~h, thentook~oa camr b 
TrNaUl'ne. " ~e Heldlb Reooede IxOfeNlon. 
Oomml~n . . . . . . . .  0uHou~ l~h wq~o~darId 
~..i.,.,,..~ , .~m~.~,~"  for.gn~lu~ee l .thto.lXOmm, 
~;m, ,~. .Z~-"~' - -~"  we've xpandadthe~ea{t~e 
;+,ok ~..~ ,. ~,~n. ,. p.rov~n~, tidd. _O~r unique I year 
• - - . -  - - ~  . . , .  " v ,vv  m.*  I , , , , ,  . . . . . . . . . .  e I ' toeJ I1Fteoo~T~ordle2 ; 
tuv~J~ Igq 'g t  zg  t~"  am~g I~etaT~ V~mr J, b la ih  R a ~  U w d ~ v .  
~T~nMap~Mar~ ~_ ,c, ~1~ . . . . .  "~ '~ . . . . . . . . .  
H~wl_  ~RII, H.RIS, Ab- H~tl ~r  In lhe health 
_y~Jln m exalt. 
u.O ~u,mo t 'e. ' c~m Ik~l. ~ (604)527-5076 
I ~ I ~  !ely_for morn hk~nadm or wd~e 
m: 11~ OIlloe el the Re01~lrm, 
8eyour~=mG~m. 81adyourol DowIIICogege, P.O.Box2503, 
rail order IXJllneM at home, NowWNmTnmer, B,C. Y31. ~B2. 
FroedltdIw#4 to: Fly~k De~. FOR'" - ' ' ' -~-*  
101, 20791} Lsked14~ Road,  r~om.unm 
BalldIJ~fe, ~HgX181,  L I~  fixtures. Wsstem Can- 
~ / ~ ,  ~ ~,  Frae _ .~ awm- 
gnmlta0 e l i  ~UI ,  IMI, _l~l~o~,,m__L~h_~n~Oenlfe, 
pllquee, uml, flrepllsei, ~c~m. . .~m. ,u_wmmy,  
COU~tttl ' 'u ,  Tradaiman'l n.%,., vo~ ~,pm. I"none: 
BIx~, M~Wl, B,O., WV,I1"t9. 8 a N Home ~m.,,w~,,,, 
" " '  nowlor ~ amlk~ton 
WANTANEWOAFIEEFI?KooI~- ; I ~  
n9,, ~mpmhe~lve 
3-math ~oume on 8TONE MA. 
80NRY ANDSMALL BUSlNES~ 
P~ .oWrea~x~one~ andpmCk:i 
tndnlno). Box 4el, Salmo, B.c,, 
V0G IZ0, (~04)sa7-~16: Nag 
Imd l  Io~mde .~0~000. 
WOBURN - INTERNMIOHAL 
ACADEMY OF BRrlISH CO. 
48%PROFIT, Theu~,~ng. $1L. VANCOUVER, B.C., V6B 1B~. VERa&VER~easeO~d,~r, I LUMBL~,34~WATERaTFIEET, 
W~m b e tuly aoor~ pd. 
J~llhp/Me, 81daly, nolx)eiI1- I vateH~edl~lnltsehymu,, 
W, (x~e~, hu~ z Ilettme. I
Dmnnnetmtad major ouni l l  1116I°h°°loffemgrIdeIS"12 
CalMs,_ EVely llwne I wl lhIndolul l lz~10ttnl lto, 
nee~om. 8endfordale, Box I Thesdx~UectiWslhel~u~. 
~'~'E"V~V0W2~:- I ~~"~'~'~0~,~,,~m~.~,b 
FRUn'VALS, a.¢,.Inthel:mwtJ. I In • beautiful hedt~e bldlng 
M K.~r~yu eml~Im~l wood ounw~m~ Io~td- to 
womn0 buefntm, ate0 and etudmetotltadmntagedthe 
thowreme-S,600mq,ft, k led~ many rmxNIoual and oultu.d 
role. (e04)aOT.la. - 
~ ~ m ) o o ,  Con. for the F~l-progmm. To~ 
mnl~ etsm, F~I glare, ~ L~o_ .~ lu lonz  Ofllne, 
k~ ~nUk~, gu p~,  3 bed. 
mom l~m, timpi~. 8am, 
mruck NOW, would you know 
whm tsdo? Would your InmlP/? 
KNOWING what to axpe~ end 
whad to do will greatly deorense 
yotw fears and your danger, 
EARTHQUAKE PREPARI~D. 
NE88 GUIDE r/'.oo, MEL.JOY 
PUBLIBHING, SUITE 163, 720- 
eth 61ri~, New Wommln~er, 
D,O., Y3L 3(;5. 
~. l~u l lk= eu~ton. June 
1751 Alia Roed, Comox, 
e.o. Heavy ~lolpmenl, 
mtlou equipment, new 1reek, 
~ and zu~mo~v~ parm, 
~lMmg hezdwam, fumiturt and 
hm~mhoto ~hmtm, ti~ng gem', 
~ motom, bet~. More 
I ~  ~ Courtenw Auo. 
eend~se, os44alO, ~o. 
RUFLAS, gUITAR SHOP PRE- 
INVENTORY 8ALE. Guild, Lir. 
dvse, Mien, Talimlne, Yamaha 
~i .  o~,~0 i lo , ,  Wuh- 
hum r~ux~ne, aidng~, picks, 
.¢~t~,uoc~,cmm ~e2t ~m~ 
v|u~ouver, V@R ~81,222-1717. ~ : ie~o ou.~ to mudy.m. oommon .w~. 
~ounm f~ I ~ :  
QtIIn161 ~ Plieet~urant, I J- ,~nt ln9 ;  AI/londlllonlne, 
i~K I ,  i-omdlt~n~l, Juno- B~ze~rW, B~dne~Oneme- 
tim el 8teen Vdey (~zr NeI- oil 640retluy, Peyohok}gy, 
era).). 8ur rou~ by 0offln0, Tmvol, Otantm, (0A) 203 Ade. 
m~, fling, LIvI~ qm.lwe 
amiMe, 1-((104),~9.71, 8- klkle Will, T(~0n~, 1-e00-~0- 
!0I.m,orG-1 Ip, m, 
BUY FACTORY DIRECT. New 
14 wk~ und dod:~wkleo dellv. 
o~,  ,~o brae ee~lan d trod 
homne, N~:d~ Home, Edmon- 
ten, AB, (403)447-2333 
(~7. ,~o.  
1071. 
I tlallIllon, repdr and 
1Tr.ACH INGLISH IN JAPAN, ~ of ~ 
I ~ ,  Inkmmlm. ~ INAO ~en~ 01sdu- 
U e~ful, ~  to~hn~q~, Upe me~fthe14.mm~Ammt~l 
.tor, ndt~Oo~l, j,~ WoRnt~o. Oymm T~nek~y proonun 
you m axo_V,d "Ja~mm_ mJnh~demad.Nmdo~me 
,,~,-mum.- ~ e.A,&E Iol be~ne~mber,~ ¢ordm 
P.O, bt4OOll, a/.OlOGovem.i Rd,, Nelem, ~,0,, VIL 1K~ 
(eo4)I-eeo~, I. 
(604)681-5456, Or:. RMT1,1120- 
780W. Pander, Vancouver, B.C., 
V6¢ tH2, 
HOUSEWNES, Mothers and In. 
le~Nded po~ann oeded Inmodl. 
a~ly to iron 1o~ and glt~tor I~- 
dannl Home Pad,/Plm~ No I.- 
wadmnt, deliveries, or m~y 
r~H ~le~.  
omce~OER.e=i  
.ume end ~k.y e ~  to 
AB, TOE 1E0. 
EOflrOFI-FIF.PORTER waled for 
wseldy In V~emounl, B.O, Ed.- 
e~rm ~fe~,  
Journeymen O iz~ ~ ml~ B.C. 
lntwlor lown. ~ fudh~'In~n111. 
Ugh p~me (Ill (o04)~e~me, 
Pr~mmdw halt ia~n seeks 
o~om~k~ ~ 
~, ~onco  ~,~.  
laud Laurie, F~adh Ave. NOlr 
DaiS, 047-60t5 ~ end ese- 
ume Boo( 3076, 8mlbem, B,C., 
VOJ2NO. 
HILP WANIED 
F.AJ~ M0~EY SAVU~Z our envl. 
torment. Need d~ora  Io 
market.new am padua, Con- 
IlerVe lull, I e l~,  
mu~h rnoro. A mi  kx' evmy 
vehi~. I~we 1 ~ 1 ~ :  
I.toenmKI Pm-edx~ tmu~r for 
e~pc Ol. easy r~U~t .  
6end m~ume Io N I  Cldi- 
dron'aC~m. B~I ,  Nakuap, 
B.C,, VO0 1RO by July le or 
Phone 26~370L " " 
Obommry Toy~ b leone0 for 
~on~-0 ~xt~. Use ~4ze~ 
anneto ~u~ ~ I 
OUALIFIED O,M. PARTSMAN 
mquk~KI Immedkdely 5xmodem 
O,M. _De]dmddp Indim on .,z..,m, 
B.C. Ful conaowr/banemp~k- 
age. RNumi to'Bob Medzlse, 
Salmon Ann Motom, Be( sag, 
~mon Ann, s.c., VlE 4~w. 
(eo4)e~.mt. " 
OmmUlX~t~u. Hundm~ 
t~ngpne~um~ m~.  
Ntn~lv~ baneS. Free 
ck~d~ Ovmu~ Smp~m 
Sendet~, DriP. CA, Bc~ 4eO, 
IVlount Royl, Ouelmm, Hap S07. 
WANTED:. Ownml01a peq~ to 
lose m Io 25 I~  penisand gum 
exlm r~.  100% n~aII. Fuly 
Oumantoed, Tog-has 1.978- 
3064. 
PIRIOHALI 
B~h Mo~her wiihne ~m~ ~'  
wd~glVar, Sam June 27,11~ at 
Id~horae, named F J~.  
I mATE 
WrMo f~r Intom~k~ or IZuye~ 
Ouldeto: ~land Rselty~SS2 ~y.  
mour 81. ~ B.O,, V3C 
RELAX COUNTRY UVIN~. 
1,~,10 ~ Iota, Wet ,  hydro, 
telphone, dyer view end dyer 
cu  oola~: (004}973.3203. 
q~tonl l l~.  
..~.s, ~ .1o ~my,  
vamaouvor, V~O.  
N O R I T A K E  CHIN  8ALEI Tent- 
dlour~ on CURRENT pat- 
rn~ I)elverad we l~,  
neumd. ,epi, c~ your Nofftal~ .Io__.~f ~ ~,  i ,  ~I~,,..~ 
..~!!, mn ~, I~.  re, .~  
~0rl~_ Eqxlm,"Tmxdo, I~-  
I l l  
. .e . .~  ..,~ ..~ 
. , . . . .  : . , , ..... 
WeN eq)edenmd C I  1 t~ ~ U  
drl~ nnd ~ mltgOlXton 
doe ^ , w~m', t I J  Iiwyer for 21 
eo0~ea~mB. ~..m~. call golly, (eo4)Tae- 
_o~. ,vmr ,  a no rp~r / ,  
PART.TIME INTBWEWER8 [m!U ' m V UKOnonqulmi, 
WANTED for qdnlon ,'eeHndl. 
, WI IR I f f4 I ,  I lg l l  I ~  I1~ 0190 0Q 0 
_~_~.~_ .~_ . . . .~ .  IL~, Vamou~w m4.~.  
¢ ~  ~,  m.  To, ~ I ~ ~ ~ nn 
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R USINESS DIRECTORV i '* 
;I ERR CE EXPER :',i: 
let's talk :.. .',~;,~,,/ 
~ E E K  : k:,l•:: Moun.lntoprepeater,:::i~!::i~:::•: i~.i: !':: 
::* Satel l ite Sales & ~ : : : : : : . . . . . . .  ~ :: ' :~ 
• \ : ..... - - LAN d . I  r "~: +i • ; :  ;i:+:!:+,: ': ,, :: ' . ~ II • ': ,:i;+ ` 
" : No.bland ,.,oo~, ,,o,,,u~ ! v : ~ii 
' : - :  ' ~ : '  Communications 638-0261:' "~ '; !i!; 
.!:!i::!i 
/ . 
'NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. ! !ii,~: 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING " • '  ~: 
• - - ,u , , cTu , ,  ' I FUN. L HOME i COSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS - ' ! ! i 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION, GAS TANKS- TOOL BOXES I BOX 247, ~i-t J l~rs~B.C. . . .8:47-2441_ I i 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS ~ 10 FT. SHEAR • " m 
'~ . .~ . .~_ .~._ :~C~ JIMNEID' n I ~ro,e.,ooa, cou..,,~ /'~,-;..-" IA  i :, .S l id ing  in , Memor la lmarkers , '  , ........ :'~ '... LJ[__~ 1 • ~1~ I / i  / (~o~) e3s- ~¢7~ I In Grave covers }'/"~', ~,..rJr"~'~. l ~ i  I [ / I  " ~ '4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I Crem ,.,r'~ "~,. ; Funeral • . ~ 1_ i -  ..... TERRAC~.B.C.W,~',~ I 1 ariD, "~,. ~"--...~J,~t.'~,'o, i t 
SLIDING INTO THIRD, this North Coast Ravens baserunner wasn't , . ' 
quite ableto beat the tag. But it was otherWise a good game in SPRING CLEANING Summ it Gloss 
which theRavens -- a bantam girls team -- were able to press the • ' :. 
peewee boys they were playing. SPECIALS 
;I , $39 95 & Service Ltd,. i 
~' When you goHa' have it, We'll ~ I t l  ,, Mo~ Store Fronts i . . . ~NN~ ALL TYPES OF GLASS 
• Wo'U clean two rooms & hall C~II , - ' ,  ~, , ,  .,,h,,~=,.,.. ICBC Claims 
"ANY S IZE"  -"-;pecaa~"s'i"' . . . .  " COMPET IT IVE  PR IC ING 
Serving Bums Lake to Kitimat 
• NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-4464 
, 635-3944 H~ze,on, BC. 
' Our expediting service will save your company "~- - " "~ - - - ' -  "'" ~ '  
C.,.OOEL,VE.. let's talk ]' 
• Portable radios 
i ~ i  ~~.~^ , Marine radios ~1 PH'638"1166 !!1 il 
¶. Mountain top repeaters Auto Glass v, Windshie lds , 
• i ~ ~o.s ~~' V~lteJllte Sales & Service ................... : ~'~ Glass: Me~di~ Repairs !;:! ~i 
e '~ IDLANI~ dealer- Specialists ~ I.C.B.C. claims .:~: 
(~  Northland ,.,oo~ ,v.,~ 
-' Communications ' 638-o261 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. I ~ ~,re~znts~(zr, ~u~ ~uszc~. .  I Division of East End Holdings Ltd. I * " • *. * * , I 
I .,F * Cassettes " $10 .95  I 
NOW AVAILABLE  I - -  * Albums $10.75 ! 
• Concrete Blocks • Sand & Gravel J * D iscs  $19 .95  .. ] 
• Screened Top Soil 
• Surplus 2x4 lumber (any length) | ~ CALL NOW 635-6210 .~- | ii 
1"6 ¢ per linear foot J " -  and leave a message - I 
, 3751 01d Lakelse Lake Drive 638.8477 I 
iN•:: : •: !: :i::i 
: . .  : . .  , 
River's Edge Contracting 
#112-4619 Lazelle Ave., Weddings Custom Framing 
Terrace Portraits Mat Cutting 
5 rain Passports Limited Edition Pints 
phone 635-6309 Dry Mounting Laminating 
: 
reasonable rates - -  hourly or contract Jo~ [ : : )~  ~ 1  
specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, .0~ ~.~, , .  I 
6"  & 8" bits, snowclearing , ~ , - - . .  I I 
Advertise Your Garage Sale! ~ 
,ouw r , ,0o0- - , . _  
and buslnesses when you adver- ~ U 7 6  ":": FL TES Wlll cut down any tree, 
$8.75 per weekl Call T0dayl per week "USE YOUR EQUITY" "SAFELY" 
" ,- ~ .... DarteR M, Smith $1,000,000 liability for YOUR protection 
~ ~ ~ ~ •GARAGE SALE ,~,,2-4625 Park Ave., Terrace 635-6310 635-7400 
::SUN,, APRIL 1 
tl syour garage sale In the Terrace 
: S mdard. ;Your 2"xlV=" is only 
lOa me 
, ...... ~ Eve~h,,0,nu,t0oll MACKAY"  
..,...:..~:~... :: • 4647Lazelle. SERVICES LTD.  ...~,~,,,,, • T f lANSPOf lTA  T ION 
.... ~ ......... : '  Ten, ca Cmmtor~m 4e2e Davl,Av% Terrace -~  S Y S TE  M S L TD.=~ 
=,~ , - ~-  ~- -~ Directors: 
: JS  - 
:~,; • . , . JN~tE8 WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARI.ANE Dally freight service ex Vancouver .,. ~ 
,.::,~. k....=....d JEANETTE DE FRANE  TERRAC  STANDARr)  " ~ I "~l" l,=~o p~q."~ 24  HOUR TEL: (~4)  635-2728 " ~ ~. , 
~1 , Answering and Pager Serv ice  ~ I ! :  ~::, ; ~ ~,~M. . , c , , . ,  : : .... - -  = " = " " "  I FAX: (6"O4)635.Z1~7 . 
~ ?i I: ~~ 
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What ' sUp 
, JUNE ~,  JULY 7, - -  21,1990 
- -  Stitch by stitch: Quilting in 
the museum, demonstrations 
with Pat Simpson and Mary 
Lee on Saturday, June 30; 
Blain Krtckan and Lois on 
Saturday, July 7; Vicky Stevens 
on Saturday July 21. 
JULY 28, 1990 --  Hearts and 
Hands: The american es. 
i~rlences, A video on the art of 
quilting In America from 1830 
to 1930. At 7:30 p.m. Museum 
Hours: Tuesday --  Saturday I0 
a.m. -- 5 p.m. Sunday 12 p.m. 
--  5 p.m. Closed on Monday. 
~rWW~k 
AUG. 3, 4, $, 1990 - -  1980 
Grads of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary 10 year reunion for 
all persons who graduated or 
should have graduated in 1980, 
Reunion to be held at the Ter- 
race Inn. If you have not 
received your invitation and 
would like to attend, please 
contact us by July 1, 1990, For 
more information call 638-1214 
or send letter to c/o 2088 
Cypress Street, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5G3 
~ 'k'k'k/~" 
August 24 - -  26, 1990 - -  
Cariboo College celebrates 20 
years of service with a 
Homecoming Weekend. If 
t you re a former student or staff 
member, plan to visit the 
Kamloops Campus and join the 
fun. Activities will include a 
Bar-B-Q, dance, department 
sponsored events, music and 
entertainment. I 's a family af- 
fairl For more info or to let us 
know you're coming, Call 
Arlee at 1-800-662-2955. 
W~W/rW 
HERITAGE PARK is now 
open to the public - -  5 days a 
week. Tuesday to Saturday 10 
a.m. - 6 p.m. For information 
regarding school tours, wed- 
dings, family portraits or large 
group tours. Phone Heritage 
Park 635-4546 or 635-2508 
# "k'k "k'k 
TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
There will be a horseshoe train. 
ing program for anyone who 
would like to play. Come out 
Wed. evening or Sunday after- 
noon. It is fun and good par- 
ticipation. For more informa. 
tion call 635-2856 
THE OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS support group 
meets every Wednesday at 7:30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centrec 4542 Park 
Ave. Ph. 635-6510 or 638-0664 
for more information.  
Newcomers welcome. 
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed.. of 
the month, Anyone interested 
in more information about the 
Kinenes or meetings please call 
Gall at 635-9253.. 
• W~r ik~ 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Child Health Clinics" (Im- 
munization Clinics" Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m. - noon and 1-4 p.m. 
Weighing and measuring 
children, no lifting necessary. 
For more info. phone the 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. 
~r ~/ r  W~k 
KERMODE's ALCOHOL & 
DRUG Program offers 
Wednesday nite videos, 7:30 
-8:30 p.m. at Kermode Friend- 
ship Centre (downstairs). 
Opened to anyone. Drop in for 
a coffee and a movie. 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
JOINING A SUPPORT 
GROUP for step and blended 
families, call, Lee at 635-9055. 
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun. nite 7 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
Haughland. Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m. Blue 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day nite 8:30 p.m., Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Ave. Tuesday nite 8:30 p.m. 
Catholic Church, 4830 Stranme 
Ave. Wed. nite Beginners 7:30 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. Fri- 
day nite 8:30 p.m. Kermode 
Centre 3313 Kalum St. 
LOSSES, E ITHER 
THROUGH separat ion,  
divorce, or death can be a time 
you may need additional sup. 
port. If you wish to be in a sup. 
portive group, please join us 
the 1st, and 3rd, We~lnesday of 
City says thank you 
SUPERIOR LINEN SUPPLY 
,.~;~.. Timegleaners~Ltd.:, .,,:;,.:,:., ! , -  : ~ . 
"/: ~mmerclal *, Jndustdll * Retail.,'., =.'.;. : '=  ' 
• . Co~edl 8ale&repair ~ " • ,'Us forms ' .  
• Commercial aundry i=: Doormats & wlPem 
,* Cog ke' white8 : ' 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST ~'~ : ,~ 
4404 Legion Ave,, ..... ~ : :~ ' 
Terrace, B.C. ' " i..635'28381 
air, Lakelse Lake provincial 
park is the place to go. 
At the moment, there are lots 
of interesting things to watch 
developing around the local 
park ponds: mosquito larvae, 
dragonfly nymphs and diving 
beetles abound and make for in- 
teresting watching. There are 
also salamander eggs that live in 
bundles of larvae in the ponds 
and if you keep an eye on them 
you may later discover some 
baby salamander coming out in- 
to the world for the first time. 
If creepy crawly things aren't 
your cup of tea, the local species 
of sapsuckers and woodpeckers 
should keep you amused with 
their antics and songs. Keep an 
eye out for the return of the 
ospreys and eagles, whose sub- 
tie presence often requires pa- 
tience to observe. Most species 
see, baby birds venturing forth 
for the first time with their 
parents. 
From the end of June on- 
wards, Lakelse Lake provincial 
park offers free guided tours 
and theatrette.style talks. These 
talks and walks, along with 
talks from visiting guests, will 
continue throughout the sum- 
mer and are a great way to learn 
about the natural and cultural 
history or recreational oppor- 
tunities of Lakese Lake and 
other nearby parks. 
If you require any informs. 
tion about our summer pro- 
grams, don't hesitate to call the 
B.C. Parks office at 798-2277, 
between the hours of 8 a.m. and 
4 p.m., Monday to Friday. The 
parks are there for us all to en- 
joy! 
CFNR 990 AM 
CANADA'S FIRST NATIONS RADIO 
=1,000.00 
BLACKOUT RADIO 
BINGO 
FRIDAY, JUNE 22, 1990 
8:10 a.m. 
on 
CFRN 990 AM 
LICENCE NO. 761653 
CARDS AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS: 
Benson Optical Northern Health Care 
Northem Drugs Terrace Shell Car Wuh 
Shefleld & Sons East End Chevron 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelsc Avenue 
Phone 635.6302 
• 
Licensed Premises. 
HOURS: 
Weekdays 
6:30 a.m. - 8 :30 p.m, 
Saturday 
7:00 a.m. • 8 :30 p.m. 
Sunday 
8:00 a.rn. - 8 :00 .p.m. 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
'/' OF 
 JOY 
;" . • * /  " 
Baby's Ham: ? (baby boy) Hundlal . . .  
Dlts& 1'line (If Bldh: May 31, 1990 at 6!00 ani 
Weight: 8 Ibs.,11 oz. ~x: Male 
Pmntz: Devlnder & RaJinder Hundlal 
~b~s Name: Edn Frances 
Date & Time of Bidh: May 30, 1990 at 12:50 
WI~M: 9 Ibs. 8 oz. ~r .  Female 
Namntz: Kenner & Susan Mitchell 
bWs It lm: Gerald Sameal Winston Jr. 
Date & Time of BI~: May 21, 1990 at 4:20 pm 
_ W~hI: 7 I~. 11 .oz. Sex: Male 
P,mlntl: Gerald & S~hla Gosnell 
Bab~s Name: Jamle Lee Oates 
Date & Time of Birth: June 9. 1990 at 3:07 pm 
Wall)M: 8 Ibs. 11 oz. Sex: Male 
Pmnls: Lee &Wanda Oates 
'3o% SUMMER TOYS June 20-26 
Skeena Mall 635-5236. 
Shrimp Caesar 
Salad 
Cdap Romaine rettuce, 
croutons, parmesan 
cheese, and our special 
dressing topped with 
8hdmp. 
British 
Columbia 
Salmon Steak 
Marinated In lemon and 
seasonings, our chef's 
secret, then chad~rolfed 
and served with baked 
potato end honey but- 
tared ealrrota. 
each month, h is  - 3 p.m. in 
the conference room at the 
Mental Health Centre, Call 
638-3325 for more Jnfo, 
West End Chevron Agar Red & White 
B & G Grocery WaysideGrocery 
House .of Slmolgheta Gift Shop 
REMEMBER, IF YOU DON'T PLAY...Y@U CAN'T WIN! 
Inn of the West & 
The Terrace Chamber of Commerce 
Presents ..... 
1 
French Golden 
Chicken 
A lean breast of chicken 
left to mmlnste over. 
night In our secret 
recipe, then charbroltad 
till deliciously tender 
and julcy. Served with 
. green beans almandine 
and baked POtato. 
7 
Lobster 
Thermldor 
Dice of Iolxlier combin- 
ed with cream esu~e. 
Returned to shell and 
gratine, 
All dishes are prepared fresh whi le 
you wait, so relax and enjoy 
evening of fine dining at, ltsbest ~:our  
' elegant new d ln ln~! '~.  
"Business After  urs" i ' ! ' i : , :  ,, ... ~ : ROsorvotl0ns Recommended , 
" ' " ~'" ~ F .~i " ; "  ' ~ ~ L. ~ ~ r ' L ' OPEN AT  5 :00  PM 
":::: : "  ":i Tuesday, June 26 - 5 :00 pro,-7:0.0 pm 
/"i ~//: ~ iii. i~ r at the Inn of the West new board rooms: 
' i~:iiii/~!!il ~i Enjoy ' complimentary refreshments and snacks. 
/~,", ',-- EVERYONE WELCOME 
,,:~'::,,.:, ~:~ Prizes to be won . . . .  
tr • r:" " 
f " 
O MOUNT " LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS . 
RESORT LT,D d .  
798-2214 , , . . . . .  
, - - t ; . f f~  . ;  
I SALVATION ARMY Captains John and Gall Harker will be "sorely missed," mayor Jack Ta/s.tra 
said last week, noting the couple had helped "countless numbers" of people during their six 
years in the community. Talstra presented them with a certificate of merit from the city. The 
Harkers will soon move to their new home in Kamloops. PRIME COMMERCIAL the answer In the heart of downtown Terracell Modern 11,000 sq. ft. two.st0rey 
B o r e d  ;" seres '  ' -  - - ' -  co,cr, bl0ck office building with large paved parking area. Net an. nual income over $82,000 - 10% cap. Adjacent commercial lot 149' 
U ~ r ~ , ~  [ ~  j P , x  156 included in price. Vendor etiring so561will carry 2280m°dgage and . • Are you wondering what to . \ ~ consider other Innovative financing. . "~ " ' 
do on this beautiful summer's ... . . - • For details call STAN AKSENCHUK 563;2790 reg. or • 
evenin: Thes.. is shining, the Park  ~ ~ . fiE/MAX Proper t ies .  561-2280 
kids restless and you don't " Ira,.. =. A--= ~ I P.~_.~ ]~ .1'409 - 9th Ave., PrinceGeorge, B.C. ' ' 
know where to go7 Why not Repor t  I , ' FAX:,562-7162 " 
head down to Lakelse Lake hw ~ m=~ ~ ~ ~ " ' "=]  L ~ = - -  r 4= " = proper t ies  , andma,othomo.o,.,= - - ________ . . .® 
nature has to offer - -  and all ~] _ _ 
for freel , • 
Early summer is a good time . . . . . . .  I r ~ / !  !~  r i ~  FAX;  862-7162 
i -  "h ~ ~-e~' ~.*,4~n.'o D" e l  olros are looking after young _ to be. ,  L..~ 5,-,,L u_,,uv.o... - . . . . .  , .. - 6 ~,,..~*"~ 
tammes so zzyou re really snarp you're interested in your own . . . .  j~  
oh,A,, ,.,¢ I~..W' ..,:l.-Z=:¢o ann very quiet a long the trails or  private . . . .  j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ¢ ' ~  
insects or plants, or if you just near. the water, you may oe ^ ~ j , ~ ,  I 
like being outside in the fresh lucky enough to hear, or even  ~ , ._ D L Fg  
